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MUST CLEAN UP
BEFORE SUMMER
Health Department Issues Its
Annual Orders
Dr. Graves Says He Win See That
instructions Are Obeyed in
the Future.
INSPECTORS ARE GETTING BUST
"Notice to clean up will be given
but once from now on. The time al-
lowed to do Val be specified, and if
we can't get relief from the warrants
we have issued from one court, we
win take them prompely to another."
This was the statement of Health Offi-
cer Dr. W. T. Graves this morning in
discussing the sanitary precautions
for the city with the approach of
summer and the hot weather. The
orders to be Issued by the board of
health this summer wil,1 require cut-
ting down weeds, draining stagnant
water and keeping all premises and
business houses strictly clean.
Find:ng antagonism to havIn
houses where consumption is present,
placarded, Health Officer Graves has
decided not to push the matter, as he
has never been successful in placerd-
Ing heausee. People will not and
for having the signs on their houses
in the gingering months of consump-
tion. But none of the other precau-
tionary measures will be abated, and
the fumigation after death will be
strictly enforced.
Two Warrants Issued-
Early spring brings active work
from the sanitary inspectors and two
warrants have been issued since yes
terday. Harth 13,ros., conducting a
grain warehouse at Norton and
Eighth strets, are summoned to ap-
pear April 1. They are alleged to
have permitted a stagnant pool of
water to accumulate in the rear of
their property. An ussanitary condi-
tion Irethe rear of Roy Ballowe's drug
store at Tenth street and Broadaay
caused a warrant to be issued against
the proprietor. His bearing wiel he
on Monday.
FLOWERS ON MARKET.
Present Beautiful Scene Early This
Morning.
This morning's market resembled
a florist's exhibit more than a mar-
ket _garden. Lilacs were in profusion
and almost every stall contained
a bunch of the flowers. Pansies, jon-
quils, bleeding hearts and numerous
eother of the early blooming plants,
were in evidence: Marketers say
there were more flowers this morn-
ing than they ever remember of see-
ing before. It was a pretty sight to
see the benches filled with flowers
and early vegetables, and the eager
buyers were taking full adviiitage
of the opportunity. Easter always
gives an impetus to the flower trade,
but this year ha a surpassed the pre-
ceding.
The warm days of the past week
have cipened the buds wonderfully.
Yesterday's rain refreshed plants
greatly, but In the country it was not
needed badly. Farmers have started
pOnving, but many are dubious about
plianting tender vegetables) without
protection, as they predict a frost
next month. The Psi home raised
spring chickens could be had this
morning, and were sold readily at
45 cents a niece.
DERBY HAT 15 FOUND
ON BOSOM OF THE BMW.
The finding of a Derby hat In the
Tenneseee river a ,few hundred yards
down stream from where the crew of
the gasoline boat "Flrowrile" saw an
oarsman pull a corpse out into the
river In his skiff, furnishes additlemal
evidence of the theory of murder.
James Hale found the hat this morns
Mg It was turned over to Captain
Fd Farley, who reported the matter
to the police department
MI88 ALV18 WYATT.
Sixteen-Year-01d Girl Succumbs to
White Plague.
1Catr Avis Wyatt, 16 years old. died
of tubercteeste yesterday afternoon
et 2 -o'clock at 643 Elisabeth street.
She was the daughter of Druggist W.
D. Wyatt, Jack/110.1 and Eleventh11 1.
Streets The body was taken to Her.
din, Marillisbl cauntr, for burial.
WEATHER FORECAST.
CIL.CYILITIO'k7
Partly cloudy and colder tonight.
Sunday partly cloudy and moderately
cold. Highest temperature yesterday,
64; lowest today, 53.
THAW COMMISSION.
New York, larch 30.-The
Thaw lunacy connuission resum-
ed its examination In secret ses-
sion today, with Harry Thaw be-
fore them:
ARE PATRICK.
Ossining, N. Y., March 30.-
Albert T. Patrick, the lawyer
convicted of the murder of mil-
lionaire WIlliani Rice, and whose
death sentence was conunuted to
life imprisonment by the late
Governor Higgins, is on the
verge of a collapse. According
to prison authorities he is not
expected to use out the year. He
ILAN 1101 given up hope of a new
TEAMSTERS STRIKE.
Boston, March 30.-A strike
of rill teamsters in the city is eX.
peeled next Wednesday. Officers
of the International union have
arrived to engineer it. The
union has N000 members here,
POLIA)WS STAHL.
Ft. Wayne, Ind., March 30.-
1). 1'. Murphy, an old-time base-
ball player, who formerly played
with "Chic" Stahl, in minor
leagues, arrived here today to at-
tend Stahl's funeral. He regis-
tered at a hotel Mid after eating
breakfast, went to a room and
swallowed carbolic acid and died
in fifteen minutes. At breakfast
he stated he had been desperate
ever since he heard of Stahl's
deaI h,
EXPLOSION.
Youngstown, 0., March 30.-
One man deed and another dy-
ing and a half dozen badly
burned is the result of an explo-
sion at the entrance of the Ohio
Iron and Steel company today. .4,
slip of metal caused the blowing
out of the furnace.
IN ROUMANIA.
Bucharest, March 30.-Rote
mania is being flooded pith an-
archistic manifestoes and proc-
lamations. Stirred up by thew.
 Ifestov• iseasants are prepar-
ing to destroy the forests in the
upland relkone. Today's athlres
show the disorder continues in
many parts of the country.
ANOTHER 1.1rNATIC.
Washington, March 30.-
(bares Riley, who Mia ill he came
fr  Rock Spring., Md.. on a
freight train, called at the
white honer to we- the president
at 6 o'clock this morning. He
said the president summoned
him to Washington by wireless
telegraph in a murder trial. He
was taken to the pollee station
where he is held for an examina-
tion.
---
GRAIN MARKET.
Cincinnati, March 30. -
Wheat, 79; corn, 49; oats, 46.
NIGHT RIDERS.
Princeton, Ky., March 30.-
Last night 30 masked men
went to the home. of Toni Reel-
dick near Lanese, Mils county,
and forced him to go to the
barn and point, out tobacco, be-
longing to Me Wallace. fi prom-
inent independent grower. They
poured oil on the lotraeco and
burned It. They then went Sc)
barn and set fire to It.
Raft of Logs Attached.
Magistrate Emery attached a raft
of 280 logi litre moining In the cease
of inek Nelson airtsenst Fletcher and
Foreman, for a debt of 138. The de-
fendants will give bond and settle
!without a sale of the property.
BECKHAM VICTORY
WAS NOMINATION
Attorney Eugene Graves For
Representative
Preliminary Struggle Over Chairnuen-
&hip Showed Strength of
Candidate.
11(1N. W. A. BERRY PRESIDES.
Governor Beckham's forces won a
local victory today in the nomination
of Eugene Graves, the well known at,
torney Of this city, for representative.
The Democrats of the county met in
mass convention at the court house
at 2 o'clock, and after a preliminary
wrangle chose W. A. Berry as chair-
man. He was opposed by William
Wickliffe. R. B. Wilcox was respons-
ible for Mr. Berry's nomination and
Young Teeter for the name of Mr.
Wickliffe. After that it required lit-
tle time for the consummation of
the rest of the business. Bernard
Kavanaugh, a newspaperman, was
chosen secretary, and Hon. Hl Cor-
bett nominated Mr. Eugene Graves.
The name of James P. McKinney was
presented and on division of the
house, Chairman Berry declared Tdr.
Graves the nominee.
GOVERNMEN"r SUPERVISION.
Is Favored By President Harahan of
Illinois Central.
New York, March 30.- The Sun
says President J. J. Harahan, of the
Millets Central railroad, is quoted
as saying today that he is In favor
of the federal supervision of rail-
roads and the giving of wide public-
ity to railroad affairs. "Railroads,"
said President Harahan, "which are
opposed to further publicity should
be compelled to' favor it, for it is
necessary to bring the railroads and
the public into closer relations."
Mr. Harahan advocates a board of
expert government examiners, who
would investigate the accounts of
railroads in exactly the same man-
ner that the national bank examiners
probe Into the affairs of national
banks, He believes, too, that the in-
terstate commerce commission
should establLsh a branch In the
west.
JAMES CARROLL.
BudkY Laid to Rest in Oak Grove Cem-
etery Today.
The body of James Carroll, the Pa-
ducah ship carpenter, who died yes-
terday in Memphis at the age of 73
years, arrived from Memphis at noon
today and was taken to Oak Grove
cemetery from the train. Carroll
lived in Paducah until a few years
ago when he went to Memphis. He is
survived by a daughter, Miss Zella
Carroll.
The body was met at the train by
the local Caulkers' union, who went
out in a special car. The burial foe
loWed at Oak Grove cemetery. Miss
Zuella Cerro:Is a daughter, and Mr.
George Teweli accompanied the body
from Memphis. .
Salvation Army.
Sunday morning, Fifth and Broad-
way, 1.0 a. m.; Fourth and Broadway,
11 a. in.; Third and Broadway, 2
o'clock; inside meeting at 3 p. in.;
Fourth and Broadway, 7 p in.;
meeting Ft p in. Meetings every
night except Monday. Headquarters
130 Broadway.
W. B. SMITH GOES
ACQUIT IN COURT
Louisville, Ky., March 30.-(Spe-
del)-After a trial lasting two days.
W. B. Smith, former president of
Western National bank, Wag dismiss-
ed in federal court on peremptory
instructions by Judge Evans. He 'URA
charged in Indictment containing six
counts with having made false en-
tries on books _tallenk -resulting In
Institution: embarrassment.
etlielder J. 0. Griffin. the evange-
list, will prate+ at First Ward Bap-
tist church  (colored) Sunday, March
31, and will continue one week.
THE WEEK IN WALL STREET.
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-Rogers in New York Herald.
SCALE OF WAGES 'EXPECT DEFICIT 'FEAST OF REASON
WILL BE SETTLED FOR RIVERSIDE AND FLOW OF SOUL
Carpenters and Painters Are
Awaiting an Answer From
Contractors to Demands for
Increases
CONTRACTS ARE OUT MONDAY.
Monday may-ehrtng on a strike
among union painters and carpenters
and it may bring an incrase in pay
to the tradesmen. Only time will
tell, and while some contractors ex-
press a wie:ingness to sign up, It Is
impassible -to learn just how many
will do so. Painters ask a raise of
from 35 to 40 cents an hour and car-
penters from 15 to 371/2 cents. Con-
tractors in both lines are not in favor
generally, of the raise; but the work
is extensive and a strike at this par-
ticular time would mean suspension
of a great deal of business. The con-
tracting painters are given until
April 10 to sign up. Contracting
carpenters have until Monday.
BLOCKADE IN YARDS.
AU Records For Trains and Cara
Are Broken.
A blockade, such as was never
before experienced, is now on In the
Illinois Central yards, and every
available track is being used to store
ears. Every extra engine Is being
pressed into service, and extra men
are being put on to assist in reliev-
ing the conditions. Over 7,000 cars
are stored in the local yarde. They
are roughly distributed as follows:
South yards, 13,000; shops yards,
300; boat yards. Sixth and Camp-
ben streets, 250. This means that
every track is filled as it marks the
capacly of the yardti. As to trains.
more freight trains have been run
through Paducah yesterday and last
night than In years. Eighteen long
freights, some running in several
sections, were east after 4 io'clock
yestertlity afternoon, and this morn-
ing at 6 o'clock. Half a dozen mov-
ed to Cairo.
FISCAL COURT CONVENES
FOR RIOGULAR APRIL TERM.
Fiscal court will meet in regular
wenn next Tuesday and among oth-
er things 40 tome up, it Is probable
that the question of submitting a
bond issue for good. roads in the
county to a vote of the people, will
he brought up by some of the magle-
trate*. The county road snpervleor
win be elected In this term, ar will
the county treasurer. J. C. Utter-
back at present is tha county treas-
urer and E B. Johnson is eqpereisor.
Among the halt dozen candidates for
see office of supervisor entne are
known not to have any magistrate*
pledgesi, while others have as many
as three or font pledged. E. B. John-
son staucis as good a chance for re-
election , se any of the candidates.
Will Require at Least $7,500
to Conduct Institution, Mak-
ing it Cost City Less Than
Three Thousand
NEED SOME IMPROVE3IENTS.
Anticipation of a deficit of $2,500
in the hospital fund does not frighten
the members of the finance commit-
tee of the general council, and they
have been put upon notice by the
trustees that such may be expected.
That $2,5499 deficit is really all the
institution will cost the city, as more
revenue than has been appropriated
will be returned to the city through
the pay wards. Representatives of
the board will Calmar before the gen-
eral council next week and ask for
the improvement of the hospital
grounds and the installation of an
electric -elevator. It will require
about $1,90.0 to do the work, which
must be attended to some time.
KNAPP HAS HOPE
TO AVERT STRIKE
Chicago, March 30.- Strike prep-
arations in the clash between west-
ern eallrOads and trainmen were
halted this mottling by the arrival
of Chairman Knapp of the interstate
commerce commission and Commis-
sioner of Labor Neil from Washing-
ton. They represent the government,
and came on a mission of mediation.
It le hoped the strike will be averted
through. their good offices.
014) LYNCH RYE TEAM
COMES HERE ON APRIL 21. 
The"Old Lynch Rye" baseball
earnt of St. Louis which was booked
for a date with the Gulley team of
this city, will not come until Sunda).
April 21. The date was changed
yesterday afternoon, and it is prob-
able.that Dick Braille will not /Met
It as he has signed with he Augusta,
Ga., team. In the South Atlantic
team and will have left Paducah hy
that time.
EXTEND WAR ON NIOSQUITOER.
New Orleans Officials Plan to Exterm-
inate All of 'Mein.
New Orleans, La., March 30.-The
city board-of health today began an
Investigation of common mosquitoes,
not the kind whioh transmit Yello*
fever, with a view to_extermineting
them. These mosquitoes are a souree
of discomfort in New Orleans nearly
the year round. The extermination of
the fever mom u Roes was begun
about two months ago.
T. P. A. Will Enjoy Banquet
at Palmer Tonight And Ex-
cellent Program of Speeches
Will be Delivered
SPECIAL (703111S FROM ST. LOUIS.
When the 12e members of the
Travelers' Protective association sit
down to their banquet tonight, the
Palmer House dining room will be
the scene of another brilliant event.
A special car with 42 St. Louis en-
thusiasts wili arrive this afternoon
at 5 o'clock and delegations from
Nashville Memphis and Louisvikle
we: be present to participate in the
banquet.
An after-dinner speaking program
composed of local speakers and the
visitors will be given as follows:
T. B. Harrison. "T. P. A., As Pow-
er in This Country:" Earl Palmer,
"Use of the Drummer From a Practi-
cal Business Man;" „J. T. Donovan,
"How the Best Service Can Be Got-
ten From Transportation Compan-
ies;" J. Benedict. "Why the T. P. A.
Should Become a 'Benedict.' "
TOBACCO REPORT
Compiled by Local Inspector E. R.
Miller for Month.
Fcillowing is the local tobacco mar-
ket report in .hognimade for the month
of March • as compiled by E. R. 7v111-
ier inspector:
1907
Receipts-Month 1  0.19
Year 1  979
Sales-Month 614
Year  L049
Shipments-Month .... 388
Year  812-
Stock-on sale 1  930
Sold  285
On hand 1318
1906
361
1,010
182
584
260
691
6'36
30O
836
REHKOPF EXEMPTIONS.
I'vreonelity Appraised By Trustee.
Yesterday,
Trustee A. E. Boyd appraised the
personae effects of E. Rehkopf, bank-
rupt, yesterday afternoon and found
they amounted to $6641. This is
eltiimed by his wife and by Mrs. Bari
Watters. $3,04.541 is allowed to Mr.
Rehkopf. The exemptions allowed
Me. Rehkopf are 61,000 from the
homestead: IWO, for a rear's provis-
ions; $70 for provender for his
stock: two moles and one wagon.
GRAND CHIEF ENGINEER
WILL VISIT TIM ern'
Mr Lee Eaker liras received _word
that N. W. C,adle. of Cleveland. 0.,
grand chief engineer, or the Broth-
erhood of Locomotive Ilinginetrs.will
visit the local division Monday
17141111.
CLEARINGS PASS
TEN MILLION MARK
First quarter of Year Shows
Remarkable Gain
Spring Retail Trade Rivals Holiday
Business and Orders Are in
Ahead.
P.1DUCAll BUSINESS BOOMING.
1Bank Clearings $741,004
Scenic week last year  566,141
Increase  175,76.3
For the first quarter of 1907, the
total bank clearings were $1,0,204,s
302. Every week, except, one, show.
ed an increase over the correspond/-
Mg period of 19,06, and the total in-
crease for the quarter ending tonight,
is $1,30.0,4)-5e. Assuming that the
remainder of the year will at least
equal the first quarter in the in-
crease shown, 19,47 will show over
$6,000.000 increase over 1906, The
increase of 1906 over 1906 was $4,-
7'o0,00,0. But the first quarter of
the year may be reckoned probably
below the average for the year, anti
Paducah Banks may make an even
greater showing.
In the first quarter, the largest
single weekly increase was $253,677;
while the one week that showed a de-
crease, it Was only $33,212. The
largest week's clearings were $1,-
040,247,- while the smallest figures
for one week were $579,S87. This
week's increase is significantly large
and may be attributed largely to the
activity in the local stores from the
spring and Easter trade. When the
increase from the last quarter in the
year, with the heavy fall and holiday,
business, is shown, the year's increase
probably will go above $6,0041,0041.
Heavy Retail Trade.
An the surface display that pros-
perity brings; with nature particu-
larle exuberant in gorgeous tints;
mad with quality the keynote as in
the Christmas trade, finds Easter in
Paducah bearing much of the ear-
marks of the holiday season. And
the volume of the Easter trade among
the merchants shows up not at all
insignificantly compared with the
Christmas record.
There is, however, this limitation.
The big business is being done by the
stores that supply articles for person-
al adornment. Of. course, the usual
swell of spring business is felt among
all the stores, from the annual renov-
ation in household affairs at this
time of the year. But it is in the dry
goods stores, and in the men's furn-
ishings stores, with the shoe stores
keeping up a good third, that Easter
trade and Easter prosperity is felt.
While the buyers for the stores
have managed to make a display of
fabrics and dress incdentals, whidh
have fully satisfied the feminine
heart, the general public knows noth-
ing of the worry and hard efforts it
has required to IterOnt relish it. "We
are buying just twelve months ahead
on certain lines, in order to get ane-
thing at all," was one buyer's plain-
tive comment on the situation in the
wholesale trade. "In long gloves and
all domestic goods, it is almost ma-
possible to get anything, and the pco.
ple have willingly paid the higher
prices, only bec-ause the people have
plenty of motley."
Said another merchantwho metal-
ly keeps his finger on the pulse of
wholesale conditions: "I ordered
one case of table damaska three
months ago. I _ haven't heard any-
thing of them and don't expect to in..
side of another six Or eight months.
All the mills are running with order'
for twelve months ahead."
The pre-Easter buying has this
peculiarity. Meetly uncut goods are
being bought. Trade In the ready-
made linos almost thas ceased, as ev-
ery woman wants a specially made
gown for the Easter soacon. As a
consequence, every dressmaker in the
city is head over cola in work, and
the millinery stores--well, the "Pit"
In the ehicago grain exchange would
look orderly eximpared with them to-
night.
Presented Today.
Crate Gardner, colored, of Mar-
shall county, who was_ arrested last
evening by Wade Brown, deputy
United States marshal, will be prep
talented this, afternoon Were Coin.
mitedoner W. A. Gardner for aliegej
bootlegging.
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Easter
SerVices
Will 73e the Special Feature
in Paducah Churches.
Christian.
FIRST—Sunday schOol and corn
Taunton at usual hours.
TENTH STREET-----Sunday school
St 9:30 o'clock. 'Communion at 10:45
o'clock. Ees:er souvenirs distributed
at Sunday school.
Baptist.
FIRST—The Rev. Calvin Thomp-
son, pastor. Morning subject: "Some I
Easter Facts Seldom Mentioned in
the Pulpit." Evening subject: "The
,Unexpected Invitation."
SECOND—The Rev. L. G. Gratram„
pastor. Usual morning and evening
services.
EAST—The Rev. E. H. Cunning-
ham will immerse several converts in
the river at Mechanicsburg at 3
o'clock p. m.
NORTH TWELFTH—The Rev. J.
R. (Ark, pastor. Usual (services Sun-
day school at 3 o'clock,
Episcopal.
GRACE—The Rev. D. C. Wright,
rector. Easter servicese Holy com-
munion, In commemoration or the
visit cr- the Wonien to the Tomb,.
6:30 a. ne The rector desires as
many communions as possible made
.It this service. Sunday school as
usual, 9:30 o'clock.. Morning serv-
ice, sermon and Holy communion,
l'e:45 o'clock. Children's Easter
icelebration 4:34.
I Program of music .for the morning
service:
Organ prelude---Triumphal march
—Spark.
Processional — Welcome
Morning--Calkin.
Introit—Awake Up MY Glory—
Miss Langstaff, soloist.
Kyrie, Gloria Tibl. and Sanctus—
Gounod.
Hymn—Jesus Christ Is Risen To-
day—Worgan.
Hymn—The Strife is Oer—Pales-
trine.
Offertory Anthem -1-- Christ Our
Paseover—Chappei -- Miss Callas!,
soloist.
Agnes Del—From Messe Somnelle
—Gounotl.
Receseional—M the Lambs High
Feast—Elvey.
Happy
• Catholic.
ST. FRANCIS DE SALES—Mass-
es at 8 o'clock and 10:10 o'clock a.
ne and vespers at 3:30 o'clock. At
the 10:30 o'clock mass the choir will
sing Weber's mass in G, with Lam-
bliotte's Rae Genie Caell for the of-
fertory.
German.
EVANGELICAL—The, Rev. Wil-
liam Bourquin, pastor. Confirmation
in the morning. Song service in the
evening. Program:
1. Easter Echoes from God's Work.
'2. Easter Pleadings.
Z. The Joyous Sound is Swelling—
Choir.
4. Hosanna—soprano solo—Mabel
Shelton.
G. The Lord is Risen Teoty---Choir.
U. Tis Midnight—Choir.
7. Jerusalem Awaken—Soprano
solo—Mrs. le. Harrneling.
8. The Lord is Risen Again—
Choir.
Part Two.
It. Easter '\LtIies, addresser—Dr.
Bourquin.
H. Why Weepest Thou—Choir.
Aniumm, Cornet Solo—
Mr. T. Cooney:
12. I Am the Resurrectton--Choir.
1.3. The Way of the Cross—e So-
Kano so•o---Mrs. George Katterioha. and Mr. Kootut. Stott, and sOille 4,0.-
14. Golden Trumpets—Choir. !hi music. The public le cordially in-LUTHERAN—The Rev. Paul I Wed.
Bente will confirm a class In the THIRD STREET—The .IIev. Peter1morning. He will preach in the eve-,Ftelds, pastor. Special Eastgr Musicning. 
be the feature of morning andThe Easter service tomorrow evening services. The Sunday schoolmorning all be as fo;lows: Contes-li will take part with songs and recite-Aonal service in the German Ian-. lions. In the evening the featureguage at 10 a. al. for those who wish will be a huge star, around *Sikh 1000to take the Lord's Supper in Ger- bose and girls will march, carryingman. About 10:30 the confirmationniiniature stars to be hung on theof the catechumens will be held in ' larger one. Each little star wile con-the English language by Prof. F. tam n one dollar.Bente, of St. Louis. After the confir- TENNESSEE STREET— Morningmation there will he a sernion in the sermon, 'Death and Suffering ofEnglish language. Celebration of the' chriet..' the Rev. T. J. Owen. ThreeLord's Supper will follow the sermon o'clock sermon, "The Resurrection,"in both German and English. The the Rev..s..
o... Bolling. Evening ser-catecbumens who will be confirmed
are: Samuel Reeb, Roy Hoewischer,
Henry Steinhauer, Henry Kirchoff,
Fritz hike, Madge Schmlerle, Lillian
Pieter, Ruby Dambach.- Augusta In-
gram, Maggie Bautner, Laura Berger,
Clara Petters.
Methodist.
TRIMBLE STREET— The Rev.
G. W. Blanks, pastor. Evening sub-
ject: "Tne Resurrection." Morning
services in charge of Sunday school
with special music. The program:
Recitation by seven girls: Misses
Carl Washburn, F. L. Jackson, Leo-
nie Jones, Vivian Reeves, Collie Broy
lea, Mary Bolton, Annie Betheri.
Recitation by six girls.
Recitation by 'Moore King.
Song.
Motion song by primary depart-
ment—"Happy Easter Time."
Song by choir and chorus.
Motion song by primary depart-
ment—"Wake Up Boys and Girls."
Sting by choir and chorus—"Ring
Triumphant."
Solo—Miss Clara Scott, with cho-
rus Another number by Miss Scott
and chorits—"Easter Bell."
Mrs. Isabel Griffith, organist; Dr
W. R. Viashburn, violinist; F. Jack-
son, cornet.
BROADWAY—The Rev, W. T
Bolling, pastor. Mooning subjt., -
"The Resurrection." Evening sub-
ject: "The Remedy for Civic Evils.".
Song service in the morning. Pro-,
gram:
Vo'untary, Instrumental.
Anthem, "Christ, Our Paseo..e
Congregational singing,
The Apostle's Creed.
Prayer.
"Anthem "Hoar Ye the Glading
Tidings."
Lesson from Old Testament.
The Gloria Petri.
Lesson from New Testament.
Solo, "Ever Safe with God"—Miss
Carolin se Ham.
Congregational singing.
Sermon.
prayer.
Solo—Mies Julia Scott.
Doxology and the Apostolic Bene-
diction.
The Senior Epworth league will
have an Easter service on Sund
evening from 6:30 to 7:31) in the
tore room of the church. Mr. E
Payne will conduct the service. M:se,
Anna Webb Will give a reading from
Aznold's "Light of the World." The
musical features will be vocal salmi by
Mrs. Joel Parker, of Paris, Tenn.,
mon: "The Ascension," the Rev. J. T.
Owen.
LirrLE's OHAPEL--Revival serv
ices conducted by the Rev. W. .1. Nay.
lot are proving opecessful.
Presbyterian.
KENTUCKY AVENUE—The Rev.
J. R. Henry, pastor. Morning sub-
ject: "The Resurraction." Evening
sermon on Easter. Special services
for Knights Templar in the morn-
ing. Program:
As column moves In congregation
sings:
"Onward Christian Soldier!"
Organ Volustary.
Ritual.
Hymn
Apostle's Creed.
Sermon.
Hymn.
Benediction
FIRST—The Rev. W. E. Cave,
pastor. Morning subject: "Beautiful
Garments." Evening subject! "Delu-
sions of Sin." Special Easter music.
Morning Service.
Organ, Triumphal March (Buell
Doxology.
Invocation.
Hymn.asTn. 164
Anthem, "Christ
Scripture.
Prayer.
Hymn, No. 197.
Offertory.
Soprano solo, "The Peniten" (Van
de Water)—Mrs. Flournoy. 
Sermon.
Tenor solo, "Hosanna"
—Mr. Richard Scott,
Prayer.
Hymn, No. 194.
Benediction.
Organ, Marche Anglaise
Evening Service.
Organ, Largo (Handel.)
Anthem, Te Deum in C
Hymn, No. 599.
Scripture Reeding.
Prayer.
Hymn, No, 538.
Anthem Christ Our Passover
(Buck.)
Scripture Reading.
Sermon.
Prayer.
Our Passover"
(G raider)
(Clark.)
(Buck)
tirnti, NS. 456.
Benediction.
Organ, Postlude in Eb (hemmens)
Choir.
Mrs. J. D. Mocquot, Misses Brad-
shaw, Niehaus and Sanders, sopra-
nos; Mesdames George B. Hart and
W. Gray, altdas Messrs. Robert
Chastaine and 5, Mall, tenors; J. K.
Ferguson and B. S. Bagby,, bass.
Miss Brazelton organist and di-
rector.
CUM131ERLAND  Sunday school
at 9 o'clock a. m. and communion
services and preaching at. 11 o'clock.
Night services at 7:30 o'clock. The
Rev. Mr. HIpp, of Tennessee, will
conduct the services,, which will be
held at the court hoitie;
Christian Science.
Services Sunday morning at 10:30
o'clock subject: "Unreality." Wed-
nesday evening at 7:1O o'clock. Sun-
day school at 9:3e. a. m. Hab 5271/2
Broadway. Public invited.
Church Note.
The 'Ramsey society will meet Mon-
day afternoon at Hie Broadway Meth-
odiet church.
The Woman's Home Mission so-
ciety of the Trimble street church
will meet Monday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock with Mrs. E. C. Adams, 1019
Harrison street.
Poverty has taken many a hard
fall out of ambition.
Mr, E. Phillips Oppenheim has few equals in the concoction of an exciting plot, and hisnew tale is really remarkable in the ingenuity and consistency with which the complica-tions are managed.—The Outlook.
A Maker of History
By' E. Fbuhipa Opperthei
MISSING!
ewes
Author of "The Master Mutnmer," "The
Prince of Sinners," "Mysterious
Mr. Sabin." etc., etc.
ILLUSTRATED BY BERGER AND
COPYRI9HTED
A thrilling story of mystery. A young Englishmantraveling on the ()continent accidentally comes into pos-session of a valuable state secret. Sought by the se-cret police of Russia, France and Germany, who areensleavoring to recover the paper, the young Man dis-appears in Paris. His sheer who goes to Paris too5ndhim also disappears. The lover of the girl, a strongman of strong passions, sends his friend to look forher. The friend falls in love with the girl, and thereyou are! How it all turned out you can learn fromreading the story shortly to appear
In Our Columne
Thoroughly readable and exciting. Carries
the reader along breathlessly.—New York Sun.
The moat satisfying front his pen.
—New York Mail,
LOOK FOR IT
ereg..
This Story Will Commence in The Sun Tuesday.
Captivating Millinery=== Authoritative StylesPrices That Make It to Everybody's Interest to Buy Here4.
THE biggest Easter selling in OUT business history. Big purchases have been made to replace the broken assortments. Everything thatis new, beautiful and correct is coming---new things come to this store's great millinery department every week throughout the entiremillinery season. Many particularly stunning models will arrive for next 'week's selling. An incomparable array of trimmed hats will beon display. They are clever and artistic reproductions of the best French and Domestic models—all priced at prices not possible inBroadway stoles with Broadway expenses and Broadway methods.
A (MEAT ASSENIBLING OF WONI-
EN'S SKIRTS.
A w:de scope of materials, the new-
est, choicest and moist approved
styles. From the most popular priced
Skirts to the most elegant- imported
voiles, .a saving on every Skirt. Come
and see our this week's pricing on
spring's Mildly up-to-date etyles.
••••
WAIST FINERY — FASHIONS
NEW PAT.
Don't overlook these splendid
Waist values. They ate fashion's
most alluring, fresh, bright, stylist
hesitate Silks, Lawns. and - Ling)ts,
prieed only.as this store prices pretty
Waists.
FASHION'S NEW1114T- SPRING
DRESS FAISRICS.
A beetitiftil. big Dress Goods stock
at the famously low prices of thhe
store. Uncommonly good Dress Goode
valueS wa3l. be on sale here next week.
We invite you to inspect these extra
special values for your spring wants.
wr \DAR() PATTERNS.
Our sales of the Standard Fashion
company's stylish patterns at loc
and 15c grows bigger and bigger each
succeeding month—With their sid
you can design and make elegant (1011
filmes without unnecessary expense
and at little cost.
•
A'Great Sile of
Women's Charming New
Spring Nnama Suits
Only 
$10 A 
Suit
Next Week.
Some are Pony Suits like this cut,
others are stylish Jumper Suits and
many are jaunty Eton Jacket Suits,
all priced special for this sale 
$10
at, a suit. — 
Fashion's newest in Rich Voile Suits
$17.50, $ 1 9.50, $25.00
$30 and $35 a suit.
Beautiful Spring Princess Costumes
of Silk at $15 and $20.
NEW GLOVES.
Of course you'll need them foe
spring wear. We heave jtflir received
a big ,assortment of Long Skik Gloves
at C5c, 75c, $1, $1.2.5 and $1.50 a
pal r.
Kid Gloves in IC and 18 button
lengths at $2.,5.0 and $2.93 a.pair.
NEW MATURES C'S.1,1, FOR NEW
001114F.i'S.
We will Pell the great American
Lady, perfect In tit, perfect in form.
Gives faehionable lines to Ill-shaped
forms. It costs but little to buld
a graceful figure with the Great
Atherican lady Corset, $1, 1.1.25,
111050 and 82 a pair.
TH144 IS A. 111G SHOE wrottm.
Shoes That Fill Most Every Style Re-
quirement.
A mammoth stock of (the most cor-
rect styles from the best manufactur-
ing concerns,in America. Not only
the biggest assortment to be foun71
anywhere, but marked at the lowest
'pieces.
THIS IS .1 BIG AND Wii33.
eiTIMIKED CLOTHING STORE.
You ettnnob fail to find just what
you want ,and for less than you'd ex-
pect to pay for equal qualities and
styles,
•
Se 0
•
4 p.
•
e
•
•
Harbour's Department Store North Third Street
JUST OFF BROADWAY
1144044..,."....,114444444. see
earese•
e
•
•
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she 'Das been the guest of her friend,
Miss Lucy of Webb, City,!GOOD SPEECHESMo., for six weeks.
Miss Blanche Hills is expected
home Monday from a delightful se-
ries of visits in Detroit, Atm Arbor,
Lapeer, and other Michigan cities.
. Miss Hills was the recipient of much
social attention during her round of
visits.
Miss Robbie Loving, of 521 Mon-
roe Street arrived home on Thurs-
day from a delightful visit in Den-
ver, and other Colorado potnts. Mies
Loving has been gone all winter.
Miss Florence Loeb, who is at-
tending the college of music in In-
, ;Mu. dianapolis, has arrived to spend the
Easter holidays with her mother,
/as
sett/104a Mrs. Reuben jaaeb, of Broadway and
ttli° Fifth street.iquat ,
6r iffiti
lit
111,1401
&he Week in Paducah Society Circles
AN EASTER SONG.
A song of sunshine through the rain,
Of spring across the snow; ,
A balm to heal the ,hurtsi of pain,'
A peace surpassing woe.
Lift up your heads, ye sorrowing
ones,
And be ye glad of heart,
For Calvary and Easter Day,
Earth's saddest day and gladdest day,
Were just one day apart.
With shudder of despair and loss
The world's deep heart wee wrung,
As lifted high upon His cross,
The Lord of Glory hung—
Wheu socks were rent, and ghostly
forme
Stole forth in street and mart;
But Calvarysand Easter Day,
Etarth's blackest day and whiteet day,
Were just one day apart.
—Susan Coolidge. •
-
Louisville Wedding of Interest In
Paducah.
Announcement will be made on
Easter in Louisville of the engage-
ment and approaching marriage of
Miss Elizabeth Burnett to Mr. Rob-
ert Horner. The wedding will be sol-
emnized on June 11.
Mies Burnett is the eldest daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Burnett,
who formerly lived in Paducah. She
is a beautiful girl of more titan us-
ual magnetism • and charm, and has
'been one of the most popular girls
In Louisville society since her debut
three years ago. She is a grand-
daughter of the late Henry Burnett.
Member of congress from Kentucky,
and on her mother's side belongs to
the Dallam and &taper' families of
Henderson, notable in'.Kentneka's
history. She is a niece of Mr. and
Mrs. Muscoe Burnett, of Paducah,
and has many friends in her girl-
hood home.
Mr. Horner is prominent socially
and as a business man en Louisville,
where he is at the bead of a large
cement company. He is an eastern
man and belongs to a leading Phila-
delphia family.
Announcements.
The Paducah High School Alumni
association will celebrate "Arbor
Day" on Monday afternoon at 3:30
o'clock at the Washington building
on West Broadway. A program will
be rendered at the High school audi-
, torium and the trees will be planted
In the grounds.
The Cotillion club will have Its
Easter german on Wednesday even-
ing at the Hotel Craig. A number of
visitors will be present for the occa-
sion.
The Matinee Musical club will
meet on Wednesday afternoon at the
pariah house of Grace Episcopal
church. It is a miscellaneous pro-
gram of American composers. The
leaders are Miss Lula Reed and Miss
Mamie O'Brien. The oratorio, mys-
tery and musical Plays will be dis-
cussed.
The Delphic club will meet on
Tuesday morning at 10 o'clock at
the Carnegie library. The program
for the morning is:
1. Barcelona, "The Key of Spain"
—Mrs. ElbrIdge Palmer.
2. Malaga, "The Garden of Spain"
—Mrs. Frank Parham. le
Padocah chapter, United Daugh-
ters of the Confederacy,. wUl meet
Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
with Mrs. Louis M. Rieke 703 Jef-
ferson street. An attractive program
has been arranged.
The Charity club will have an
Easter Tea on Tuesday afternoon
from 3 to 6 o'clock at the home of
the president, Mrs. George Wallace.
320 North Ninth -gtreet. There will
be a number of attractive features
and light refreshments will be serv-
ed. The club asks a liberal patron-
age from their friends and the pub-
lic to further their good work.
The Crescendo club will meet on
Thbreday afternoon at 4:15 o'clock
at the studio of Miss Virginia Newell
on North Seventh street. The- alto-
gram will be a Liebling one alto-
gether.
The Woman's club will meet on
Thursday afternoon at the parish
'house of Grace Episcopal church.
The business session will be held
promptly at 2 o'clock. The open
meeting at 3 o'clock Is in charge of
Civics department of the club, Miss
Adine Morton, chairman. The pro-
gram will include addresses of civic
Interest as follows:
"Practical Gardening"— Mr.
Saunders A. Fowler,
"Pure Food"—Dr. Delia Caldwell.
"Paducah Beautiful"—Dr. D. G.
Murrell.
"Civic Bertnty"—Jndge William
Marble.
These will be interspersed with
vocal selections.
The Kalostophic club will meet
on Frigy morning at 10 o'clock
with Miss Blanche Hills on North
Ninth street. The program is:
I. Current Topics--Mise Hnghes.
2. James Sheridan Knowles, "The
Hunchback"—Mise Langetaff.
3. s Richard Brinley Sheridan,
"School for Scandal"—Miss Morrow.
4. ClulbdIscussion.
Paducah chapter, Daughters of
the American Revolution, will have
the meeting of April on Friday af-
IT uch(, 9killips
I. tip-asS
VAuglin Vurtains
' .At1rac1ive14 firieed
We put forward Monday our Springjine of
ruffled Muslin Curtains, embracing all the beau-
tiful figured, stripe and dot patterns, which. on
account of our very early purchase, we are en-
abled to offer at a price very much below the
present value
100 pairs Stripe Swiss Curtains. full Mile, ' 50cpair 
50 pairs Dot, amen and large, extra full 
$1.00ruffle, pair s. 
60 Pairs Fanny figures, Hemstitched ruffle, ti cn
pair  Q 11"
SWIM by the yard to match the Curtain, per 15cyard. --, , .
,4smaffamMs,
ternoon. Mrs. C. H. Chamblin will
entertain the chapter at the Hotel
Craig. The members are asked to
come prOmptly at 2:30 o'clock. as
there is some business of import-
ance to come before them: The pro-
gram features are:
1. Song America.
2. Roll Cali Patriotic Sentiments.
3. Paper, "Our National Songs"—
Miss Emily Morrow.
4. Reading—Mrs. Roy McKinney.
5. Music.
The Carnival of Flowers will be
given on Friday evening at the Ken-
tucky theater under the auspices
of the Paducah chapter, Daughters
of the American Revolution, for the
benefit of the Public Fountain fund.
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On the Threshold of the Social Whirl.
The week has been exceptionally
quiet socially. It is Holy Week and
the church services have been dom-
inant. Even the club meetings
have been fewer than usual.
That Society is preparing to don
her gala attire, a glance at the calen-
dar for the coming week will show.
while there are few especial enter-
tainments, the days are quite full.
Several of the social clubs will not
resume until week after next, owing
to other things intervening. The Co
Union club's Easter german will be a
social event of interest, and the Car-
nival of Flowers at the Kentucky by
local talent. There are other affairs
not calendared, some informal and
some just rumors as yet.
Attractive Eester Party For Child-
ren.
Master James English is entertain-
ing a number of hie friends with a
pretty, Easter party this afternoon
from 2 to 5 o'clock at his home on
Fountain avenue. The house Is pret-
tily decorated for the occasion and
many quaint and attractive Easter
customs are in evidence.
An Easter Egg hunt is the feature
of pleasure. Each child is given a
basket and started out to find the
gayly-colored eggs that are hid
about the grounds. The prize for
the greatest number of eggs found is
a beautiful live white rabbit.
In the dining room where the re-
freshments are served, the table is
a prettily "appointed Easter and
Spring time picture. The center-
piece is an arrangement of lilacs
forming a nestwIth eggs and a fami-
ly of rabbits In the center. Cut glass
border dishes of candy eggs are ar-
bon-hon dishes of candy eggs of gela-
tIne with strawherriep and cream
and eggklsses are the delightful re-
freshments.
The guests-list includes: Lena
Utterback. Irene Flournoy, Dorothy
Fowler, Elizabeth Caldwell, Mary
Terry Burnett, Jacqueline Rieke.
Julia Bradshaw Elsie Eunice Voris.
Juliet Thompson, Helen Pulliam,
Ruth Hinkle. Jennie Regina Basch,
Pauline Grassham, Emma Boyd.
Louise Campbell, Anna Webb Phil-
lips, Margaret Hinkle, Janie Rivers,
Elizabeth Smith, Umtata Covirigton,
Jennie Lee Covington, Edith lateen,
Edith Sherrill, Lucy Overbeal Pal-
mer Utterback, Everitt Elills, Sam
Caldwell, Jr., David Flournoy, Jr.,
Museoe Burnett, Jr., William Hughes
William Burnett, Henry Dalian',
Palmer Ferguson, Sinnott Meyers.
Henry Well, John Fitzpatrick, Joe
Pulliam William Walters, Heilltry
Bradley, Jr., Joseph Phillips, Henry
Weissinger, Jr., Sam Langstaff.
George Langstaff, Jr., Thom peon
Rivers, James Smith, Jr.. Leonard
Campbell, has Powell, Pauly Dysart,
Col. Harrison Watt.
Easter Egg Hunts.
The Junior Christian Endeavor so-
elgty of the Kentucky Avenue Pres-
byterian church is enjoying an Raster
egg hunt this afternoon in the yard
of 'Mrs. E. P. Gilson, Jefferson and
T wel nth et reel
The children of the Sunday whore
of the First Christian church are hav-
ing a }oily time hunting Master eggs
on the ia.wn of the Well home at Mad- Brooks, Nellie Keithley, Mollie!son and Sixth streets.
—a—
Easter Tea This Afternoon.
An Easter Tea is being given this
afternoon from 2 to 5 o'clock by the
Newell society of the Broadway Meth-
odist churuh,,- at the home or Mrs.
John W. Little, Fourteenth and Jef-
ferson. stret; It is an attractive oc-
casion with a musical program and
light refreshments.
Houston Social Ho- nors to Mrs. Voris.
Mrs. Victor Voris, who has been
visiting hr mother ,Mrs. J. H. Shel-
ley of Dallas, Texas, for several
weeks, was the guest the past week
of Mrs. Walter B. Sharpe, a promi-
nent society woman of Houston, Tex-
as. That Mrs. Voias is sustaining
her happy social charm and has had
a number of beautiful parties given
In her honor, the following from the
Houston papers show:
"Mrs. W. B. Sharp entertained
with a buffet luncheon yesterday af-
ternoon, to which abou sixty friends
were bidden to meet her guest Mrs.
Victor Voris of Kentucky. Mrs.
Sharpe's handsome home, with its
harmonious and restful furnis-41ng
and embellishment, was florally love-
ly with fragrant spring blossoms. In
the living room ispringerle plants
and lavender blossoms were used pro-
fusely, and in the Japanese room
vases of calla lilies were employed.
The serving tattle was covered with
renaissance lace, with broad bands of
pompadour ribbon extending diagon-
ally across the board; a delicate tra-
cery of springerie fern outlined these,
and venetian glass receptacles filled
with pansies carried out the color
tone and plan of arrangement.
Punchs.was served in the hall by
Mrs. Walker Ellis." •
"Mrs. Snyder Carlton entertained
four tables of bridge yesterday morn-
ing in compliment to Mrs. Victor
Voris of Kentucky and Mies Kerr of
Sherman. Mrs. Carlton,s home was
charmingly adorned with daisies as
a floral embellishment, and the score
cards were decorated with hand-
painted daisies with fans attached,
which were souvenirs for the guests.
Miss Warman won the first prize
and Mrs. Voris was present ei with a
souvenir by the hostess. Athong the
guests were Mr. Will Jones and Mr.
Carlton."
"Mrs. Will Jones will entertain
with bridge Tuesday afternon In
honor of Mrs. W. B. Sharp's guest,
Mrs. Victor Voris of Kentucky."
Mai. Voris was also, a guest at a
pretty sweet pea luncheon given by
Mrs. Bryan Heard and Mrs. J. W.
Parker. She assisted her hostees,Mrs.
Sharp in receiving at a Golf Tea on
the Golf Links. She was in ,the re-
ceiving line at a conspicuous social
reception given by Mrs. Henry B.
Fall in hod of Miss Amelia Bing-
ham, the actress and was a guest at
two fashionab'e musical receptions
that of Mrs. Frederick Hanford and
her pupils In the Rice Hotel parlors,
and Mrs. Thurwell Fay's at her home
Mrs. Voris was the guest of honor
In a private yacht, with Mr. and
Mrs. W. B. Sharp and Mr. and Mrs.
Snyder Carlton to Galveston, and
visited later in Beaumont and Hum-
bert, Texas.
—4--
Dual Birthday Party.
Master Walter Iiill Troutman
and Master Bulk Wesley Orr were
the hosts of a delightful party on
Tuesday evening at the Troutman
home on South Third street, in °Pis-
bratiOn of the thirteenth birthday of
each lad, who were Horn same day,
and the name hole- and are life long
friends. It was a most enjoyable oc-
casion. Gaines and music were feat-
ures of pleasure. Delightful ices and
cakes ware served dilrIng the even-
ing. The house was prettily decorat-
ed with red and white carnations
and the cOlor-niotif was carried out
in the attractive refreshments.
Those present were: Misses Mabel
Troutman, Ruth Mitchell, Lillie
Tapp, Mary Miolson, Prances
Brooks, Opal Brandon, May Beyers,
Ri`orteq, Leila Anguatus, Rita
Standford, Zulena Yopp, Ruth Hum-
mel, Beulah Gholson, Annie Dugan,
Vivian Reeves. Launua Gideon:
Masters Lester Orr, John Kopf, San-
ders Keithley, Harry Morgan, Oscar
Reeves, Glenn Orr, Frank Albritton,
Louis Standford, Oscar Gideon, Rob-
ert Reeves, Louis Brooks, Paul Du-
gan, Edward Houser, Vane Hotch-
kiss, Joseph Yopp, Stahl Gholeon,,
James Todd, David Singer)', Earl
Moore, Clyde Mitchell, Fred Kelley,
Frank Page.
Crescendo Club.
The Crescendo club had a "Moth-
er's afternoon on Thursday at the
studio of Miss Newell, that was a
very delightful occasion, The
mothers of the club members were
the honor guests and each was per-
mitted to bring one friend. The pro-
gram was a very attractive one and
was rendered entirely by the younger
music pupils of Miss Neww, those
from the first to fl?th grade. There
weresolo, duet and trio features.
Choral Club.
The Choral club held a pleasant
meeting on Thursday evening at the
Kentucky avenue Presbyterian
church, which has been selected as
the regular meeting place. The club
is doing some practice week in
choruses now; later they will go In
the more serious work of oratirios.
The membership Is constantly grow-
ing, and much interest in being evi-
denced. It Is hoped to make the
society a permanent one in Paducah.
Mr. A. G. Lautemayer is the leader.
Kaloeophic Club,
An interesting meeting of the
Kalosophle club was held on Friday
morning with Miss Kathleen White-
field at her home on Kentucky ave-
nue. "Current Topics" was present-
ed very attractively by Mrs. Edward
H. Bringhuret in opening. "The La-
ter Comedies of Shakespeare" was
cleverly discussed by Miss Kathleen
Whitefield. "The historical Plays of
Shakespeare and King John" was en-
tertainingly covered by Miss !faille
Hisey. The club discussed "Twelfth_
Night" by acts.
Delphic Club.
The Delphic club had a very de-
lightful meeting on Tuesday morning
at the Carnegie library. Mrs. Annie
Hughes Morrow discussed very in-
terestingly "The Spanish Schools of
Painting." "Modern Are in Spain"
as featared by Goya. Fortuny, Vii-
legas, was attractively reviewed by
Miss Morrow.
—4—
Box Social.
The ladles of the Cumberland Pree
brterlan church gave a box party at
the residence of Mrs. Hardison, 172,1
Clay street on Tuesday evening. It
was 1- pleasant occasion and greatly
enjoyed. The luncheon was eaten in
picnic style.
—4—
Birthday Party of Interest Here.
Misses Christine and Katherine
Materfleld, the little daughters of
Rev, and Mrs. C. A. Waterfield, en-
tertained quite's number of their
little friends Monday afternoon with
a party in honor of their birthdays.
Miss Christine was eight years old
and Katherine arrived at her sixth
birthday, both of their • birthdays
coming on the 25th. Cake aral cream
were served and all the lads and las-
sies had quite a nice time. We hope
these little ladies will have many
more such happy affalre.—Mayfield
Monitor.
Jahnsion-bardell.
Miss Dorothy Langstaff arrived
home this week from Kemper Hall,
Kenosha, Wis., where she is at
school, to spend Easter. Miss Faith
Langstaff, who has been in Chicago
for several days, returned with her.
Miss Katherine Quigley, who is
attending the Sophie Newman col-
lege in New Orleans, returned home
on Thursday for the Easter holi-
days. She will divide her visit with
her grandparents, Colonel and Mrs.
Q. Q. Quigley, in Arcadia, and her
aunt, Mrs. George Langstaff, Jr., on
Kentucky avenue.
Mrs. Hubbard W. Blanchard, of
Boston, Mass, will visit Mrs. Hub-
bard S. Wells and Mrs. George B.
Hart in April. Mrs. Blanchard is
pleasantly remembered here from
former visits and some attractive re-
citais she gave. She will give either
a Shakespeare or Tennyson recital
under the auspices of the Matinee
Musical club while here.
Miss Burford Foley, of New
York, will arrive Tuesday evening to
be the guest for several days of
Miss Ethel Brooks and attend the
Easter german. Miss Foley has been
visiting Miss Florence Schrader in
Indianapolis and will accompany
Miss Anita Wood to Wichta, Kan.,
when she returns home.
Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Sanders, Miss
Sarah Sanders and Mr. and Mrs.
Hughes McKnight and daughter, who
have been spending the winter in
town, have opened their country
home "Grey Gables" for the summer.
Miss Ida I,. Johnson, of Paducah ,
and Mr. William P. Lardell,of Cham-
paign, Ill., were married in Chicago
yesterday and will spend the summer
at Duluth. Minn.
About People.
Miss DOW Hnehands and Mists
Decker will leave next weekHelen
for Battle Creek, Mich., for a visit
Mies Marjorie Scott returned home
today from Indianola, Florid*, where
They bare In Front
BY TELEPHONE MEN
Interesting Meeting Ileld By
Independents
Mallikat-• H.. L. -Jeffery, of !emitters!)
Home Compane, Thanked for
His Softpitnillity,
DELEGATE TO ASSOCIATION.
After extending thanks to Manager
H. T. Jeffery, of the Paducah-ddeme
Telephone company, for his hospital-
ity, the western district Kentucky In-
depeudent Telephone association ad-
journed yesterday afternoon. Vice
President le, G. Hoge, of Hopkins-
ville, was elected delegate to the state
convention to be held in Louisville
April 16. Many interesting speeches
were made by members of the asso-
ciation. Those who spoke are:
H. J. Jeffery, manager Paducah
company, "Telephone Equipment and
Standardizing Toll Apparatus."
J. F. Nichols, Bardwell, "Fnanc-
ing an Independent Local Exchange."
J. E. Bridgewater, Bardwell, "In-
dependent Telephone Movement."
W. A. Sorrell, traffic manager. Lou-
isville, "Long Distance Service and
Connections,"
D. A. Mt-Curdy, Mayfield, "Graves
County's Independent System."
W. L. Travis, and W. B. Butler,
Marion, "Reports on Marion."
M. H. Story, Salem, "Rural Lines."
W. P. Turpin, -Henderson, "Hen-
deride, Itancock and Daviess Coun-
ties."
F. G. Hoge, Hopkineville, "Chris-
tian and Todd Counties."
The First Gas.
Soon after Amend invented his
lamp, William Murdock, a Scottish
inventor, ),howed the world a new
way of lighting a house. Ft has long
been known that fat or coal, when
heated, gives off a vapor or gas which
burns with a 'bright light. Indeed,
It is always a gas that burns, and not
a hard substence. In the candle or
in the.latnp the flame heats the ot:
which comes up to it through the
wick and thus causes the oil to give
off gas. Now Murdock, in 1797, put
this principle to a good use. He
heated coal in a large vessel and al-
lowed the seas which was driven off to
pass through mains and tubes to dif-
ferent parts of his house. Whenever
he wanted a light he let the gas es-
cape at the MI of the tube In a
small jet and lighted it. Here was a
lamp without a wick. Murdock soon
extended his gas pipes to his factor-
ies, and lighted them with gas. As
soon as It was :earned how to make
gas cheaply, _and conduct it safely
from 'house to house, whole cities
were rescued from darkness by the
new illuminant.—S. E. Foreman in
St. Nicholas.
•
They Lace In Front
No Recreation Allowed.
Policeman -ft*" trampla— I have
been watching you loitering by this
stream for the twit two hours. Either
you intend to fish or to drown your-
self, and both are strictly forbidden.
—Fliegende Bletetter.
They Liter In Front
Memory.
Somebody of a psychological turn
of mind once asked Lord Rosebery,
"What is Memory?" "Memory."
Resebery replied promptly but some-
what pensively, "memory is the feel-
ing that steals over us when we listen
to our friend'' original 'stories."
Even a mind man can find trou-
ble without much difficulty.
A
NINE-TENTHS OF OUR
CALAMITIEN MAY BR
REDUCED TO "INCIDENTS"
By a timely and effective use of
the claseifiel ads,. And to "vow"
the choolfle.1 means not
*Ion the repuhileatIon of our
wants MI quests, but the resol-
ing and nnewering of the ads, of
other Peteile--en ocimpet kin
%filch line 11114111..11 "M. W made"
I', thrift 111041 pr1)(11 for millions
of people!
NEWS OF KENTUCKY
I. C. Is Fined.
Hopkinsville, Ky., March 30.- A
fine of eao, the limit allowed by law,
was asteesed against the Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad company this afternoon
In trial,. of indictment charging the
railroad company with deiectating
Sabbath in keeping section gang en-
gaged on Sunday in repairing the
track near this city. A fine of ;40
was agreed upon in another and sim-
ilar indictment, while a third was di -
missed.
Eloped From Melher.
Fulton, Ky., March 3e.—While
their parentsawere soundly sleeping,
Grundy Thomas and Miss Beatrice
Nall, of Mother, silently arose from
their downy beds and stole from their
homes to the depot where they met
and boarded the fast train for Fulton.
On arriving here the wedding party
went to the 'New Century hotel, to
await Esq. Futrell's arrival at his
office. About 7:30 they proceeded to
the mageetrate's office where they
were pronounced husbana- .10 wife.
Population aiNuinot Fill Theater.
Maysville, KY., March 30.--Sardis,
a small town of about IGO inhabit-
ants, in the southwestern part of this
county, eighteen miles from this city,
is one of the most progressive towns
of its size in this section._ Recently
several of its well-to-do citizens or-
ganized a hanks which has grow; in
favor. The last improvement is an
opera house, which wild be dedicated
Saturday night In true country taste-
ion. It,ls 75x45 feet. has a seating
capacity of 5.00, a modern stage, audi-
torium chairs, curtains, etc., and is
the property of J. M. Wheat. The
Hon. George W. Adair, of this city,
will be the speaker of the occasion,
while a Cincinnati .'Orchestra will
furnish the'instrnmentai music,
They Lace In Front
('UL. Tit %NTH %el BETURNS.
Hopes for settlement of Wage Scale
Next Week.
Col. John Trentham, representa-
tive from this district in the Brother-
hood of Railway Firemen, returned
from Chicago this morning to spend
Easter with his faintly. lie has been
attending the long drawn-out confer-
ence between Elinois Central officials
and the executive committee, and no
settlement has been reached yet. Cot.
Trentham has nothing to say of the
meeting, but hopes that an agreement
will be reached Monday cur Tuesday.
The firemen want certain cotreesalonte
and the fact that the-ronference has
lasted more than two months, India
elites that the road does not, intend
to agree to them. A strike will In-
evitably resielt if the concessions tire
not granted and Well.' be a general
tying up of business,
It'il about ail some people can do
to keep (rem being dons.
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SATURDAY, MARCH
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
9
11
12
13
14 3870 218 3690
Average for February, 1907 3859
Average for February, 19.06 3757
Increase  102
Personally appeared before me,
this March 1, 1e07, E. J. Paxton, geitt..
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
firms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Feb. 1907, is true to the
beat of his knowledge and belief,
PETER PUR.YEAR,
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
22, 1908.
February, 1907.
 4036 15 3829
3813 16 3874
4 3830 18 3813
6 3851 19 38/05
6 3851 e0- 38311
7  3871 21 _3869
8 3885 22 3915
3813 23 3839
 3828 25 3856
3855 26  . l:836
 3844 27  ".t2')
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
For Mayor.
The Sun is authorized to announce
Charles Reed as a candidate for
mayor, subject to any action of the
Democratic party.
The Sun IA authorized to announce
Thomas B. Harrison as a candidate
for mayor subject ta the action of the
Democratic primary May 2, 1907.
For City Anterior.
The Sun is authorized to announce
J. W. Orr as a candidate for the of-
fice of City Aasesrer, subject to the
action of the Democratic primary
May 2, 1907.
The Sun Is authorised to announce
the candidacy of Stewart Dick for the
office of city assessor, subject to the
action of the Democratic party.
For City Treasurer.
The Sun is authorized to announce
J. W. McKnight as a candidate for
the office of City Treasurer subject
to the action of the Democratic party.
For City Attorney.
The Sun is authorized to announce
the candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr.,
as a candidate for city sttorney sub-
ject to the action of the Democratic
primary. May 2, 1907.
Daily Thought.
"Step softly among human hearts
and leave so much kindness along
life's pathway, that gladness shall
spring up bearing tribute in the
cool eventide of the 'world's Cad
Easter.—Croft.
OUR HOSPITAL.
Municipal economy may be press-
ed too hard, eapecially in the case of
hospital, and the effort to make
'Riverside self-supporting, must be
made at the expense of the charity
patients, if anybody. The her gen-
eral council as liberal with the
Institution, and met all the demands
of the hoard of trustees, and then
the overdraft was not startling. The
figures principally were made to look
large by including a deficit of
long standing for the purchase of
the ground, with which the present
management has had nothing to do.
The eity allows the hospital $5.000,
and estimates that the hospital will
bring $5,000 revenue into the city.
Thire.the expense and revenue of the
inetitution balance. The revenue
comes from pay patieree. The ex-
pense is incurred in caring for the
charity patient'''. No retrenchments
dare be made in the pay wards. be-
cause the result would be the loss of
patients. and ,the curtailment of rev-
enue. If the board retrenches at all
It must retrench in the chartty
ward. From the report submitted by
Dr. Fradk Boyd and President Lind-
sey. of the board of councilment. it
would Item that the expense is down
to a minimum now. The city Is en-
deavoring to give the charity pa-
tients the best medical and surgical
attention and nursing possible. A
human life, no matter how humble,
is above consideration in dollars and
cent.. Of cone*. eentiomy dictates
that the surgeons in charge go to no
flnflressirv expense in esperiment-
Jug or equipping the Institution w1111
elighorate. apparatus merely to 'aye
themselves some personal expense or
col-
NEW SOX.
NEW HATS.
NEW SHIRTS,
EXCLUSIVE
STVI,ER.
trolllusialloNituest•-nueems-evano4
Inconvenience, or to be wasteful in
the use of the appropriarinn. They
are accotratatee to the city for re
err dollar •spent and Meeki make
every dollar go as far as podsible.
When they have done this, the city
should not begrudge the institution
a penny. How the institution is con-
ducted is apparent from the fate that
every pay ward I. tilled and many ap-
elleants are turned away. If the in-
stitution was large enough to ac-
commodate al: who seek admission,
it would be self-sustaining, and fur-
nish al: the revenue needed. There
are improvements now needed, and
not the least is to the grounds. It is
a disgrace that Riverside hospital
has stood there so long on bare un-
soddel gratin& conspicuous from the
river as a plain brick building rising
out of a bed of ugly clay, behind a
trestle over some backwater. From
the street the same' nnpleasant pros-
pect greets the eye. Paducah Is set-
ting a bad example for her citizens
in the uncared condition of her hos-
pital grounds.
Says the Kentucky State Journal:
Verily he gets his reward.
After reading ex-Senator Joe
Blackburn's savage attack on
the alleged Kentucky machine
and his prophesy of dire results
to the Democratic ticket, Presi-
dent Roosevelt feeling ttat such
subserviency was worthy of re-
ward, selected him, so the dis-
patches state, Chief of Adminis-
tration of the Canal Zone, his
place being/analogous to that of
Gov. Magoon, before the latterls
transfer to Cuba. It is under-
stood that Commissioner Black-
bra's dotal: will bring to him
an increased ealary, which may
amount to as much a; $14,0410
per annum. We used to lore
old Joe, but since he has appar-
ently turned his back on Democ-
racy and become a traitor to the
party which honored hint for
thirty odd years, we bid him
adieu and trust that he will be
happy with his new found
friends.
Joe has forgotten what the party
did for him during the 30 years. In
the bitter memory of what it did to
him the odd year. The State Jour-
nal should remember old Joe acquired
that envenomed style of conversa-
tion in talking about Republicans.
We feel charitable rather than hon-
ored in making a place for the old
'Democratic warrior,
Fourteen million people outside
the United States own allegiance to
her. In some of these, notably, Alas-
ka, allegiance was the milk on which
their citizens were reared. Others
take their allegiance like medicine.
while the people of Porto Rico, used
to a pretty coarse diet of patriotism,
find the new American brand quite
palatable. We haven't quire as many
millions as has England, and don't
care. Fourteen millions is a good
THE PADUCAH EVENING
PANAMA CITY IS
WINTER RESORT
Dr. D. F. Reeder Tolls of Sani-
tation of Isthmns
ingld Parity of Life Neeetoary to
Good Health in Tropki, Says
ilicepital Physician.
WORK OF BIG RATON 00E41 ON.
Dr. D. F. Reeder who recently re-
turned from Panama left last night
with his wife for the east and later
they will sail for Panama, where Dr.
Reeder will resume
Ancon hospital,
Dr. Reeder who
A
his work
year ago
in the
today,
then lived in this
city and was associated with Dr. J.
W. Peadley, weut to Panama under
the clvil service and after spending
ten months there, returned to his
bride in Paduc-ah. In his ten months
on the isthmus, Dr. Reeder became
thoroughly familiar with conditions
In the eanai zone, and espee4ally with
health ('onditions.
His work was in the Ancon hospi-
tal in Panama City on the Pectic
ocean side of the isthmus. This hos-
pital has a capacity of 1,00.) Patients
a day, and averages 500 patients. He
was one of a number of physicians
carried to she zone by The govern-
ment to make conditions there unt-
tary, and as far as possible, make it
healthful for the officers and laborers.
Before he left, he saw Panama City
as sanitary as Paducah and with
probably no more sickness.
Dr. Reeder was in the famous Cul-
ebra cut when President Roosevelt
made his trip ver the canal zone.
Here he saw the prestdeat accom-
panied by the eerie: officiate, wading
through mud knee-deep, and in the
rein without any protection. The
President overlooked nothing. gong
into the private residences and labor-
ers' .huts, and particularly asking the
women if they were satisfied with life
on the Isthmus and the official gov-
ernment. Occasionally he stopped to
kiss a baby or pat its cheek.
A Winter Itteort.
"Panama City now," says Dr.
,Reeder "is becoming a winter health
resort. under the careful managementl
of the American medical cones This
city that formerly was so dirty and
unhealthful, now presents a most
attractive appearance and it was ac-
complished by the simplest sanitary
measures, some of which have been
advocated or practiced by the Padu-
cah board of heath. The first great
problem .wae to elitnInate the mo-
squitoes. Thie was done by drainingstart considering how unsettled up every stagnant 
pool,
 by cutting awaythe world was before we west into
a:: the weeds and underbrush and the
the insular possession business, and
really this number has proved em-
rrassing at times. However, our
institutionalike our Anglo-Saxon na-
have- beentures, are elastic and we
able to acconimolate the colonies
withent disrupting the union, tar-
nishing the flag or tearing the con-
stitution.
Nicaragua must , be the
Central American bully. All
the other little fellows are now talk-
ing of gang whipping Nicer.
Zelaya, the president, has ambitions
to be dictator of all Central Ameri-
ca. At least, that is what his ene-
mies are saying to stir up Costa Rico
and Gauteinala to join Salvador and
Honduras against him.
Former United States Senator
Teller wept when he considered the
Ootiorado senatorial situation. But
then. Mr. Teller might be expected
to manifest more pessimism over
the situation than other people.
"Churniess butter" Is a product,
which a Nashville company has been
organized to manufacture. bet when
they Wit on the market the pure
food commission will compel them
to label it
We believe the federal census bu-
reau has not done Padecah justice
in matter of population: but, at that,
our 22.464 looks big beside Cairo's
13910.
Better put two stilts .of flannels
under that new Easter snit.
IN HUMOROUS VEIN.
All Tainted .Woman of the
Houtse—"Did y on ever earn an hon-
est dollar In your life?" Goodman
Gonrong--"I reckon not, ma'am. I
never got a dollar fresh from th•
mint, and even feel sure
about that."-- Chicago Tribune,
luxoriant tropical growth, which are
natural breeding places for the germcarrying mosquitoes. The dread yel-low fever has about d Ise ppearedthere, though In other parts of thecountry, where the old conditionsstill obtain, there is no change in thedeath rate. I believe Americanmedical science can overcome any ofthe sanitary problems of the Central
l
e-uosi..orimob.issrqusbos
The New Store Blazes the
Way.
Easter
Neckwear
Drop In the New Store to-
night and select your Easter
tie, else the old gander
get you.
We 'show the greater dis-
play of the new things the
seartm offers in Easter and
Spring ties you will find,—a
perfect riot of beautiful
Or 10c up.
\ LW VESTS,1
1 Swellup (after the dinner)- "Yes.I told that pretty girl next to me ev-
ert thing I knew "
Rival— "I noteeed that you were
pretty quiet over at that end of the
table."— Detroit Free Press.
I 
and eoutu American countries.'
Labor conditions on the sone are
Improving sininttaneenely with the
unitary conditions. The 'tVest In
titan negroes from Dr. Reader's oh
servation, are the Poale/it sPeelme114on the 9a-hiatus, and they are being
replaced by Italians, Spuniarde, Aus
Wane and a few American laborera
There are uo Chinese or Japanese ex
cept a few here and there left from
the former French effort•to dig the
canal. An interesting story of the
Chinese is told by Dr. Reeder. Sever
al hundred of the Chinese, after toe
French threw up the job as hopeless
became Intensely homesick and dew-
pendent from In health. It is said
that practice:4y all of these Chinese
contrnitted suicide within a few hours
of one another.
Heat Not Severe.
The heat on the isthmus is not se-
vere except at noon when it is op-
pressive. In the evenings it is nec-
essary at times to sleep under bleu-
bicata, The rainy season lasts One
Thrttlis in Cie year, and some rain
(alls_every day in that period. How-
ever, the actua) operations of digging
the canal go on all the time, under
the adverse conditions. Dr. Reeder
expects to see the canal finished In
seven years. The dirt excavated is
used in filling up swamps.
That extremes ot camatic condi-
tions have the same effect on the ha-
man system, is proven In a compari-
son of the effects of drinking intovi-
cants in the tropical zones, and in the
arctic zones. It is suicide absolutely,
to drink alcoholic beverages in the
canal zone. Those laborers who do
drink, and they are now confined
mostly to the native laborers, are the
most susceptible to diseaee and the
death rate among them is appalling.
In his hospital experience I. Reeder
became convinced that health could
be retained in the zone only by rigid
purity of life in every way. It is a
well-known fact that north-polar re
gion explorers shun intoxicants as
their most deadly foe.
Altogether, Dr. Reeder thinks that
the canal zone has not been over-
praised by the president and other
fair-minded observers. Most of the
bad reputation the canal has received,
has come from laborers and officers
who have been discharged and who
give as their excuse for returning,
the unhealthful conditiona. Dr.
Reeder expects to be gone on this trip
for eight months, his stay to be de-
termined by his wife's health. After
that time, he expects to return to Po-
ducah and engage In the practice of
medicine. It .is probable that they
will see Europe before their return.
They Lace In Front
DilblEASED CATTLE
Cannot Re Shipped in Here by River
Any More.
Thomas Sanders, humane officer,
Will at once begin making trips to
the river when packets arrive to in-
spect cattle. Often diseased cattle
sometimes badly crippled are shipped
here. Since he instituted his weekly
trips to stockyards and livery stables
be has found many horses and cattle
to be placed in the veterinary hospi-
tal.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Every dose makes you feel better. Las..Pos
beeps ec•ur whole Insides right. Sold flu the
Mime, -back plan everywhere Price Su cents.
For Sale.
Goad six room cottage on Guthrie
avenue, built in 1905. Water on back
porch, street car service, lot 40x165
to 20 ft. alley, Beautiful shade trees
Telephone 127.
H. C. Hollins, Real Estate and Ren-
tals, Trueheart Bldg.
For Sale. _
Nine room residence on the South-
West Corner of Fourth and Clark.
We have been asked to submit offers
on this property. Let fronting 75 ft.
on Firth and having depth of 125
ft. Call Telephone 127.
H. C. Hollins, Trueheart Bldg,
Real Estate and Rentals.
Stroud Acquitted.
Dispatches received yesterday by
friends announce the acquittal at Los
Angeles of Thomas Stroud. the Pa-
iduceh holler maker, who was chargedwith murdering Joseph Sine, another
boiler maker. Sine's. dying state-
ment helped Stroud In .exoreration
For Rent.
Bight room residence on Broad-
way, between 12th and 13th good
condition; $25 per month. Telephone
127.
H. C. Hollins. Real Estate and 'Ren-
tals, Trueheart Bldg.
For Sale.
Five room cottage on West Jeffer-
son street new, modern and improv-
ed, $2500, on convenient payments
H. C. Hotline, Real Estate and Ren-
tals, Trueheart Bldg
Paradise ie for those who C GM -
'nand their anger.— From the Ko-
ran.
SUN
ALUMNI
WILL HOLD EXERCISES, SCHOL-
ARS TO PLANT TREE.
Arbor Day Celebriationy Scheduled
For Washington Building
Next Monday,
Plans for the Arbor Day celebra-
tion at the Washington school build;
ing have been completed by the Pa-
duceh High School Alumni alssocia-
tion. The exercises will be held next
Monday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock.
The exercises in the building will be
as follows:
Piano duet, by the Misses Pur-
year.
Soprana solo,
Ham.
Tenor solo, by Mr, Richard
Soprano solo, by Mrs. Lelia
Lewis.
Address by Mr. Saunders A. Fow-
ler.
by Miss Caroline
Scott.
Wade
After these exercises everybody
will repair to the school lawn, where
the children will plant three trees,
and close the ceremonies by sieging
"America." The Civics department
of the Woman's club has. been espe-
cially invited to be present.
March Is a Trying Month.
"Nor love, nor honor, wealth nor
power,
Can give the heart a cheerful hour,
When health is lost. Be timely wise,
With health all taste of pleasure
files."
March is conceded by local phy-
sicians to be the worst month in the
year In Paducah, in the point of the
extent of sickness. The quick changes
in the temperature, warm one day,
chilly, with penetrating winds the
next affect the physical condition
probably more than any season of the
year.
The only safeguard therefore is to
get yourself in good condition. The
liver, the blood, the kidneys, the
skin should be Ir. first class order or
you can not stand the trying month.
Oeteopathy, quickly naturally re-
store any disarrangement to any of
these essentials of good health. The
torpid liver, the disordered kidneys,
the poor blood supply or circulation
readily yield to its health giving
method.
The tre, tment is simplicity itself,
sane, rational, without the use of
harmful drugs. It cures by scientif-
ic manipulation to restore the normal
functions to each organ. It recog-
nizes, appreciates and uses proper
diet, air, water, exercise and other
natural hygienic measures, too.
A trite saying is "Seeing Is believ-
ing," so I shall be pleased to refer
you, If sou are 'nterested, to any num
ber of people you know well who can
attest to the virtues of the treatment
in liver, stomach, bowels, rheumatic,
asthma, malaria, neurargia and
nervous condition.
Call me at 1407 or call at my office,
516 Broadway, at any time between
9 and 12 a. m. or 2 and 5 p. m. Dr.
G. B Froage.
apsoimmt
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Absolutely
Pure.
NO INTERVENTION,
Mexico Will Go No Further Than
Friendly Offer. •
Mexico City, atarch 30.—"Mexico
will on no condition join the United
States to intervene between Nicara-
gua and Honduras," was the positive
declaration of Minister of Foreign At-
faire Martacai.
Minister Mariscal said: "President
Diaz has been asked to act with the
United States in an endeavor to es
tablish an armistice. It was pointed
out at the foreign office that nothing
was further from Mexico's intention
than bringing oressure to bear on the
warring nations further than to offer
the friendly offices of the republic.
"This government is ready at any
time to Join the United States in of-
fering its good offices in friendly
mediation, but will go no fataber.
Should President Roosevelt deelde to
intervene he will be obliged to act in-
dependently, as far as President Diaz
is concerned."
"Mexico," said the minister, "has
no interest whatever in either Hon-
duras or Nicaragua. She has no wavy
with which to patrol the American
coast, and feels under no obligations
to inter the enormous expense eif
f utpping an army of ietervention."
They lace In Front
"TATER DAY."
Renton Citizens Exchange Greetings
On Monday.
Monday, April I is "Tater Day"
at Benton, and residents of Marshall
county who live in other parts will
some back home as readily as if It
were Christmas, or' a family reun-
ion. "Tater Day" is the most observ-
ed of all annual occurrences, and
Benton will be filled to the over-
flowing Monday. "Tater Day" comes
it SATURDAY, MARCH 90.
April 1 and potatoes are distrlIt ted
among the (armors. It is reall a
big exchange of potatoes of every va-
riety, a product for which Marshall
county is noted. Captain Jim Lemon,
editor of the Mayfield Messenger, is
*an old resident of Benton, and never
misses this day. Dr. W. S. Stone,who
this year moved to Princeton, has
never missed the day in years. Dr.
Stone passed through this morning
and Captain Lemon will come
through tomorrow.
They Lace In Front
MAY FINISH CANAL IN 7 YEARS
Member of Congressional Commis-
sion Tells of the Work.
Kansas City, Mo., March 3Q, ---
Representative Charles F. Scott of
Iola, Kas., a member of the con-
gressional committee that has just
returned from a trip to the isthmus.
tonight told of the canal conditions
in an address at Kansas City, Kas.
He said In part:
"So far as the ercavations are con-
cerned, the bulk of the work should
be done In six or seven years. The
construction of the great dam at
Gatun and the building of the stu-
pendous locks probably will protract
the period of completion.
"The men on the works, however,
really seem to believe that if ev-
erything goes rlght the canal a/meld
be finished within seven years."
For Sale.
Two eight room residences and one
six room residence on a 100 foot lot
facing Broadway. Rectal revenue
$61.50. This property can be bought
at a price to make a 14 per cent in-
vestment on good property in high-
class portion of city. Do not fall to
Investigate this proposition at once.
H. C. Hollins, Truelleart Bldg. Tel.
127.
Subscribe for The Sun.
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
WE are making a special mailingrate of $2.50, payable- in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-.
fords you an opportunity to remember.
your relatives or _friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
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Itf 4.11144•4•44.4.4. 40,40 M. 0. LIGHTING PLANT FAILURE.
LOCAL NEWS After Costly Experiment (Salem& SellsProperty.
Madison,Wis., March 34E-The
Dubuque and Southwestern Wiscon-
sin Railroad company has purchased
the municipal lighting plant at Ga-
lena, Ill., and also taken over the
ciantracts for lighting Galena for 26
years.
The plant never has been profit-
able and was built on the funds of
a bond lame. the 4100re:A on which-
has not been paid. .1
all ice The new company agreed to turn-
cream delivered at residences will be lab twice as much light as the city
sent C. 0. D. H. G. Thompson. didaat only k,14) per cent increase In
-Detective T. J. Moore left this the present. Price. "
morning for Henderson to bring
back Phil Skinner, colored, charged
with stealing a suit of clothes from
Stationman Otto Hamilton, of the
Fire company No. 1, several weeks
ago.
-You know your calling cards
are correct when they come from the
Sun °Mae. Script cards and plate,
$1.5‘) a hundred; the Old Engldsh at
-If you haven't time to go home
for dinner try Whitehead's 25c din-
ner, 215 Broadway.
-Miss Jennie Sloan has been
placed in temporary Charge oL Miss
Jessie Rook's grade at the Longfel-
low building.
-Miss Runge Stenographer and
Notary Public. Palmer House lobby.
Phone 14
See Brunson's Easter
at 529 Broadway.
-Fine carnations at 5.0c per dozen
at Brunson'e 539 Broadway.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify oar col-
lectors or make their requests 'di-
rect to To-' Sun office. No attention
Will be pail to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Drink Belvedere the Paducah
beer.
-For Dr. Pend-ley, ring 416.
-For Copeland's stable phone 100
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4001/2
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Drink Belvedere, the master
brew.
-Belvedere draught beer on tap
at the Palmer House bar.
-Belvedere beer is a home pro-
duct. Remember that.
-Commencing at once,
-1-
Plant display
-Contractor George Katterjohn
has returned from Princeton with
anis force of b4icklayers, having
completed the brick wbrk on the Il-
linois Central station at Princeton.
--Oki vehicles mace like new. Car-
riages and wagons built to order. Be-
miring, paintiag, trimming, rubber
tires, etc.. at Sexton's Sign Works,
Sixteenth and Madison. Phone 401.
Drunson's Easter plant display at
52'9 Broadway, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday.
-C. L. Brunson & Co. wilt have
their Easter Plant display on Thurs-
day, Friday and Saturday, all their
store, 529 Broadway. Don't fail to
see that display.  Open until 9 p.
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money, than
Is given by any transfer company in
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice, also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
- -.lust received, Saaulding's nes
laasebaa guide for 1907.( R. D, Clem-
ents & On.
-With every one dollar melt pur-
chase L. W. Henneberger Co., Inc..
The Houire of Quality, will give one
admiration ticket free to the eiectrk
theater, next door.
With every one dollar cash pur-
chase L. W. Henneberger Co., Inc.,
The House of Quality, will give one
admission ticket free to the electric
theater, next door.
-Place yoour orders for wedding
Invitations at home. The Sun Is
'showing as greet an assortment as
yktu will find anywhere at pvices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
---The exhaust drim to the game
line engine in the rear of S. B
Gotta reataurant, on North Fourth
street, expoded last evening at 8
o'clock, making a noise audible sev-
eral tilotke. The engine operates dy-
namos for the electricity used
lighting the restaurant.
--Dora Clark, *tailored, 36 years
old, died yesterday of complications
at 1330 Madinat- etreet, and will be
buried tomorrow In Oak Grove email.
tem
.10....m.Oirmulpo•••••
ilealc Sea is not salty enema
to iustatu (lie" life of (be °later.
Fort Massac
at
Metropolis,
'On next Sunday afternoon, March
31, the steamer George Cowling will
make a special excursion trip to
Fort 1;assac and Metropolis, Illaleav-
ing Paducah at 2 p. m. Return at 6
p. m. The Metropolis Concert band
will render an Easter program of Sa-
cred musk; at Fort Massac at 3 p. m.
Round trip fare 25 cents. Free ad-
mission to park and coliCert. White
people only.
The Cowling will also leave Padu-
cah at 9:30 a. m. and 6 p. m.
Time Card'.
Leave .Metropolls at 8 a. m.
Leave Metroplis at 12:30 p. m.
Leave Metropolis at 4:30 p. m. -
Leave Paducah at 9:30 a. m,
a Leave Paducah at 2 p. m.
Leave Paducah at 6 p. m.
For Sale.
Lots in Faxon's Addition and
Addition on convenient pay-
ments.
H. C. Hollins, Real Estate and Ren-
tals, Trbeheart Bldg.
"I notice your daughter danees
with such graceful, free movements."
"They ain't free: she takes relar
paid lessons.-  Baltimore Ameri-
ele LI.
Base EverySunday
At Wallace
iPark Ball
The Roy Cnlleys Will have a
game with ii strong amateur
base ball team every Sunday
during the season, the first
game tomorrow.
Admission to Games
Grand stand 25c
Bleachers. 15c
Ladles Free.
Matinee Musical Club.
An attractive miscellaneous pro-
gram will be rendered at the Matinee
Musical club on Wedneaday afternoon
at the parish house of Grace Episco-
pal church as follows:
1 Leaders, Miss Mantle O'Brien, Miss
I Istala Reed. _
Current Events.
1. Paper-"Miracle and Mystery
Plays." "Tkie Oratorio" -Mrs. Ed-
ward Itringhurst.
2. Piano solo-"Spinning Bong"
front "The Flying Dutchman"-Wag-
ner-Mies Virginia Newell..
3. Vocal duet-"0, That We Two
Were Maying"-Atice Mary Smith,
Mrs. David Flouruiy, Mr; Richard
Scott.
I. Plano solo (a) "Serenade"-
(b) "Sonntagmorgeu auf
Glion-13endel--Mies Mary Scott.
5. Vocal solo - Selected-aMiss
Anne Bradshaw.
6. Piano duet-Selections from
"Peer Gynt"-Greig-alisses Ham
and Eades.
7. Vocal solo (a) "With a Violet"
--Greig. (b) "I (Murmur Not"-
Schumann-Mr. Robert Scott.
Magazine Club Regular Meeting.
The Magazine club will meet on
Thursday, April 11,  with Mrs. A. L
Dabney on North Fifth street. Beside
the regular program for the April
meeting, there will be an ele?tion of
officers.
Opcn Social Meeting.
The Church Furnishing society of
the First Ohrhaian church will have
an open meeting on 'Monday after-
noon at the home of Mrs. W. A. Berry
on North Seventl street, The Ladies'
Aid society is invited to be their
guest. Amusical program will be the
feature:
Piano duet-Mrs. George 13.
Miss Puryear.
Veal solo-Mrs. David M. Flour-
noy.
Violin sole-Mr. Skelton. Mrs. Geo
B. Rart at the piano.
Vocal selo-Miss Lola Johnston.
Violin and cornet selections-
Messrs. Clark and 'Robert Bendel-ant,
Miss ,Mary Bendurant at the piano.
There will be no meeting of the
Five Hundred club this week. Mrs.
Alonzo R. Meyers wilt- entertatn the
club on Wednesday, April TO, at her
home on West Broadway.
The Paducah High School Alumni
association will meet Friday after-
noon at the High school auditorium
It is urgent that all members he
present as there is business of im-
portance for discussion. The liter-
ary feature wit+ be a paper on "Arts
and Craft" by Miss Ellen Willis. '
Mrs. Jeanette Weille has returned
from Biloxi, Miss,
Mrs. 0. L. Stevens, of Lexington.
Is visiting airs. L. B. Ragan.
Mesdames J. J. Ls-on and !anent(
Gook, of San Francisco. have arrived
to visit (Miss ideate Browne.
Mr. William Green has returned
from St. Loots.
Miss Agnes Carney, of Mayfieki
who has been visiting Mrs. L. A, Al
britton, has returned home.
Miss Maytne 13aynharn is visiting
her mother 'near Mayfield.
Mrs. Cora Meadows has returned
front Mayfield, where she has been
visiting her brother Mr. Frank Gil-
lum.
Mrs. ()sear Evans, of Benton, El..
Is vtslting Mrs. Martin Vogt.
Born Oa Mr, and airs John Owen,
of Tyler, a son.
Mr. Fred Moore and wife, of John-
eon City, 111r arrived in the city at
noon. ---
Mrs. Charles J. Scholz, of Evans-
The Rise of Jimmie Johnson.
• X.-"HOW'D YE Dp IT, Ammar
Shortly Mr. Johnson as. a multimiltionairs.
Cronies read about him, slyinn, "Well, I de declarer
One wact knew him early said: "You v :-s pate OS rn
How'd you do it, Jimmie?" "Oh. I ADVERTISED." said he.'
The price of • want ad. I. one rent A word for one Insertion and two
cents a word for three ineertions, caeh to accompany the order.
5'
vale, who haii been the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Itain:eiter, of Ken-
tucky avenue, left this morning for
her home.
Mr. (lay Lemon, of the Mayfield
Messenger, arrived in the city at
noon to spend Sunday here.
Mr. James Nagel has returned
from Mayfield, where he has been on
business.
Mts. %V. L. Eichherg, delegate to
the %%rowan's Misaion society from
Memphis, left at noon for Cincinnati,
where she will deliver .an address,
Mr. John Tinsley returned to his
home in Kuttawa 'today after a bus-
iness trip to the city.
Mrs. W. L. Scott left at noon for
Terre Hants, Ind., to visit 'his chil-
dren, who are 'attending school at
St. Marys, Ind.
Miss Jewell Hill went to, Clayney-
ville today after visiting her aunt,
Mrs. L. J. Miller, 1801 Monroe
street.
Mrs. Elizabeth Raines returnk to
her home in Nashville today, after
visiting relatives in the county.
Col. John Van Culin, formerly of
Paducah but now of New York, Is in
the city on a business trip. He is
ngeaged in the chewing gum business
and doing well.
Was Myrtle Decker will return
from Clarksdale. Miss., tomorrow
where she has visited Mrs. W. J.
Campbell for.several weeks.
Miss-Lula Johnston, of Dallas,
Texas, Is the guest of Mrs. J. M.
Buckner, at Jefferson and Eighth
streets. .
Mist Eloise Bradshaw returned
home last night from Belmont college
Nashville, to spend Easter with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Brad-
show, of Broadway.
Mrs. Clay Lemon and son, of May-
field, are here to spend -Easter with
Mr. and Mrs. Jo A. Miller of South
Sixth street.
Mr. Earl Dunn, of Seventh_and
Clay streets, who is ill of fever, is
reported better today.
H. C. Albritton, of Mayfield, is In
the city.
C. H. Wilson, of Smithiand, is in
the city.
W. M. Tucker, foteman of the Il-
linois Central boiler shops, has gone
to Evansville on business.
Attorneys John -0, Miller and
Mike Oliver went to Dexter this
morning to bar depositions.
Miss Vivian Hall, of Milton, ar-
rived at noon to visit 'Mrs. J. M.
Walton.
altir. Gus Covingten, of Mayfield, Is
In the city.
Miss Grace Williams, of Krebs'
Station, is in the city.
What Warried Mark's Mother.
I was always told that I was a
siekly and precarious anti tiresome
and uncertain child, and lived mainly
on allopathic medicinee during the
first seven years of my life. I asked
my mother about this, in her old age
-she was in -her eighty-eighth year
-and said:
"I auppoae that during ea that
time you were uneasy about me?"
"Yes, the whole time."
"Afraid I couldn't. live?"
After a reflective -pause-osteuai-
bly to think out the facts:
"No-afraid you would."-Mark
Twainat Autobiography in the North
American Review.
For Sale.
Eight room frame residence of two
dories, newly painted, sewerage.bath
ind all modern Improvements, lot
;0)(173 with necessary outbuildingii.
fhis property can be bought on
monthly payments provided a satis-
factory cash payment be made
11. C. Holans, Real Estate and-Ren-
tals, Trueheart Bldg.
+Air.
IN THE COURTS I-I-
•h-rvel-1-174-r-4-1-1-4-4
Deeds Filed.
Gregory Heights comparry to tato;
Lavine Trust cotnpany, property in
Gregory fleighte, $1 and other con-
siderations.
J. R. Cooper to Janier R. Cooper,'
Jr property its the county, $301o._ _ ••
BRIBERY TO "TIP" THE PORTER
New Indiana Law Accidentally Cuts
Off Sleeping Car Nieves "Graft."
Indianapolis, March 30.-It was
discovered today, on elle eve of Pub-
lishing the laws passed at the recent
legislative session, that the person
who gives a sleeaing car porter or a
waiter on a dini4 ('Sr a tip will be
guilty of bribery under the new
statutes. The bill was introduced
by Senator Mock and was intended to
protect shippers against freight con-
ductors, whom the shippers were fre-
quently compelled to tip in order to
get cars. The bill makes it bribery
for any railroad employe to accept
anything of value from any person
having business with the company,
and also makes it bribery for any
persons to give anything of value for
services rendered or to be rendered as
such agent or empaoye. The penal-
ty is a fine of not less than $25 nor
more than $100.
WILL ARREST HEARST.
Heated Campaign in Chicago Getting
Hotter.
Chicago, March 30.-The most
villarnotis municipal campaign In the
history of Chicago, which has had
some fierce campaigns heretofore,
reached _e sensational atage_coday_
when five suits containing six dis-
tinct counts were prepared on behalf
of Frederick A. Dune, Republican
candidate for mayor, against WhIlam
Randolph Hearst, charging him with
dibel, through derogatory and defam-
atory artialee and cartoons published
In Hearst's Chicago papers. In each
suit the amount of damages Is fixed
at $25,000. It Is intimated that ad-
ditional suits may bring the total
damages asked up to $404,400. The
pureose is to have Hearst arrested an
his arrival. He has started front New
York with lawyers.
Germany's New Railway Rates.
The new German railway pastern-
ger rate Is 2.68 rents a mile, fir-k-
class, with no reduction for rouno
trip tickets and no free baggage
(For express trains the rates WI:: he
higher, causing a substahttal addt-
Bon to the cost of travel. The ob-
ject is te keep local passengers Off
the long distance trains. For seeond-
cies* the rate is 1.72 cents, with an
additional charge for Damage ana '
for express trains. Railway. tieket
are ta.xeds This adds to the tree.,
er's expense. The density of train
averages much greater in German -
than in the United States.e-Bnkl-
more Sun.
Attention Sir Knights,
You are earnestly requested to
meet at Asylum Sunday morning at
9:30 a. m. Bring full uniform (ex-
cept sword) for purpose of attending
Easter netlike at Presbyterian
church Sixth and Kentucky avenue,
at 14 O'clock a. m.
' GEO. 0. INGRAM, Cant.
TEED ACKER, Sec,
They Lace In Front
111111,
In Transit.
Men spoke of her as "passing fair
But Time flies by so feat.
Now some of therm same men deePate
She's setnelle "past".,
-The Catholic Stardard and Times
Pleasalt Reminder.
excursion steamer making a tour
around the coast was a wealthy re-
tired plumber. One clay a number of
whales were sighlect, and the plumb-
er was in eestaeies.
"Pretty sight Isn't it?" remarked
a lady to him.
"Beautiful, mum beautiful!" re-
plied the plumber. "Why, when they
scoot out water like that it just re-
minds me of burst water pipets." --
London Tit-Bits.
Notice.
We are In a position to give clot*
ettention to Sae collection of rents
an& securing tenants for 'vacant prop-
eryt. If you want a tenant or a pur-
chaser, place your real estate with
us. Telephone 127. C. Hollins,
Real estate and rental's, Trueheart
FOR SALE - Vacant lot G6x175
ft., for wholesale or storage hiause
on South Second street. between Ad-
ams and Jackson, Bargain. See L. D.
Sanders, 318 South Sixth. Phone
765.
Subscribe for The Ss.
II 
SHOPH
CAPS
2cents
MONDAY_
As has been announced, for
a time we will sell Shop Caps
for TWO CENTS on Mon-
days only. Come in any time
Monday and get, one of these
caps. Only one cap sold to
each customer.. • .
Kitiii6;01606
MEN SasU gays atifilTIfflY
E 0.1 •bit.theol
M A 111 
HART
is the
AmEaCA1 MITTENS MO GLOvES.
FOR
the
1B YSr .,SEY 
Fun for the Boys
This Summer Sure
HART WILL DO
His Part By Selling
1 Ball .
1 Bat .
1 Mit .
. .15
. ,10
. .40
65c
FOR 27 CENTS
Next Thursday, April 4th
From 7a. m. to 6 p. m.
Hart's Boy Day
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
11' FOR SAI.E- Nae paying saloon
WANT ADS.
-1-rdt&-r-i-r-ri-r4
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bley-
cle9, 326-328 South Third street.
HORTON-SINE--the painters and
paperhangers. Old phone 20-01.
130Y WANTED- 1622 Jefferson
street,
WANTED-Good cook, 4(18 Welsh-
ington phone 2500.
FOR SALE OR RENT-Pour roomAmong the passengers on board an ,
asuuse- Apply 1,730 .Madison.
FOR RENT-- Store room, 60-3
South Fifth, Phone 222.
-WANTE-To ouy small
Address Horace G.., box 66. lice. .
FOR Heating and Stanwood ring SALE9MEN---Side line. Sontething
437 F. Levin. new in advertising novelties that will
FOR SALE- Barred Plymouth take the place of calenders. Write
Rock eggs $1 per 16. Phone 1440. ,fFoursau. samples. F. W.
FOR RENT -Furnished- 
:to
front 
Box 4,
room. Appiy at 1109 Washington St. I -LEFT-OVER- We -wave- a- few
CLOTHES cleaned, pressed, re-
 spring wagons and buggies that we
paired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 959-a. I
must get out of our way, and to do
_   _ so, will sell at a bargain, if sold at
ASK your grocer for Smith & once. Sexton Sign Works 16th and
Butz's Bread and Cakes Telepholla Madison. Phone '401.
69-a. 
s a SALESMAN WANTED-Sell re-
WANTED to buy second hand -iron tail trade. Your locality. $65 per
fence. Must be cheap. Old phone monCn and expenses to start and
1658. commission. Experience unnecessary.
WANTED-Good work horse od liermingsen Cigar Co., Toledo. 0.s 
freely mulch cattle. Ring old phone FOR SALE- Nine year old black
566, Jas, R. Moore. heave, about sixteen [mods. weight
business; down town, near Broad-
way. Owner leaving city; ,will sell
cheap. Apply 111 S. 3rd St.
LOST-Garnet Rosary, between
Tbird and Broadway and Tenth and
Trimble. Return to this office and re-
ceive reward.
FOR SALE-Five room brick cote'
tage, 1237 Trimb'e St., eleatrie
lights, bath. Owher leaving city; will
sell cheap. Apply 111 S. 3rd St.
FOR-BENT-The storehouse in
Mechanicsburg, formerly occupied by
the Jake Biederman Grocery and
Baking Co. Apply at Senenth street
store.
tent.
FOR RENT-Third floor over
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
St. Apply -F. M. Fisher, Post Office,
Bag WrAiNarEta- -To -kern hard-
ware business. Not over 16 years
olil. Scott • Hardware Co.
  TAKEN UP-Little red 'anit
0 white spotted cow, left ear cropped,Apply 1.107 S. Ninth.
I
FOR RENt - ApartmeirTh in
Cochran Apartments Ninth and
IMonroe. Newly papered.
I FOR SALE-Six-year-old mareand run-about at bargain, 333 Broad-
way.
LOST--Old-fashioned necklace in
High school yard- or back I, C. shops.
Reward. Return to Sun.
FOR SAI,E=---FIns showcase. Two-
;story, eight foot. Suitable for drug
business, 113 South Seeond.
FOR RENT-Nicely furnished
ft ant room. All conveniences. 837
Jefferson.
WANTED-Two soberanduatrioua
young men between the ages of 18
anl 23, to do clerical work. Refer-
ences, Ad-dress If. Co., care this of-
FOR BALE-Improved 'Orman Incu-
bator:. 80 'eggs. good as new; cheap.,
Te!eahone 1789.
WANTED-$3,000 on real estate
in Paducah. Address L. A. B., P. 0.
Box, 673, City.
ONE nice front room furnished for
rent, Bath and all modern epnveni-
ences. *Apply 918 Broadway.
lal.-UricU RIO EICIIANCHil, 2-05
South ThIrd, buys furelture azitl,
Moves New plant. - 1t4:00-1.
AA ',WM AN toirfaiiiWiiiiiif Olt
and greases on mien- or commission
Excellent side line Champion Re-
I
fining company. Csleveland, 0.
WANtEll--"At once. two black-
smith helpersand one horseshoer:4'
helper. Sexton 144gn Works, 16th and
Madison Phone 401.
• •
Dana,
1100 Ms, City broke and well adapt-
ed for driving or light delivers. Ap- --
ply Paducah Pottery Co.
1,X)R RENT-Two brick store
louses, Eleventh and Broadway, one
two-story brick business house,
ahirteenth and Clay. Paducah Brew.
ng company.
FREE EM PLOY MENT--itu rea u . No
charges for services rendered, either
to applicant or employer of labor.
Charity chat, 307 'Ken(ucky avenue.
phone 62.9 office open from 9 to 12
o'clock every forenoon.
WANTED-For U. S. Army; Able-
bodied unmsrried men between ages
Of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and .write English. For information
apply to recruiting officer, New Rich-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE-- Just finished house
of four rooms, reception hall. Front
and back porch. Water in kitchen.
Half block from car line. On 41) foot
lot: S'Inall malt payment, balance on
monthly Installments. L. D. Sanders,
President McCracken Reel Estate
and Mortgage Co., Office 318 South
Sixth street. Phone 765. -
OF INTEREST to parties with
money--If you have any difficulty in
tstaeing your surplus funds, write or
eatl on me, as I have a number ot
applieetione for money In sums
from $300.00 and up with real agate
security, good interest rates, close
perspnal investigation, alt communt-
oations strirtly f•onfldentla). 8, T.
Randle. Loans, Reel Estate end In-
seratsse, Room 3, Amerkanatlermte
National Bank,'
Ile leaps any benefit from relation.
"hip to God who shirks responsibility
for tam
-
, PAGE BLX.
CLUPECO SUNUP"II. wick. V lo r Vbs.
(Lt FTT PF.A1401,Y S 00.Italian lag-loon sod lasorelk
MK:Mucky
touTE PHONES 54a
TO=NIGHT
LAST PERFORMANCE.
WILLARD MACK
And
MAUDE LEONE
Supported by a Coutpaby of
Superlative Artists
II a Series of Willard High Class Plays
mil for Tonight.
"THE GIRL
OF THE STREETS"
Night Prices-lc, 25c, 35c and 50c
Seats are now on sale.
TODAY'S MARKETS
Lettuce 5 cents a bunch
Sweet potatoes 60 cents bushel
Irish potatoes  60 cents bushel
Young onions 15 cents bushel_ _ _
Greens 10 cents a bunch
Beets 2 bunches 15 cents
Radishes 5 cents a bunch
Strawberries  10 cents box
Grape Jrult 3 for 25 cents
Bananas  15 cents dozen
Oranges 20 cents a dozen
Apples 30 cents a peck
Chickens  .40 to 75 cents
Turkeys . 15 cents a lb
Eggs 15 cents a dozen
Butter 25 cents a pound
Rh uba rb 5 cents bunch
Peas 10 cents a box
Ham 17c lb
Saw,age
Lard • 
 10c lb
12c. lb
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
That is LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine.
Similarly named remedies sometimes
deceive. The first and original Conl
Tablet is a WHITE PACKAGE with
black and red lettering, and bears the
signature of E. \V. GROVE. 25c.
BIG RAILROAD WRECKS
IN -AMERICAN HISTORY.
Year. Killed.
1856--Camphel, Pa.  66
1876-Aphtabuln. Ohio  80
1.887--Chatieworth, III.  85
18138-Mud ILsin. Pa.  66
1896-Arantic City  47
1.903-1,nurel Run, Pa.  65
190-4-Eden, Ohio 91
19.04-Newmarket. Tcun.  6::
1906-Atiantle City  
19.0G-Woodyille, lnel 
1907-New Yotrk  
AT THE KENTCCKI.
Ionight, The Nilack-Leon. (' pan)
In "The Girl of The Streets."
thursday night, c plimentary lec-
ture under Ow auspices of TIN
Knights of Columbus, "Knight-
hood Is Yet in Honer" by the
Hon. Le Vegas elements, of On-
enshons Ky.
Prida)" niicht and Saturday flintily*.
-The Fhfwer Carnival", under the
auspices of the D. A. It.
Mack-Leone Company.
The Mack-Leone company's en-
sagemeut at The Kentucky closes
onight when a "Girl Of the Streets"
wi:i be presented. This bill IS, as
the title indicates, a melodrama,but
!ts treatment is quite unlike the
present day form of melodranfatic
writing which is too often meaning-
less or disagreeably exaggerated and
listorted in plot and character draw-
ing.
Tonight's offering is said to be
free from the stigma of such writ-
ing and tel:s in a clean, legitimate
manner, a pretty story with a happy
mixture of comedy and pathos. Miss
Leone has an ingenue role which
forms a contrast to the usual he-
roines local playgoers are used to
seeing her portray. The other char-
acters pleasingly contrast rural and
urban • types and work out the in-
teresting plot in a pleasing manner.
The immpany is cast to excellent ad-
vantage and the oering should prove
an entertaining one.
Girl of the Golden West.
During the second act of "The
Girl of 'the Golden West" in which
Blanche ,Bates comes to the Kentuc-
ky thatre-on April 8, the action takes
place during a raging storm. The
scene is the cabin of the girl on the
slope of Cloudy mountain and the
dwelling offers a place of refuge to
Rammerez, the road agent, and the
posse under Jack Rance. the sheriff.
which is pursuing the bandit. The
ferocity of the storm prevents Ram-
merez :easing the cabin and thus
eventually places hint in the hands
of Rance, officer of the law, and the
bandit's rival. Nothing that David
Belasco has ever done in the way of
stage effects exceeds in -realism • this
storm. The wind whirling down the
mountain side; the whirl-sing sleet
and snow, which drives in through
the door as the storm blows it open,
tile rattling of the windows so and
the circulation of chilling air on the
stage are all so naturally accomplish-
ed that an audience invariably feel
an inc:ination to turn up its coat col-
lars and put on its wraps. It is a
matter of fact that the orchestra
and that portion of the audience oc-
cupying the first few rows- of or-
chestra seats, do actually shiver, be-
cause the wind which drives the
snow before it, in reality, is a cold
wind, manufactured behind the
scenes and blown across the stage
and out into the house. This moun-
tain storm has been called one of
the most thrilling and impressive
bits of realism ever credited to a pro-
ducer.
They Gnee In Front
tfit PADMAII EVEN MO 1St lk
We Extend
s
Easter Greetings
CoOneandilll 
0(TILVI
Gloves
All Shades,
Al4Lengths,
All Sizes.
Suits
The-Store That Pleused You.
Hosiery Ribbons
All Shades,
New Designs,
All Prices.
Silk Suits, Fancy Weaves, two or three piece.
All that is new is here.
ii
All Shades,
All Widths;
Fancy and Plain.
Skirts
roile and Panama, Fancy,. Black or Colored.
See our variety and he convinced.
Everything That's New and Stylish is Here
RIVER NEWS
River Stages.
Cairo  40.5 06 fall
Chattanooga  5.2 0.2 _fall
Cincinnati  26.3 3.8 fall
Evansville  37.8 1.8 fall
Florence  3.9 0.1 fall
Johnsonville  10.1 0.7 fall
Louisville  9.9 2.9 fail
Mt. Carme;  9.8 0.a fall
Nashville  10.3 0.2 fall
Pittsburg  10.5 0.5 fall
St. Louis  1;5.4 1.0 rise
Mt. Vernon  44.1 - 1.7 fall
Paducah  39.7 1.0 fall
_
Rainfall to the extent of .36 inch-
es was little more than sufficient to
settle the dust. As for having any
effect on the river, at this point, it
was not felt. The river fell a full
foot since yesterday morning, bring-
ing the stage down to 39.7. Business
JO/41'1)11 flukey Here. 
. is a little better than fair. The stage
61 Joseph Buker, assistant superin-
March 30 last year was 31.
41
tendent of machinery of the Illinois. Button Carroll went out on the.
Central. is in the city today kmking Gude!' Rod as pilot sesterday, up•
after
Mrs. Ken.,exly's Mother Blew. gene
Mrs. Lucy (I Vein died this week for
at flekpInsviSs Site was the mother that
of Mrs. W. B. Kennett), wife of the;into
tobacco ba 
_s
ser. _Iyard
!flied.
A -m.atre Idea of good luck is any1
old kind that ieaves him a few
hum ahead of the other fellow's'
game.
the work in the !shops. It is ;'the Tennessee river.
rat inspection he has been on Tne large number of third, or
,several weeks, and the report '"cub" clerk, now running on -the
he came here specifically to look packets, suggests two things. Eith-
the trouble between the local er the boats have more business than
men and local officials is de-ithe regular force can handle. or_the
• linen higaer up are dropping out of
- !steamboat life, necessitating break-
ing in new men: It probably Is both.
In Paducah, most of the packets
have ; t;) c'erks and the Lee liners'
They Lace In Front
also had some on board in this
week's trips. One experienced clerk
this morning said thr increased for-
ces largely is due to the old men
quitting the business.
To get back on time and for other
reasons, it is, probable that the But-
-loaf will not make the Clarksville
trip this week, bot will arrive next
Wednesday on time to leave for
Nashville.
Among the towboats, the Pavonia
will arrive Sunday from the Cum-
berland river with ties.
The Russell Lord will arrive Mon-
day front the Tennessee river with
ties for the Ayer-Lord Tie company.
The big Sprague with a bigger
tow of coal, passed down last night
from Pittsburg for lower Mississippi
river points.
- The Charles Turner will leave
Sunday for the Cumberland river af-
ter ties.
The Mary Michael will leave Sun-
day for the Hatchie river below Mem-
phis after logs for the Ferguson and
Palmer mills.
Pete M. Martin is on the Kentuc-
ky as third clerk, making his second
trip this week.
The Peters Lee arrived this after-
noon from Cincinnati with a good
trip and went down to Memphis af-
ter taking on the local business.
Captain Will Green of the H. A.
Petter Supply company, has return-
ed from a drumming trip.
Not much room is taken up by
the little City of Terre Haute at the
wharf, and beside -the George Cow-
ling and Royal, it looks like a gaso-
line boat for pleasure purposes; but
It is remarkable 'the amount of
!freight, principally produce, carriedby this boat.
1 The sheet iron shields are being.
I
l imn on the Clyde at the ways today
.aatt that packet practically new,I
probablv will be let off the ways
next week. The Maude Kilgore also
I will be a new boat when the repairs
!are finished.
; The City of Saltillo arrived from
the Tennessee river last night at 9
o'clock and left at midnight after
k °eking a big hole in the freight
accu uiated on the wharfboat, for
St. Lo s.
The Savannah arrived today from
St. Louis on the up trip to the Ten-
nessee river.
No excursion is planned for the
Dick Fowler tomorrow.
Business was fair in the Cairo
trade today.
The George Cowling will make
three trips Sunday between Padu-
cah and Metropolis.
The Kentucky will leave this ev-
ening_ foe. the Tennessee river.
The Joe Fowler in the EVansville
trade made schedule time today.
A big barge was taken out on the
dry docks this morning for repairs.
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio, front Evansville to Cai-
ro. will continue to fall at slowly in-
creasing rate during the next several
days.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth, will continue to fall
slowly.
The Mississippi from below St.
Louis to Chester, wi'l rise during
the next. 24 hours. At Cape Girar-
SATURDAY, MAIR'H 30.
deau, no material change during' The Putnam cottage at Greenwich
1the next 12'heurs, toitowed by slow- ('eon., about 200 years old, ls to be
ly rising. dedicated as a museum by the Put-.
The Wabash at, Mt. Carmel, will Wan chapter Of the Daughieri of tbs
fall slowly during the next 24 .hours.; American Revolution.
DID it ever oec-ur to you that our
Directory is the recognized city
directory of the well-toNdo, and you 
are socially and commercially lost if
your name does not appear?
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE CO..
For Polite Correspondence
Use BrunswicK Lawn
A perfect finish cloth fabric paper in medium weight en-
velopes to match in stylish cat.
This paper will suit the most exacting.
For one week only we offer:
1 pound paper (96 sheets) and 50 envelopes =50C
This price is for introduction only.
MEWILSON
The Book and Music Man at Harbour's Department Store.
 ̀vvib
KENTUCKY Curtain at 8:15Carriages at 11 MONDAY NIGHTS APRILDAVID BELASCO Presents
 alifff/////92/Irl
BLANCHE MATES
In the Greatest Success of Her Brilliant Career
The Girl of The Golden WestA Drama of the Californian Gold Fields by David Belasco.
Metropolitan Production Intact and Identical Cast Associated With Miss Bates During Her Remark-able Engagement of 500 Nights in New York City.
Prices: Entire Orchestra, $2.00; First 5 Rows in Balcony, $1.50; Balance of Balcony, $1.00; Gallery 50c. Seats on Sale Saturday.
•
1
•
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Our
Prescription
Department
Holds out another advantage
to you. Ours is a brand new
store and every drug and
chemical in the stock is fresh
and full strength. Eery-
thing you would expect to
find in a first-class drug store
Lt here:.. None but Registered
Pharmaeists wait on the trade,
so you are safe-guarded in
every way. Our telephone
service is prompt and accurate
Won't you try it next time I
S. H. Winstead
Both Phones 756.
1 
The Third Month.
Hats dra wn down over eara
Ac Eve go;
1 Lots of unbidden tears
Daily flow.
Pretty petticoats white.
Stiff with starch,
!Everywhere meet the- sight—.
, This is March.
EXCHANGE WIVES.
Two Elgin Men Shock the Whole
Co nity.
E:gin, III., March 3 0.—Dissa t is-
fled with Cupid's original arrange-
ments, two Elgin husbands are said
have swapped their homes and wives
and all four persons concerned are
reported to be satisfied with the re-
sult. They say the breadwinners
of the family have only changed
boarding houses. Wiliam Warner of
466 Cleveland avenue is now living
at the home of Mrs. William McPher-
son, at 464 Cleveland avenue, while
Mr. McPherson is the guest of Mrs.
Warner, at- the Warner home next
door, With Werner is his daughter.
When asked if there had been an ac-
tual exchange of wives effected, all
four simply smiled and. refused to
aftlirm or deny. They all seem happy,
anti what ever the conditions are -all
are familiar with them, as the two
homes are but a few earos apart.
An English. woman writes to the
Women at Home that she always us-
es an alarm clock in her kitchen to
save her from overbaking what she
may happen to have in the oven.
How the henpecked man does crew
when he is akay from home!
Now the sun hustles out
Nice !and warm,
But is soon put to rout
By storm.
First we sauggle with floods,
Then' we parch."
Nature has lots of moods—
This Is March.
Bare-limbed trees softly green
Now are grown,
How they alter the scene
We have known!
To the rear go the fir
And the larch.
Everything is astir—
This 1 Match.
E
SAIIAM'S FINGER BITTEN
OFF BY HUNGRY SHARK
Washington, March 34).— A cur-
ous story illustrating the number and
fetocity of the sharks that infest the
harbor of Manila is afforded by an
ncident reported in the mail just re-
ived at the insular bureau from the
Philippines. This is to the effect
that as one of the boats belonging to
the little gunboat El Cano was being
rowed out to the ship February 9
the' plug in the bottom of the boat
came out and. to prevent it from be-
ing swamped J. J. Dunlap, a ,sailor,
belonging to the El Cano, thrust his
finger into the hole. The finger
.was immediately bitten off as if it
were amputated by a surgeon,
though the amputation in this case
was by a shark. As the lost finger
was used to pull the trigger of the
rifle, the sailor will have to be re-
tired, being incompetent to perform
his duty.
Professional Jealousy.
Secretary—"The president will Is-
sue another message to congress to-
orrew."
John D. Roekefeller—"By George!
tie's one ahead of me now! Tell the
boys to call tomorrow afternoon and
I.11 tell them how how I enjoy eating
welsh rabbit poured over chop sueY."
—Puck.
Patience—"What do they charge
for a seat at the skating rink?"
Practice—"Why, I . paid for the
skates and then I sat down for noth-
ing."—Yonkers Stateeman.
When a woman is sick she takes
a good deal of pride in thinking of
the miserable life her husband would
lead if she were dead— Chicago
News.
American-German National Bank
Catoital $230,000.00
Surplus and undivided profits  100,000.00
Stockholders liability  2.30,000.00
Total SW0,000.00
Total reetources $085,433.=
DIRECT'ORS:,
W. F. Bra•bthaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A.
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis P. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & (o.,
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Fetter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
Supplire; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
Muscoe Burnett, gum. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President...
1'. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
El). L. ATKINS, Cashier.
 41111111111111111111111111111111. 
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
ABRAM L WEIL & CO.
A guritis for
Travelers Insurance Co.
Bliggssat and Oldorst-
Ofike Phones 369. Residence Phones 726
C;tampholl BuIlding, PoduCesh, Ky.
You cannot say your home is
modern and comfortable if ypur
bathroom futures are old, and
unsanitary.
Modern plumbing and bath room equipment
makes your home healthy and comfortalile.
lltanoarif plumbing fixtures are the most durable
and sanitary fixtures made. We handle this line
and odd our own gusriinteeito the manufacturers.
We combine skilled. experienced labor with rea-
sonable prices and prompt service.
E. D. Hannan
hintW4
is extreme difficulty in exhaling air
from 'the lungs, a terrible sensation of
long, slow suffocation, caused by
uric acid irritation of the tiny pockets
in which the blood takes oxygen from
the air you breathe. •
There are millions of little air
pockets in your lungs. When you
take a breath, the air enters them
through tiny openings which close
tight while the blood gives off car-
bonic acid gas, and takes up oxygen.
You then relax the muscles and
Let the exhausted air out. But if it
happens that your blood contains an
excess of uric acid, a spasm of the
muscular walls of these little air pock-
ets occurs, and the air cannot be
expelled. Nothing can be more dis-
tressing than an attack of asthma.
a TFrnporary relief is sometimes giv-
en by pungent inhalations, but asthma
is impossible fo cure except by remov-
ing the cause—the uric acid. LIFE
PLANT has the power of dissolving
uric acid crystals. LIFE PLANT
passes right into the blood and gent-
ly and swiftly dissolves the uric acid
wherever it may be lodged. If you
suffer from asthma, take LIFE
PLANT; it immediately goes to
work removing the uric acid cause.
Read this proof:
I have had catarrh and asthma, and finally this
summer I had rheumatism. Although I have not
taken all of one bottle of Life Plant, yet the asthma
has left me, catarrh nearly gone, and rheumatism
better.
MRS. SUSAN DURHAM, Ray, III.
Write for /Dor helpful book—
GOOD HEALTH—which should be
in the hands of every sufferer from
disease and in every household.
Mailed free on request. •
THE LIFE PLANT CO., Canton, 0.
PEACE
COMMISSIONERS MEET AND OR-
GANME_FIRST
Seven Trustees Named to Handle
4$46,000 for Industrial
Harmony.
Washington, March 30.—Five of
the seven trustees of the foundation
for promotion of industrial peace, au-
thorized by the recent congress, to
take over and administer the $41),049
Nobel Peace Prize, awarded to Presi-
dent Roosevelt and which forms a
nucleus of a fund, the income from
which is to be used in bringing to-
gether in Washington, representa-
tives of capital and labor, with a view
to arriving at a better underetanding
between employers and employee,
met today and perfected a permanent
organization.
Chief Justice Fuller was elected
president, Seth' Low, treasurer, and
John Mitchell, secretary.
Capital, Lisbon and Publk 'Represented
Those selected to be members of
the "International Peace Committee"
of nine, required by the act are: On
the part of the public, Archbishop
Ireland, Marcus N. Marks, and Ralph
M. Easley, of Nek York, on the part
of employers, E. H. Gary, chairman
finance committee of the United
States Steel Corporation; Lucius Tut-
tle, president of the Boston and
Maine railroad, and J. Gunby Jordan,
of Columbus, Ga.; on the part of the
employes. Samuel Compere, presi-
dent of the American Federation of
Labor: Daniel Keefe, president of the
Longshoreman's association; Warren
S. Stone, president of the Interne-
(ional Brotherhood of L000tnotive
Engineers.
WHERE DID THIM MONEY GO?
Course et Sum of $300,000 Is Being
Traced.
San Francisco, Cal., March 30.—
Among the witnesses called before
the grand jury and briefly examined
today were Dr. Ferdinand Butterfield,
representing interests with the Unit-
ed States Independent Telephone coin
pany; E. Oppenhelm. of Los Angeles,
Wm, Meade, president of the Central
Bank of bog Angeles, and Mr. Sloan.
of Los Angeles. Percy Morgan, pres-
ident of the California Wine Growers'
association, and formerly a director
if the Pacific States Telephone and
Telegraph company, was temporarily
excused.
The grand jury Is directing its ef-
forts to trace the course of the 330.0,-
000 sald to have been sent here from
Loa Angeles for the-alleged purposose
of obtaining a franchise for the Home
Telephone company. Pt is stated that
the money wag sent to an Oakland
bank to the credit of the telephone
company then transferred to another
bank to the credit of the Empire Con-
atruction company, an allied corpora-
tion.
• 
buried tinder a snowslide at Gelsen-
ger, Norway, in which thirteen per•
eons perished. The animals drugged
several of the victims to Wolin of
safety.
SPINSTERS' SPLEEN
QUICKLY AROUSED
Demand That City Cease Ef-
forts in Their Behalf
Well Meant Proceedings of General
Council to Compel Matrimony
Art Stopped. -
MATTER IS SERIOUS TO THEM.
Fort Dodge, Iowa., March 30.—
Thoroughly frightened by the spin-
sters of Fort Dodge, who for five days
have waged a tireless and harassing
campaign against the ordinance now
pending before the city council to
force bchelors and spinsters to marry
the special committee to which the
measure was referred will report ad-
versely to the mayor and the whole
council tomorrow night.
"I can stand the men," said C. J.
Crawford, chairman of the commit:-
tee, "but when it comes to being met
by scalgular dragon in skirts every
time the door bell rings and being
stormed and raged at until your ac-
cuser gets out of breath and then
stamps her foot and marches out,
hurling a final burst of vituperative
epithets at you, I beat retreat. Why,
I have been hounded at every turn
by these spinsters. They storm and
rage, and then they burst into tears
anl plead and cajole.
"They won't listen to reason. Every
argument is met with withering
scorn. They band all their friends
and relatives on their side, and the
men who hold out for the ordinance
is sure to lose every friend he has,
blast' every hope he ever dared to
rattle.
Sees Need of Ordinance.
"The ordinance is a great need at
Fort Dodge. Every one knows it is
true there are more bachelors and
spinsters here than in any other town
of its size in the West. A lot of
them are rich and have no on depend
ent on them. They should marry by
all that is right, but unless compelled
to by an ordinance such as this they
never will."
Judge Busby, another member of
the committee, said:
"Yes we have agreed to an) un-
favorable report. These women are
relentless, and to report that measure
for pitman wottki mean to destroy
forever a man's hopes of earthly
peace, and, if we are to 'believe the
spinsters, place in jeopardy his fate
hereafter."
The leaders of the oppositton for
the start has been Miss Jessie Cam-
eron, matron of Castlewood private
school for children. She organized
the entire unmarried population of
her sex in the town and aroused them
to action. She has been untiring
in her efforts to defeat the bill and
has headed committees, called mass
meetings and led organized efforts of
every kind.
A delegation of spinsters waited
upon Mayor Bennett and remonstrat
ed against the passage of such a
measure. The mayor defendd the
Plan ana offered to find each one of
the party a husband and marry them
all free of charge. The offer was not
accepteds
Many Seek Helpmeets.
Mayor Bennett is being flooded
with letters from various parts of the
country from persons who are anx-
ious to find good helpmeets and
would locate in Fort Dodge if they
were stde to ret mates.
"To these I am replying that I will
do all in ray power to aid them in
their search," said the mayor today.
"I hope to officiate at many more
marriages before my term of office
expires.
"I have received more than a
thousand letters so far in regard to
the matter. Some of the writers be-
rate me as a crank and mountebank,
while the . greater number are en-
thusiastic over (tie plan suggested."
The mayor would not admit to-
New Management
Having bought the interest
of high & Browder In the
Faultless Pressing Club
I am now prepared to do all
kinds of cleaning, pressing
and repairing. I have a com-
petent force of tailors and
pressers and call for and de-
liver all clothes in
COVERED WAGON
Ladies Work a '
Specialty.
Club Membership $1.00
Per Month,
Faultless Pressing Club
S. E. Basberpf, Nohow.
Both Phones 150'7.
EASTER PREPARATIONS
NLY three days more and the great Fashion Festival of the
year will have come and gone. So you see it behooves you
to make your preparations at once. It's easy to buy Faster
things at Weille's, for our displays are now the greatest we have
ever been privileged to offer you. :1
Handsome clothing, for formal
Canterberry
Nettleton, Stacy-Adams
on display 
and semi-formal wear, in the famous
$20 to $45
and Barry Shoes, 1907's snappiest models, are
$3.50 to $7.00
Smart Shirt Styles---Manhattan, E. & W. and Emery, liberally propor-
tioned, perfectly made $1 .00 to $5.00
Exclusive Easter Cravats---the cossrect four-in-hands, batswings and the
new "YALE" (for fold collars).  50c to $3.00
Keep in Touch With Our Show Windows.
WIENS GONFIITE OuTF'
409- 415iBROADWAY.
night that all hope for the measure
was lost. He says he will fight to
the last for the plan, which he put
before the council. In cpeaking of
his plan he said:
"We found a condition here that
was considered detrimental to the
best interests of the community.
Large numbers of well-to-do bachel-
ors and spinsters refuse to marry,
and for the purpose of stimulating
wedlock this oblinance was propos-
ed and presented to the council, and
If passed I assure you it will be en-
forced.
."Fort Dodge, although a growing
and prosperous city of upward of 16,-
000 should be larger, and would be
larger and better from the standpoint
of morals and happiness it all did
their matrimonial duty.
"Inasmuch as the bachelors and
spinsters seem inclined to shirk re-
sponsibility In this direction this
movement of the council is for the
purpose of being the matter home
to them and compelling them to do
thir duty as regards marriage and
good citizenship." .
The measure is designed to corn-
p1 all bachelers and spinsters he-
teen the ages of 25 and 45 to marry
K. G. Lewis Fights PostoMee.
St. Louis, Mo., March 30.—The le-
gal fight between the postoftlee de-
partment and E. G. Lewis, over the
permanent injunctions sought by
Lewis to prevent Postmaster Wyman
from enforcing the order of the post-
master general, excluding the Wom-
an's Magazine and Woman's Farm
Joprnal from the second-class
began in earnest today in the United
States court, following 'a derielon
decision by United States Judge
Trieber overruling a motion to .dis-
miss the Lewis hill as appl)ing to
the Woman's Magazine.
I The tlattod state,, parent Oleo inmonths behind in its work.
W T MILLER
Eaters the Race—Entries Closed;
They Are Off.
At the- earnest request of tiny
friends, who know I have the interest
of the city at heart, I have decided
to enter the race and earnestly solicit
the support of my friends in this un-
dertaking. I promise So make a
clean canvass. I wile not engage in
mud throwing or eay anything de-
rogatory to the character of my op-
ponents, nor will I make any engage-
ments that I will not fulfill: but I
ant ready and willing at all times to
furnish you a bight grade or medium
piano or our own make direct from
the factory and save you the commis..
Storm that rua'Y otherwise pay to
agencies. I am here to stay and
make each guarantee good, a vote for
me is a vote for your own interest
and, your children's happiness and im-
provement. Polls are open each daY.
Sunday excepted, at 5113 Broadway.
W. T. MILLER.
Matrimonial Agent (discussing
some feminine eandidates)—"But
don't You think the fat one pretty?"
Wife Seeker--"No, I think her
only pretty fat."—Ltistige Mamie,
Ask any dealer for
the oldest bottled in
bond whiskey he
has in stock and you
will get either
EARLY TIMES or
JACK BEAM. It's
eight summers old.
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WORKERS WHO WHEEL
AND WHAT THEY GAIN
LEGIONS OF RIDERS WHO ARE TRUE TO THE BICYCLE.
Bicycle riders who have been get-had plenty of reason for self-con-
Ins into the game again, and who
are wondering why they have de-
layed so long about it are apt to
have a feeling of aelf-consciouaness
until they gradually realize that
literally hundreds of thousands of
riders have never given up the
wheel at all. It put a rather diffi-
cult perspective on bicycling, when
they come to know that there were
half a million wheels made in the
United States In 1906, and that
every manufacturer who was fore-
handed enough to provide for mate-
rial, experts to increase his output
fifty per cent, this year.
gratulation. 'roe steady rider has
seen his companions who gave up
this even, regular exercisesgrow fat,
loggy and short of breath, while he
himself has kept in good beialth as
a rule, has enjoyed better digestion,
and has muscles that are in better
trim and can stand more fatigue,
than the average man of his years.
And if this condition is of im-
portance in the case of men riders,
it is still more vital so far as women
riders are concerned. Nothing be-
fore or since the advent of the wheel
has done more for women-kind, who
are virtually barred from the count-
less forms of athletic sports by which
These figures, large as they are, young men, prepare themselves for
•
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS NEVER STOPPED.
Will bear close analysis and their
correctness Is unquestioned. Mann-
faeturers who are short on essential
bicycle parts at this writing are al-
ready predicting a famine in the
wheel markets, and the country has
,not heard that sort of a sta/ement
before in a good many years. One
eastern manufacturer, whose sales
are largely made direct to riders, has
given out the statement that he had
more orders on his books January
1st, 1907, than he eVer hid before-
tine his records include the so-called
fad years.
The recent general revival of
wheeling Is simply another proof of
the old adage that yeti can't keep a
good thing down When the fickle
public turned its back on the wheel
as a pure fad, the bicycle makers trim
med their sails to meet the changed
conditions, ard for half-a dozen
years were content to put out their
It seemed that no sooner was button
touched in the wheel business than
the reaction began. It was very
slow at first; very gradual, but the
bicycle had so many good points that
its growth has continued year by
year, until at the present time the
manufacturers are facing con.litionti
akin to those of ten years ago, just
preceding the immense sales of tie
middle 90's.
And in these ten years those who
have never given up the wheel have;
the hard, exhaustive, money-mak-
ing years.
By the-way, 'have you ever stop-
ped to think what money a maker
the wheel itself is, to the average
salaried worker? Except in the
smallest communities, every business
man or woman, every clerk and ev-
ery laborer is directly taxed ten
cents a day by the traCtion compa-
nies. Every man or woman. who
wish5s to eat elle noon meal at home
must pay an additional ten cents ev-
ery working day for the privilege of
•
Meng ay. And in the course of a
year that means, in round numbers,
ECO at least. Add to this the neces-
sary daily trips, the countless er-
rands for which the car Is ordinarily
used, and the figures will be expand-
ed materially. Then Place in the op-
posite Column the tangible gain
which comes from the possession of
a fleet means of transportation, that
Is also unequalled for sport erfnd
pleasure; take into account the de-
lightful Sunday runs, and all through
the summer aneautumn the pleas-
ant trips in the cool of the evening
and the many excursions out into the
fresh air of the country. And with it
al: there is a distinct gain in health,
an Improvement in digestion, as well
as a comfortable sieving of money in
your pocket.
Is it any wonder there is a revi-
val in favor of the bicycle?
INFLUENCE OF CATHOLICS
In Anglo-Saxon Countries Brought to
Attention 01 Pope.
Rome, Maroh 29 -The prominent
'Anglo-Saxon prelatee now here have
presented to the papal secretary of
state, Merry del Val, a memorandum
setting forth the Importance of the
-Anglo-Sexon Catholic world. It was
etated in the memorandum that the
Catholics in the United States, Cana-
da, Ireland Great Britain and the
British colonies !lumber in all about
4S/040.*A'0, andeit was asserted that
no Catholics en vigormiely took up
the cause of the church in Its con-
flict with the French government RR
the Americans. HA, and English.
who were chaseed sas the wealthiest
Catholics and as those frois_prItom
the Holy See can expect the greatest
amovieeof support.
The memorandum concluded with
asking for better representation or
the Anglo-Saxons in tele sacred col-
lege. It Is believed that the step
taken bye, the Angier Saxon prelates
has hadeonsideralee effect, and it is
even hoped that the pope may con-
sider the list of cardinals to be ap-
pointed at the consistory of Apetl 15,
with the possibility of the inclusion
of an Anglo-Saxon prelate who would
be created in pectore. that is to say,
that his name would not he published
for the present, although his eleva-
tion to the sacred college would date
from April le.
Administration Wine.
Louisville, March 30.- Governor
_Heekham gave another proof of his
complete mastery of the Democratic
party, when, at the _meeting of- the
state Democratic campaign commits
tee, held at The Seelbach, big choice,
M. Harvey McCuthen. was select-
ed as permanent secretary of the
committee.
In London's new- crimical court,
en the old Bailey site, prisoners ill
climb up wAlte indrble stairs to reach
the dock.
If you've got the ,money you do niX
need to worry much about the re-
marks mode as to how you got It.
There's Only One Way to Get
Rich and That's'hy Saving.
If you resolve to save a certain portion, however
small, of the money you earn, deposit it each month
or oftener in our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
accumulate a substantial 2lIlm. We will loan you a
Home Savings Bank to help you gave. $1.00 will
open you account with us. Start today, We invite
small accounts.
Mechanics and
Fanners Savings Bank
211 Broadway
I"America" sung by all.
Matrons and Their Assistants.
Matron of Butterfly Dance- Mrs.
Charles Wheeler.
Assistant-Mrs. 1. D. Wilcox.
Matrons of Frog Dance-Mrs. I.
0. Walker, Mrs. C. H. Chamblee
Mi. atrons of Water Lily Dance- ---
Mrs. Hai Walters, Mrs. Claude Rus-
sel
Assistant-s-Mrs. Will Gray.
Matron of Carnation Dance-Mrs.
M. B. Nash.
Aissertants-Mrs. David Van Cu-
lin, Mrs. Hal Corbett.
Matron of Snow Ball-Mrs. H. S.
Wells. •
Assistants-Mrs. W. J. Hill, Mrs.
Victor Voris.
Matron of Chrysanthemums-Mrs.
Fannie Allard.
Assistants-Mrs. H. G. Reynolds,
Mrs. Jos. L. Friedman.
Matron of Rose Dance-Mrs.'
Lloyd Boswell.
Assistants-Mrs. Frank Boyd.Mrs.
Armour Gardner, Mrs. Bottle Buck-
ner.
Sun Florseer Matron-Mrs. George
C. Thompson.
Decorating Com m i t tee-- Mrs. L.
S. DuBois, chairman; Miss lEmily
Morrow, Mrs. James Baldwin .and
Mrs. Male Willis.
-Music Committee-Mrs. George B.
Hart, ehairmate
Advertising Committee-Miss Em-
ily Morrow, eirs.‘Roy McKinney and
Mrs. Reynolds.
Prof. John H. Mahler; and wife, of
St. LOttlft, have directed this beauti-
ful carnival and have Proven them-
selves artists.' ( _
Mrs. E. G. Boone is chairman of
The Flower Carnival. •
Daneet. and Dancer's
Butterfly- Charlotte Wheeler,
Elizabeth Hale, Vivian Ruble, Fran-
ces Adams, Kathleen Palmer, Marie
Berry, Mollie Gardner, Helen Pul-
liam, lone Rose, Juliet Thompson,
Jane Adair *right. Muriel Riker,
Elizabeth Hills, Elizabeth ejnick,An-
tile Smith, Elizabeth Redick, Mil-
dred Berry. Emma Weaves, Mary
Smith, Ruth Johnson, Jennie Raseh,
Susan Porter Sieeth, Flo Armen-
t rout .
Strnflowers--- Misses Thompson.
Canard, St. John, Poiwell; Messrs.
Wade, Salvo, Renneberger, Ragby.
Frogs-John Orme, soloist: Nei-
Son Soule. leader: Thomas Rivers.
David Lewis, Edgar Reddlek Ewell
Russell, Charles Dorian, Conroy Do-
reen, Wally Lang. Hem Loving,
Warren 10(lnert, Terrence Gardner,
Kennett Tlertiner, Mark Smith. Hen-
ry Diemen, Stanley Petter, Palmer
Jane',
Water Lily- - Margaret Mnfer,
leaderelottle Reece Aline Scopes,
Agnes Adams, Ltielle flagleigh. Gla-
dys Werileid. Mernle Nleholiton.Amy
4, , 11,.„
Wilkerson, E:w 'aide rry, Beulahl
Lucile Palmer.
Acree, Mary Aeker, Winnie Potter ' Fos
%rad Wastes n Dy
Carnation-Mary Burnett, leader. It seems useless to eat when the stomach can't digest Pepsin' contains properties that stir the functions of the
Hays, Elias Hale, Sudie"Cabell, Em-. digestion? It can be done. Many 'ways have been recem- otherwise would not do. It arouses the secretions of the
ma Greer, Tillie Bauer, Ruth Hinkle, mended to you, but here is one that is guaranteed. Go to glands which are essentials to digestion, and in that eay
Miriam . Lewis, Mildred Anderson, 
your druggist and get a 50 cent or el Wale of Dr. Cald- cures indigestion or dyspepsia. Let no dyspeptic say he is
well's Syrup Pepsin, the great laxative Compound. It will incurable. He cannot honestly say so until he hoe' triedPear/ Riley, Lileile Adams,`Dorothe create for you what nature does not seem to provide-the Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. One bottle will be sufficient
BraleSird Marian Warren, Mary Bei- gastric land peptic juices necessary to.cligestion. Your lack to prove its merits, and that one bottle will only cost you 50
lees'Ellen Ratcliffe. of them has caused your dyspepsia. Dr. Caldwell's Syrup cents or el at your druggist.
'Poppy-Mildred Orme, Lucyette
eoule, leaders; Grace Hills, Ruby MI-1They Were Cured by Dr.
ceiael. Sarah Corbett, Amy Dreyfuss,I
LuCile Weil, Fred Paxton, Elieabethel
Kirkland, Pearl Michael, Lucia Pow-
ell, Lillian A6bott.
Snow Bails--Helen Hills, Neils,
Hatfield, Ethel Sights Elizabeth
Boswell,hsLucile Graves, Katherine
Donovan, Willie Willis, Annie *Wil-
liamson, Elizabeth Williamson, Lucy Je.'
Belle Soule, Mamie " Bauer, Eunice halvaem hieth erbeseteetI Ileeeltiri)ratctah?schvwernitein  andSyrup
Robertson, Bees Lane, Ernestine anybodyt, is atstijivaenIdedoniecisnoelacanirravoemi;eneenndtit,oe
Aimes Cora Richardson, Cora Wil- means of your agents selling lets of Syrup Pen,-
sin in our town and neighborhood. It has done
soil., a great deal of good. So many have used it
since I took it; people came to me for miles
Chrysautheenurres-Susie Dabney, around and asked me what kind of medicine I
leader; Elizabeth Terrell, Emma took tilaktsalmtneisLoLamkiciiheksoav g LE3t, Freetown, Ind.
Boyd, Marie Weille, Rebecca Stuith,1 I have used ler. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin and
fu- Edith Cope, La Dena !semen, Annie and stomach   
greatly
 troneubfilete'fic;r many
ye ytdrsinadnigetosLinorci
tures" entirely, and now it is hard Washington, Laura Townes, Mary recommend 
mreeline,f3latf,toerar 
public.
to 
and can cheerfully
believe that Easter, April, the Lightfoot. Louise Campbell, Bess C. K. A1LONNEORR. Liberty, Ind.
spring-time and the "Oaruival of
Flowers" are really upon tes. All Pa-
ducah is in some way identified with
this event Most everybotlysa child
is in it, or some relation is a spon-
sor, or one's civic, pride and patri-1,Soule, leaders; Blanche Anderson,
otism is touched by the 'cause for t Pattline Durrett, Loraine Sutherland, FREE TE
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
hly.;r1f and family suftered
terribly from malaria. consti-
-tratiest and staaseett troeblee,
and our physician could not
help us. Is Dr. Caldwell's
t Syrup Pepsta we all found in
stant relief. I have gained 20
!mounds and the children have
' •
'improved vr qn de r f ull y in
health. Mast. W. YRAGER,
&true. Azk.
I take great pleasure in infoernieg you of the
good Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin has done Me.
Although young To years I have suffered from
constipation since; my boyhood and have tried
numerous remedies and doctor's prescriptions
and have yet to find the equal of your Syrup
Pepsin and I gladly recommtxid it to all who
suffer from constipation.
C. J. Sinus, Memphis, Teen.
I can cheerfully recommend Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsia to any one that has stomach trail
ble, indigestion or constipation as the best
medicine for these complaints that I have ever
used. M. H. MILLra, Moweactua. Ill.
I am glad to give my testimony as to the very
exceltent.qualittes of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pee,
sin. I wbuld not be without it in the house. It
does L1.1 you-say it will do, and more too.
Tilos. W. Boats'', Web. Engineer, Bement. 111,
4. 11Plin\ For about fifteen years I have
, been afflicted with indigestion and
• stomach troubles and at times the
pain was so severe that I had
grave fears that my trouble was
, cancer of the stomach.
In September last year while vis-
iting my brother in Chicago I
learned of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin, for stomach trouble and
purchased a couple of small bot-
tles. I kept up the use of the remedy and since
then! have been free from any stomach trouble,
and I am fully persuaded ,that Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup fiepsin has cured me. 0. G. Ric H ARDS,
Attorney and Pension Agent, Eudora, Kansas.
I can truthfully and willingly say that Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin-is all that ills recom-
mended to be. I have used it and know for my-
self what I state. I do not think it has an equal
for stomach trouble. I have not words to ex-
press its value to me and there are many others
of my acquaintances and friends who have used
it vrith good results.
Man. Mutgava E. ROLLINS, Dewey. Hi.
I have given your Syrup Pepsin to our little
boy for constipation and have found it very
coed. and can recommend it to anyone. I think
anyone raising a family should not be without it.
Mits. L. MORAN, Kansas City. Kans.
G:eaves, Gladys Bolling, Helen Mead One can never tell what day some member of the family as it is sure to cure these diseases. It is sold under a positive
Bolling, Veien Burkholder, Gene- will become constipated or have indigestion, jaundice, guarantee to do what is claimed for it or money 
will be
Edith Sherrill 
bloated stomach, biliousness, sour stomach, bad breath, refunded. is easy to take because pleasant to the taste,
flatulency, lazy liver, weak stomach, sick headache or some is gentle in action but promptly effective, and entirely free
vieve Broyles, Bertha Ferguson,
other ailment affecting the stomach, liver or bowels, and from the griping so common in salts, purgative waters and
Rose Dance-Inez Ayers, Frances then Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin will be instantly needed, cathartic pills, tablets or powders. It is for that reason the
best remedy for infants, children, wornere
old people, invalids and others and yet is
active enough to be premptly effective in
the rnost robust grown persons. Go to
'our druggist to-day and get,a 50 cent or
$1 bottle under the gaarantee. Complete
directions are on every bottle.
FLOWER CARNIVAL
D. A. R.
speptic Stomachs
BENEFIT Gladys Coburn, Martha Cope, Anna 'the food. Yet you must eat. Why not then repair your stomach and liver to activiter-that malies it do what it
Those Who Will Participate
in the Affair
Dainty Tots and Fair Ladies
Will Dance and Sing at
lucky Theater.
Who
Kea.
BEWILDERINGLY • BEAUTIFUL
The Carnival of Flowers is an
event which has been eagerly antic-
pated in Pedueah for many weeks.
When the rehearsals were first be-
sue amid the chill and gloom of Jan-
uary and February, Friday of Has-
ter week sszetned a "dealing in
Those wishing to try Dr, Catdwell's Syrup Pepsin before buying can have a free
sample bottle testis their home by stithassing the COVIDIIPY. Pas otter into prove
which it is gived, and there will be Clarabel Futhee, Nell Holmes. Hat- taken it. Send for It If you havtheatarLylesyrrnemp'grnswOillis'tOornasch,w tcerlale.:* bao4wdelisdreleo.""GentotItehsryetwtirrOshtaneffenCteYi:
no lack- of a generous audience at tie Henneherger. Ida Leastiger, Rose issaatteiveetLcGhoiloadreann,d
•rumesaariii.,11(1).ecTlie. gm eod, 
purity 
BltCtIluaErRapteel Tt:40. ' Do.
astington, D• C, Address 
LDWEALL'S SYRUP PER','N.4 This cptr7tluctTle!rs
the Kentucky theatre to do the oc-:1-oe Petter, Leah Garrison, Helen w
 as
SYRUP CO. 107Caldweit Bldg.. routIcello. Ill.
casion honor. The boxes have all Van Meter Agnes Dunninway, Mar-
been taken and it will be a gala soljorie Martin, Ora Pryor, Annabel
teal event. The program and those' Acker, Annie Tomlinson.
taking part, the matrons and their
assistants, and the various commit-
tees are:
1. Overture-Deal's Orch+tra.
2. Tableaux and Becker's Spring-
tide solo-Miss Mamie Dryfuss,God-
dess of Flowers-.
3. Butterfly Dance.
4. Doll Dance solo-Little Susan
Porter Sleeth.
5. %Frog Dance.
G. Water. Lilies.
7. Carnation Dance.
S. Poppy Dance.
9, Little D. A. R. Dance- Char-
lotte Wheeler. '
10. Snow Bell.
-II. Chrysanthemum Dance.
12. Spanish Dance, solo-Miss
Mildren Orme.
13. Rose Dafice.
14, Sun Flower Dance.
15. Procession of Flowers, wall
SATURDAY, MARCH 30.
The Paris Matin has proposed to
organize a motor race from Pekin to
Paris. It seems that the proposal is
meeting with considerable support,
and IS entries have already been re-
ceived, one of the latest being Prince
Scipio Borghese of Rome:
"Rise, Sir Pieter Bann," said King
Edward the other day at the opening
of an exhibition of South African
products in London, and another no-
ble name was added to Britaia's lone
list, that of Sir Pieter C. ,Van Bomi
merstein Bann of Cape Cottony.
Gut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st.
Gold Shell Crowns 
Gold Fillings $1.00 up
Oliver Fillings  75e
Partial Plates 05.00
All Work guaranteed.
Cut this coupon out and bring
It with you, it ts worth.$1.00.
Each person is limited to one
coupon for each job of plate or
bridge work only. Until after
Apiri I, '07.
Dr. King Brooks
DENTIST.
OM% and Rroadhirarr.
I was afflicted aeriously with
stomach trouble, and had net
been able, to oblate any relief
from the,,different remedies ...-
which I had tried, until I finally 'IP
heard of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin. I purchased a large
bottle, and after taking same
according to directions. I no-
ticed a great improvement: I
then bought two more large
bottles, and when they were
gone. I had no more trouble.
MURPHY, 1726 W. Market St., Indianapolis.
ST
GOULDS CATCH A BIG aSHARK.
Guests on Millionaire's Yacht Quit
Swimming After Incident.
A fifteen-foot shark was a tempor-
ary passenger on George Gould's
yacht, the Atlanta, during his recent
srulee in the West tulles.- -In
.iarty were Mr. and Mrs. Gould and
their rattily, Miss Daly, Courtlendt
Nicol, and Robert H. Russ_cle
When off 'Matanzas Mr. Goukl'S
sons thought they would try their
luck at fishing, They wanted to land
something big, and rigged their tackle
accordingly. All day long they fished
off the stern of the moving yacht
without result. The young anglers
were abote to vote the ssort very
lue when George Jr., got a bite that
almost snapped the line. He tried to
haul In, but the catch refused to be
Assistance wea called, and at the
?n.:1 pf a long and bard fight, a flap-
ging, gasping shark was landed on
the yacht's deck.
When asked about the big fist last
aight, Mr. Gould said that the shark
.vas a fifteen-footer-by fisherman's
measurement-though a carpenter's
rule might reduce the length a foot
or two.
"I'll tell you one thing," said Mr.
Could, "after the landing of that
shark swimming was,eliminated from
our program of sports. Previously
we had all ehjoyed a couple of dips a
day."
Mr. Gould was asked If the speci-
men was a man-eater.
"I'm not tip on sharks," he re-
'lid, "but of us refusesd to give
im the benefit of a doubt. And no
experiments were made, in The inter-
ests of ocientific accuracy."
"Did your son keep him aS tro-
phy?"
"Keep him.
a stater sem.
board."-a-New
was a pity the government's prinei-
Why, he'd have filled, pal men were making speeches leafl-
We threw him ' over- lug the country to believe that Borne-
York Times, thing radical was intended.
CALS IRISH HOPES ABSURD
Lora Rosebery Says Great Britain
- - Never- WM Tolerate It.
London, March 30.-Presiding at
a meeting of the council of the Lib-
eral league held here-this afternoon,
Lord Rosebery said Great Britain
would never tolerate a separate Irish
parliament. Such a proposal, he said,
went far beyond any thing the late
Mr. a'adstone intended. Continuing,
the speaker said he doubted if the
government's promisee measure for
Ireland would go to extremes, but it
Hubby-"Wife, what makes the
baby scream so furiously?"
Wife-"I think the little dear is
suffering from brain storm, dean"-
iftv..aukee Sentinel.
CUT FLOWERS.
Choice Carnations, per doz. .... 50e
Roses, best grade per doz. .. $1.01
Roman Hyacinths, white, per doz. 5S.St
A choice lot of Azaleas In any
color, just beginning to bloom.
Free delivery to any part of the
city.
SCHM A US BROS.,
With rthOnas 192
W. F. Paxton, R. Rudy,
President. Cashier.
P. Puryear
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Incorporatnd
Capital • •••.•  .. $100,000
Surplus •  50,000
Stockholders liability .  100,000
Total security to depositors $250,000
Accounts of Individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIG IITS.-.FROM 7 TO 8 OCLOCK.
Third and Broadway
BICYCLES
High grade, medium and cheap bicycles. We sell them-we
The very latest models with all the improvements are
now Ray later. •
S. E. MITCHELL,
111111110-- 
BICYCLES BICYCLES
repair them-we guarananteed them.
now on our floor. Call and' see them. Buy
326.328 South Third Street
Its
Age
Its
Bond
WRITE US FREELY
and frankly, In girl:lest confidence, telling all your
trtou',Its, lied stating your age. we will send yourut ADVIGS, In plain sealed envelope, ind val-
uable 64-page book on "Home Treatment for Women."
eildrcest: Ladles' AJ% Icory , The
Chattanooga Medleine Co., rhattaltUdga, T n.
0i
Half a Century
of success, in the treatment and cure of diseases peculiar to women, is
a bond that guarantees the merit of Wine of Cardui, beyond all ques-
tion. All women who suffer from painful or fitful functions, headache,
backache, low waist-pains, or any Of air! more complicated forms of
female disease, should take
wdr CARD I Woman'sRelief .
for t will surely do for thCm as well as it did for Mrs. Sarah Gliskins, of Spring Creek,
Tenn., who wr tea: "I was very Irregular, my left ride hurt and I would have a bad
headache every month. I had all kir.is of strange feelings, could not walk and could
not do my work. On your advice I took Wine of Cardui and it has helped me in every
way. I am regular, do not have these strange
feelings, and my headache.nd pain (ti my side ah-,4 d-ust
are better. ' •
Girls and womOn should use Cardui, whenever they need help or strength. TrNt.
At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles
C
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OUR RECORD!
&Sy. 40 YEARS OF CURES
CHAMPION "HARD LUCK" STORY I
Arrested for Stealing, Tells of Series
NII4Orttlnet1 Leadll44 to Trouble.
New York, March 30..—A new Teo-The value of S. S. S. as a blood purifier has been thoroughly proven by ord for "hard luck" stories was es-its forty years of successful service in the treatment of blood and skin dis-
• tablished at the Central station, cityeases of every character. It is the best known and most generally used
blood medieine on the market today, because in the forty years of its exist- 'hail. The honor fell to Albert Bern-
ence it has not disappointed those who have used it, and as a result of it) stein of 340 Federal street.
universal success in curing disease it has made friends EVRYHERE. Men who have been around theE W 
It has been on the market for forty years, and its record in that time police_court for years and are famil-is one of which we are justly proud—it is a record of forty years of jar with the hardest of "hard luck"cures. As a remedy for Rheumatism, Catarrh, Scrofula, Sores and Ulcers
' 
i
Skin Diseases, Contagious Blood Poison and all diseases arising from an
stories agreed that Hernstelu's was
impure or poisoned condition of the blood, S. S. S. has no equal. It goes without a peer and deserved the me-
into the circulation and thoroughly cleanses it of all impurities and makes a dal•
complete and lasting cure of these troubles and disorders. It furnishes to I The
weak, polluted blood, rich, health-giving and health-sustaining qualities, brought forth Bernstein's story wasand as this pure, fresh stream circulates thrpugh the system, all parts of the
body are invigorated and made strong and healthy. S. S. S. is the only of 
arrest on the charge of larceny
blood medicine on the market that can claim absolute freedom from minerals $50 worth of merchandise and
in any form. This great medicine is the product of nature's forests and jewelry from a Market street store.
fields, and is made from the healing, cleansing juices and extracts of roots, He was arrested by Special Police-
herbs and barks. It is, therefore, in addition to being a certain cure for man Sunshine.
bleod troubles, an absolutely safe medicine for young or old. k It is not an
experiment to use S. S. S.; it is a remedy with a record and one that has
proven its worth and ability by its forty years of cures, if you need a blood
remedy begin the use of S. S. S., and write our physicians and they will send
you a book concerning your trouble, and will give you, without charge, any
Medical advice. TIM SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GAD
Washington Horse Throws His Rider
and Then Rings Door Bell for Doctor
Washington, D. C. March 30.—lf.hat looked as big as all out of
The Washington Times, whichhas doors standing at the entrance of
always borne a high reputation for
scrupulous veracity, prints the follow-
ing:
"Stranger than fiction' is the story
of a big bay horse that threw J. H.
Wurdernan, Jr., of 1145 Thirteenth
street northwest, in front of Dr. H.
Wells lAroodward's office, 1318 Has-
Machuseti avenue northwest, and
afterwards rang the physician's door-
bell, summoning the latter to the aid
of the injured driver about 6:30 o'-
clock last -evening. Mr. Wurdeman
received, a severe laceration of the
scalp Over the right eye. Strangely
enough, Dr. Woodward is an eye, ear,
and throat", specialist. After receiving
the necessary medical.attention Mr.
Wurdeman went to his home a block
and a half from the physician's office.
Horse Gets Beyond Control
"Yesterday afternon Mr. Wurde-
man had business on Fourteenth
street and used the horse and buggy.
While returning to his home the
horse became unmanageable near
Fourteenth street and Massachusetts
avenue. Rearing on its haunches,
the animal lunged 'forward and dash-
ed east along the avenue atz break-
neck speed.
"Whem it reached the ally half
way between Thirteenth and Four-
teenth streets the frightened horse
galloped up on the sidewalk. Whirl-
ing around on the wheels on the
right aide the buggy crashed into an
iron fence surrounding Dr. Wood-
ward's lawn. Mr. Wurdeman was un
seated and hurled a distance of twen-
ty feet striking his had on the fenee.
He fell to the sidewalk in a dazed con
dItion, bleeding profusely from the
ugly gash over 'his right eye.
"The suddenness with which the
vehicle came to a standstill and the
plunging of the horse threm the body
from the buggy. Unrestricted and un-
trammeled, the horse stood for a
moment by the prostrate driver, and
then, as if possessed of human in-
stincts, marched up the concrete
walk leading to the porch on the east
side of the physician's residesce and
mounted the platform.
Reads Sign and Rings Bell.
"At the door of the physician's
office there is an electric bell with a
small push button. Over this was
placed a highly polished nickel plat-
ed sign reading: 'Patients enter
without ring.' This evidently attract-
ed the attention of the horse. Suffice
to say, the vigorous and continued
ringing of the bell' attracted a mem-
ber of the family to the door.
'Words could scarcely express the
eurpolee of the woman when she
opened the glass door and saw a horse
WHY buy hand-me-downclothes at tailor-
made prices when you can
get Real Tailor-Made
clothes, made here at
home. Exclusive patterns
and guaranteed to fit for
$25 and up.
HARNIEUNC
The Tailor.
I-A.L,ME112 110U/313
the office, rubbing his nose up and
down on the nickel plated sign.
When theewomau uttered a scream
the .e liorse took his nose from the
sign. He thrust his head into the
vestibule and eyed her quizzacally.
"The physician went to the porch
to back the animal to the street, when
he saw a crowd around a fallen man,
whose face and clothing were covered
with blood. Me. Wurdeman was talc,
en into the physician's office, where
his wound was washed and dressed
by Dr. Woodward, Later he phoned
for his father, who took him to his
home and had the horse sent to the
stable. The buggy was practically
demolished.
Physician Tells of Feat.
"Dr. Woodward said: 'It was one
of the strangest, things I have ever
heard of. I was attending a patient
In my office when I heard a thunder-
ing noise on the porch, and I • re-
marked: "That sounds like a horse,"
An instant later the bell began to ring
continuously, as if the person outside
was in a big hurry. One of the ser-
vants in the house answered the ring.
Her astonishment knew no bounds
When she found the horse at the door.
The animal poked his head almost in-
to the office before I reached the
door."
This story is illustrated with a
picture of the horse ringing the bell.
It is about 165 years since George
Washington cut down the cherry tree.
The Moving Habit.
"Yes, we are going to move to
escape housecleaning." And so are
we. If I must confess it myself, I
think it will take the new tenants 2
weeks to get rid of all the rubbish
we are leaving behind."
"The same here. Ou'r house will
need a mop and soap from cellar to
roof. By the way, where are you go-
ing?"
"No. 15 Is— street."
"What? Why, that is where we
are leaving."
"Well, I declare! Where are You
going?"
"No. 11 B— street."
"Why, that's where we are leav-
ing."
"Phew!"
"Great Scott!"—Tit-Bits.
Fish Hear and Talk.
At the meeting of the Academy of
Sciences a paper will be read which
may rob France of one—of its oldest
sayings.. "Deaf 'as a fish."
Prof. Koellickeb, director of the
Zoological Laboratory at Naples, has
sent the paper to the academy de-
scribing experiments with a special
mierophonottepie which proved that
fish, even shellfish, emit a certain
humming, varying their tones and
enabling them to communicate with
each other.
He found the garnet the most lo-
quacious and so well qualified an to
be entitled to the nickname "Sea
lawyer.-  Paris cable to New York
Sun.
In Boatonese.
The elderly persons famillerly
known as Aged Grimes has departed
this life; that exemplary represent-
ative of senile masculinity. Our vis-
ual orbs never again shall beheld
the outward form within which
dwelt his vital immortal principle.
Customarily he was iTraYed in an
extremely elongated outer garment
of a einereous hue. Whose longitudi-
nal margins were conjoined by a ae-
ries of perforated disks attached an-
teriorly and extending in a perpen-
dicular direction throughout Me- en-
tire temerity.-- Chicago Tribune.
As the new lord mayor of London
rode in state along the streets the
other day he holed one of h* eon-
',Relents remark to a conipanion, as
they watcher} the proceselon: "Welds
A do fency 'himself, don't 'e,
particular incident that
About six months
was married, and since then he de-
clares be has had much more than
his share of hard luck.
"Well, right at the start my wife
'has been sick a lot," said Bernstein.
"I worked hard whenever I could
get anything to do, and by saving
every penny I could I managed to
scrape together a little over $100.
was keeping this for a rainy day for
knew we'd need 4 later on.
"Well, one day a store up on Mar-
ket street advertised umbrellas for
sale at 10 cents apiece. I told my
wife it was my c.hance. You know
they're only supposed to sell one um-
brella to a single person when they
let 'em go at•that price, but I man-
aged to work arouna the crowd and
I got seven of the umbrellas. I in-
tended selling the umbrellas for
more than I paid for them, and just
started on a corner not far from
the store when I discovered some one
had picked my pocket. They got ail
my money, $102. Since then I've
been up against it, and if it hadn't
been that I needed money for my
wife I wouldn't mare got mixed up
in this job."
When Bernstein remarked that he
had also been a book agent, Magis-
trate Kochersperger replied that that
was more hard luck and held the
prisoner in $500 bail.
ago Bernstein
"We don't like the milk we get at
Cannes " said the millionaire who
was spending the winter abroad.
"Then why not have some ship-
ped from Cowes?" inquired the near-
humorist, with a hoarse laugh. —
Louisville Courier-Journal.
The oldest minister in New Hamp-
shire is the Rev: William Hurlin of
Antrim, who, in his 92nd year, is
Mill preaching. He delivered his first
sermon 72 years ago.
SAID TO RELIEVE
.ALL lin EUelATISM •
Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-
half ounce; Compound Kerwin,
one ounce; _Cempound Syrup
Sarsaparilla, three ounces. Mix
by shaking well in a bottle and
take in teaspoonful doses after
each meal and at bedtime. These
ingredients can be, obtained at
modereee cost at any good pre-
scription _pharmacy. and, _ being
composed mainly of vegetable ex-
tracts, are harmless aud will not
injure the most delicate stomach,
This simple preeeption_ is said
to perform the remarkable cures,
in many cases of yearS standing.
It has a peculiar effect _upon
the kidneys, asseeing these most:
important organs to filter and
strain from the blood the uric
acid, uriaeetr , whit•h causes the
pain and misery of Rheumatism.
*MPH OF INQUIRY.
Limited To Exact language of State
ute in Thaw Caste,
New York, March 30.— Harry K.
Thaw for two hours submitted him-
self to a funning fire of questions
from the commissioners ia lunacy.
The examination was conducted be-
hind closed doors and When ad-
journment wets taken until Saturday,
no one connected with the hearing
before the commissioners would dis-
cuss the details of the Inquiry. The
most important feature of the day's
proceedings was the decision of the
commission to limit the scope of
the inquiry to the exact language of
statute—to determine solely the
question as to whether or not Thaw
is able today to•understand the na-
ture of the court proceedings against
him and is able to advise his counsel
in a rational manner. This was the
expert testimony.
Love Tokens.
The arranging and decorating of
pasche, or love eggs, and the send-
ing of them as offerings to lovers on
Easter Monday were time-honored
customs, and one of our writers of
some years ago assures us that some
such gift made by the hands et the
sender was more sure to bring happy
results than could possibly be ob-
tained on St. Valentine's day by the
sending of the handsomest valentine
we could buy.
Seven old spoons have recently
been found in the earth. They were
cleaned and are of silver and gilt.
They were dated 1529, and valued at
$250 each.
TO CENTRAL CITY
E, Pi' Jill& Passenger Trail* Will Be
Run, It Is Said.
—2—
Pasesuger train No. 136, which
leaves Palle-eh over the Illinois Cen-
tral for Hopkinsvele every afternoon
at 3: le-o'clock, will after Sunday.
April 7, run straight through to Con-
tras City, opening up a new territory
to Paducah Merchants, if rumors
from autherttive asturcea can be sere
;led on. There has been talk for sev-
ensi years of running an afternoon
Central City accommodation paetten-
ger train, but plans never material-
ized, Years ago such a train was run
with financial success to both the
road and merchants. It ceased when
the present station was built. The
present north bound accommodation
train switches off at Princeton and
goes to Hopkeasville. Connections
with the fast Nashville train are
made within an hour and fifteen min-
utes, and officials believe that by
running the accommodation stAight
through to Central City it will not
affect the Hopkinsville business, and
will give more passenger traffic than
now enjoyed.
New York's Extravagant Tax.
It costs New Yorkers $31 a Dead
to be governed. In Philadelphia and
In Cbe.cago it costs onlyl$13 a head,
and citizens -are provided with police,
fire, sanitary and other protections
common to- large cities. In Buffalo
the figure Is $12; In Washinifa,
Bridgeport, Schenectady and cities
of that sort, $11 per capita pays the
tax; in Houston, Tex., the charge is
under $10; in lively Los Angeles,
$7.50; Scranton and eeattle each
collect $6.50, and Nashville, Tenn, is
at the bottom of the list of progress-
ive cities with a taxation of about
$6 per capita, less than one-fifth of
New York's rate,
The average city tax thieve:tont
the country is probably between $10
and $11 per capita, or almost exact-
ly he amount by which New York
has raised its per capita figures in
only nine years— Broadway Maga-
zine.
Opporto nit ye
And, come to thinlover,
There is truth in wha they say,
That when we're "right Ineclover"
Is our time for "making h e"
— Success.
The stuffed tiger head finds its
victims aid over the world. Prince
Hans of Denmark, Queen Alexandra's
uncle, fell over one in the King of
Denmark's palace recently and and
hurt himself badly.
A 50c Bo'? Free.
For the Nat 7 Days.
Cleanse your kidneys at our e)?pense.
We have just secured the local agency for
Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets,
and we invite every one afflicted with kidney or bladder
trouble to cut out the coupon which appears below and
bring it to our store and get a free, full sized box of this
great kidney' medicine.
Physicians and patients unhesitatingly pronounce
Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets to be the best kidney Medicine
ever offered to the public, and so confident are the owner-s‘
and originators of this great medicine in its efficacy and
power to relieve and cure all forms of kidney and bladder
trouble, that they have authorized us to give to every one
who presents this coupon, within the next 7. days, a fifty
cent box of Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets free.
If you haVe back-ache, dizziness, bad skin, cold hands
or feet; if you are troubled with rheumatism or rheumatic
pains, or with frequent or painful passing of the urine, or
if your urine is colorless or too highly colored; in short, if
y•ou have any symptom of kidney or bladder trouble, be
sure to get a free box of this great kidney medicine.
Even if you have tried other so-called kidney cures
without relief. You owe it to your health to give Lantz's
Red Kidney Pillets a trial. Do not miss this opportunity.
If you suffer longer it will be your own fault. We offer
you an opportunity to reach out your hand and once more
take a firm grip upon health.
Every box of Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets contains a
guarantee that if the Pillets do not do all that is claimed
for them your money will be refunded.
This is an "honest offer by an honest firm, offering an
honest medicine to honest people. You are both judge and
jury and they will be satisfied with whatever verdict you
render.
Please remember that this free offer is only good for
(la\ -
COUPON. r :;xf i'tni :1:7 KIiY11t;1;tOdre.tt11I:re;1•;r: 
not to use necontl coupon personalty or through a menu* party.
Name
Town
. St. and No. 
State - Complaint
G ILBERT'S D It te: STORE.
Egg Rolling at the White House.
The egg rolling of Easter Monday
at Washington is the most interest-
ing of American Easter practices.
The fete is held on the White House
grounds, as is well known. Theus-
ands of children are admitted to
the brad green sloping lawn to in-
ulge in competitive egg rolling,
eg knocking and other games, a
scene nrivaled in picturesque and
happy in erest. This Easter Monday
clebration has been emulated in other
places in America. In Atlanta, Ga.,
recently the park commissioners at
their own expense procured 10,000
eggs, had them prettily decorated
and hid them in one of the city
parks, conceajing them,just sufficient
ly to give zest to a hunt, to which all
the children in the city were invited.
Discretkne
"Curfew shah not ring tonight."
And more would have been said.
But there was not a soul in sight—
The audience had fled.
Philadelphia Ledger.
Clothes do not make the ntan —or
the chorus girl.
Refrigerator Time is Here
We are exclusive agents for the celebrated Herrick Refrigerator. As the time
draws near when we will all need a refrigerator, we want to invite your most critical inspec-
tion of the Herrick Refrigerator. If you buy something good in this line, something that will
answer the purpose in every detail, you will not have occasion to buy again
soon, and we can assure you that you will never have cause to regret hav-
ing bought a Herrick. What we say of this piece of goods is based on two
years' experience in the use of it. _We have learned by experience that the
Herrick uses less ice, with the same storage space, than any refrigerator
made. Wc have also learned that we can give you more storage space in
the Herrick for the same money that you will pay for a cheaper make of
refrigerators. The Herrick Refrigerator has no zinc or metal lining to
mould and corrode. It is lined with odorless spruce, plain and enameled,
which keeps the refrigerator pure and sweet at all times.
Circulation in the Ilerrick is Perfect
A careful mother does not allow her children to play with matches. Place them in a Herrick refrigerator,
where they will be safe from babies and mice. Matches can be kept indefinitely in a Herrick because the
circulation :s so perfect they cannot become damp.
The water cooling device in the Herrick Refrigerator cannot be equaled. The water tank as you will see from the end, Is allaelled (+Chet' from the lop or rade of the re-frigerator and is one the outside, The water passers from this tank through a Mil on which the lee rests, sold is drawn ft  the faucet at the side of lb, refrigerator, ice
cohl• The water does not corm. I,. contact uith the ire et all, therefore it IN lint fainted with am ))))))) In as wilier usually is when the ice is put in the water. Now in Die Det-
rick we feel perfectly matinees! that it will answer every pm-pow denired and expected of a refrigerating% and we make the following prepseition:
THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL
Every relble person nhoevilecte and ensile to buy a refrigerates- this ...asses, and Is not fully smelliest that the Herrick Refrigerator will render the eervice rev ))))) mended.
we will gladly place the same in your lonow on THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL:if st the end nit the flaw you' are nog puillmlled will. ale •er% Ire rendertel after foll"uhig Ille
001104 given, we will bring the refrigerator bash without any Mat to you elesiever.
Your
Credit is
Good
F. N. GARDNER, JR
Dealers in Furniture, House furnishings, Stoves,
Carpets, Mattings, Trunks, Etc.
TEL,EP1-10Ne 396 114-116 8. TI1111211 1141%
. • Y ,'CO II . our
Credit is
Good
eV
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A Boston schoolboy was tail,
weak and sickly.
His arms were soft and flabby.
He didn't have a strong muscle in his
entire body.
The physician who had attended
the family for thirty years prescribed
Scott's EmuLsion.
NOW:
To feel that boy's arm you
would think he was apprenticed to a
blacksmith.
ALL DRUGGISTS: 80c. AND 21.00.
I HARRY ANDLZRSON, PHONE 915
The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give promt personal at-
tention at all times.
Merciful Sultan.
The su:tan of Morocco has annexed
another auto,
To ampl:fy his new garage the
harem he'll cut down;
. Development and progress are the
keynote of hie motto--
There's fanato burn In Tangier
when be speeds about the
town.
The tuilan of Morocco Is both toler-
ant and kindly.
They clear the streets and elope the
stores—he asks for naught
beside;
-And then he drivea about the town
both speeciFy and blindly,
And never arms his stebjeets dear
because they run and hide.
—Minneapolis Tribune.
The Deceased Till key,,
"When. I was city editor of the Vir-
galls City Enterprise," . remarked
Mark Twain at a darner in New York,
"a fine turkey wee one day left at
the. office.
"Turkeys were rare In that high
altitude and we al: hankered after
this bird. The proprietor, though,
claimed it for his own. He took it
home and had tt cooked for dinner.
"TNte. next claA, as he was expatiat-
ing on the turkey's richness and ten-
derness, a letter was handed to him.
lie opened it and read:
" 'Mr. Editor—Sir: Yesterday I
sent you a turkey which has been the
cause of much dispnte among us.
To settle a bet, will you kindly ask
your agricultural editor to 'state In
tomorrow's lame what it died of?"
He Explains.
-1 gave You fifteen cents to buy a
dinner.
"Yes sir."
"A syncopated dinner", replied the
recreant one. "A cocktail and a
piece of cheese. I really didn't care
for the other courses."
In the Eastide of London it is now
the fashion for men to wear an en-
gagement button in the coat lapel,
hearing a portrait of the lady. They
are called "love buttons."
A SQUARE DEAL
Is assured you when you buy one of Dr. Pierce's Family Medicines—
for all the ingredients entering into them are printed on the bottle-
wrappers and their formula are attested under oath as being complete
and correct. You know just what you are paying for and that the in-
gredients are gathered from Nature's laboratory, being selected from
the most valuable native, medicinal roots found growing in our Ameri-
can forests. While potent to cure they are perfectly harmless even to
the most delicate women and children.
Not a drop of alcohol-enters into their composition. A much better
agent is used both for extracting and preserving the medicinal principles
used in them, viz.—pure triple-refined glycerine of proper strength.
This agent possesses intrinsic medicinal properties of its own, being a
most valuable anti-septic and anti-ferment, nutritive and soothing
demulcent.
Glycerine plays an important part in Dr. Pierce's Golden Med-
ical Discovery in the cure of indiFestion, dyspepsia and weak stomach,
attended by sour risings, "heartburn," foul breath, coated tongue, poor
appetite, gnawing feeling in stomach, biliousness and kindred derange-
ments of the stomach, liver and bowels.
Besides curing all the above distressing ailments, the "Golden Med-
ical Discovery" is a specific for ail diseases of the mucous membranes,
as catarrh, whether of the nasal passages or of the stomach, bowels or
pelvic organs. Even in its ulcerative stages it will Yield to this sover-
eign remedy if its use be persevered in. In Chronic dpitarrh of the
Nasal passages, it is well, while taking the "Golden Medical Discovery*
for the ,necessary constitutional treatment, to cleanse the passages freely
two or three times a day with Dr. Sages Catarrh Remedy. This
thorough course of treatment generally cures even in the worst cases.
In coughs and hoarseness caused by bronchial, throat and lung
affections, except consumption in its advanced stages, the "Golden
Medical Discovery" is a most efficient remedy, especially in those obsti-
nate, hang-on-coughs caused by irritation and congestion of the bron-
chial mucous membranes. The "Discovery ". is not so good for acute
coughs, arising front sudden colds, nor must it be expected to cure con-
sumption in its advanced stages—no medicine will do that—but for all
the obstinate hang-on, or chronic coughs, which, if neglected, or badly
treated, lead up to consumption, it is the best medicine that can be taken.
If the sweet taste of the "Discovery," caused by the glycerine, is
disliked, a few drops of lemon juice, orange or lime juice, added to each
dose will make it agreeable and pleasant and will not in the slightest
interfere witt its benefical effects.
It's an Insult to your intelligence for ft -denier to endeavor to
palm off upon you some nostrum of unknown composition in place of Dr.
Pierce's world-famed medicines which are OP KNOWN COMPOSITION.
Most dealers recommend Dr. Pierce's medicines becanse they know
what they are made of and that the ingredients *employed are among
the most valuable that a medicine for like purposes can be made of.
The same is true of leading physicians who do not hesitate to recom-
mend them, since they know exactly what they cofstain and that their
ingrediems are the very best knon to medical 'science for the cure of
the several diseases for which these medicines are recommended.
With tricky dealers it is different.
Something else that pays them a little greater prcit will be n
upon 011 as "just as good," or even better. You can hardly afforr
oxeye a substitute of unknown composition and without any particular
record of cures in place of Dr. Pierce's medicines which are oc x MOWNoosiPoserioN and have a record of forty years of cures behind them.You know what you want and it is the dealer's business to supply that
*ant. /Suitt upon ef,
MUTILATED COIN
IS IDENTIFIED
(Inc of Most Remarkable Cases
ot Buried Money
Bills in Utmost tamfusion Received
Hy Treasury Irepartitient for
Retienifition.
f4OME 01111ER EXPERIENt'ES.
Washington, March 34.—The moat
remarkable identification of damaged
treasury notes in the history of the
government has just been completed
by the division of redemption of the
treasuty department. A few weeks
ago a packet of money was received
front a bank at Evansville, Ind., with
a request that the bills be identified,
If possible, and good money issued in
the place o- the damaged bills. It
was estimated by the bank that the
Packet con!taine/4 damaged notes of
a face value of about $1,000.
Accustomed as they were to receiv-
ing money in all sorts of damaged
conditions, the experts of the division
were nlystlfled by this particular
packet. It was in a worse condition
than any other package of money
ever sent in for identification. It
looked as if it Might have bee% bar-
led in the earth ft a long time. There
were Indications, also, that after It
had been removed from the earth it
had been dried in an oven. The ef-
fort to separate the bills by heating
the package had been unsuccessful,
for they adhered to each other as if
glued, and the whole mass presented
somewhat the appearance of ic large
plug of tobacco.
At the treasury department kero-
sene oi: Was used to separate the
mass, and all of the secret processes
of identification known to the bureau
were employed with such extiatordi-
ears success that out of a package
supposed to contain only $1.,000
worth of bills enough notes were
identified to make a total of $2,575,
ind that amount in crisp, new bills,
has been forwarded to the bank at
Evansville. The principle] part of the
male consisted of notes that were is-
sued twenty years ago and longer,
and added .to these were several bills
of more modern date, none, however,
being Issued later than five years
ago. The theory of the treasury de-
partment Is that the main package
of notes was buried undergrou)td for
safekeeping twenty years ago, but sometimes by the ashes. Our heav-
that some time later it was eitturned. lest receipts of soraM remittances
and the more modern bil:s were add -'come in the fall of the year, just after
ed and the whole again buried. The fires are started in the heating
letter from the bank threw no light 'stoves."
on where .or how the package weld The fine work of identifying dam-
found. Usually the amount actually aged bills is done by Mrs. A. E.
Identified falls far short of the Brown, who has an fnternational rep-
amount claimed by the owner of ;utation for skill in this peculiar field
damaged money, but in this case the of endeavor. She identified the bur-
bank, or the person It represents, le
l 
led money sent from Evansville.
21.575 better off than expected,
has A. L. taiiikSITER PREPARES-
cape I PLANS FOR FULTON HOVE.
Pr
I BOCK BEER!
Paducah Brewery Co.'s
InVOrpOrIlled.)
BOCK BEER
On Sale Today
In Kegs or Bottles
Both Phones 408.
The division of redemption
never had a more interesting
than this one from Indiana.
Similar Cases.
cold snap, habby lights the fire and INSOMNIA
the flames lick up the motley. Often
the birls are rescued before being
entirely consumed.. We can usually
identify /the bills by the giant), and
Architect A. L. Lassiter has been
"However,"said Franklin WaLents, seleeted by Mr. Smith Fields, of Ful-
the acting chief, who formerly lived ten, to draw the plans for his new
di Indianapolle, "there are numerous $7,000 house to be built there. Mr
other cases that are slowly akin 1.p Fle'da returned from Los Angeles.
t in point of human interest. A Cal., yesterday and decided on build-
large fire like that at San Francisco, 121 the handsome frame residence.
or a flood like that at Galveston, al-
ways brings to us many Slims of pa- Society is what a man gets for be-
Per money for identification. Netting too popular, or too great.
long ago a prominent senator from
the middle west brought a package
under his arm and, we opened it In
Cs presence. It had been sent to
him by a banker constituent, and he
brought it to us with the seal un-
broken. To our surprlee, when the
cover was removed, there was exposed
an old-fashioned fourth render of
the k!nd that was In use in the
schools when I was a boy. Half of
the leaves had been cut out, and in
place of the leaves there had been in-
serted a miseellaneotte collection of
hank note'', none of which was of a
later issue Rion thirty-five years ago
Many of the notes were damaged al-
most beyond recognition 14, the dry
rot, but we managed to Identify „be-
tween $1.000 and $ 1 , 7 nt° worth. We
afterward learned that the o'.d, fourth
reedels with its valuable contents bed
been between the rafters and the
roof of an old hotted for more than.
a quarter of a century.
Maury in Storm
"More of the small remittances
Athat come to us for IdenttereltIon." ,,
added Mr. Lentz, "are a reaof of L
the habit which many housewives
have of putting money In stoves for T $1.75 Dozen
sate-keeping. Why any woman!
would want to keep her money in a,
Moire is beyond my eomprelvension,
but It is surprising how many of !
them seem to think tent the atere i•
the Went place on earth. Daring
,thab slimmer season when there is no
Ste In the Rifting room ft. Rood .
t
houfewife puts her money in Ma l
,*tore. Then comes an unexpected'
0
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THE
IDEAL
SPRING
TONIC
15c Bottle
Only at
GILBERT'S
Drug Store
Food asl Broadway.
FORMS STEVENS OUT  
• I
Resignation of Chief Engineer of the
Canal Explained.
Washington, D. C., March 30.
insomnia was responsible 'for the re-
signation of Chief Engineer John F'.
Stevens, according to statements
made to the president today by mem-
bers of congress 'returning from an
inspection trip to the Isthmus.
These men gave the president to
understand further that Mr. Stev-
ens is sorry that he relinquished the
Important work of building the ca-
nal and that If he could do so he
wou:d withdraw his resignation. Of
courts° this action is impossible, as
Lieut. Col. Goethals has been order-
ed to supersede Mr. Stevens on April
1. It is expected that Mr. Stevens
will come to Washington and see the
president. There Is no likelihood,how-
ever, that he will be retained In the
government service even as consult-
ing engineer.
According to what Mrs. Stevens Is
telling her friends, her husband does
not want further employment, but
Intends to acrompany her to Etirode,
where they will remain for several
months
CATS GO ON ROAD'S P1111OLL
Orders Presiding For Official Rat
Weird.
Cleveland, 0., March 30.— The
Euclid aventre- station rat of the
Pennsylvania rai:road is to receive
official recognition. Mr. Cat Is to go
on the payroll and receive a month-
ly appropriation large enough to pay
for his milk, and perhaps fish now
and then. Then If he doteen't keepi
rats mit of the baggage room he will
be discharged and another rat will
be emOoyed to do rat catching about
the station. A general order Issued by
President McCrea requires a cat to
be kept at every station on the sfs-
tern to kill the retti that, tear bag-
gage In transit. The Euclid avenue
station cat has been on the job more
than a year, and has given satisfac-
tion.
Deep Laid Plot.
"Why did you vote for that man
If you don't like him?"
"I want to give him a chatters at
public life," answered Farmer Corn-
tevatell. "It's only a question of
(line before they'll have him elsaing
In an investigation "—Washington
Star
The ionw feather* of a bird's wine
are fortened to oho be. It I. this
which gives he wing the strength arid
surface w(*aresith to boat the air.
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Cilauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
 lnOorpc 
, 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122-124 N. Fourth St. Phonsa 757
An limiter Day.
Out of the total) of night a day
hag risen; be not anxious, this day
is an your own; do not hurry, for
In time it is like all other days:
neither delay, for NOW is pawing.
Early turn your face to the dawn
and let Its fresh beams bathe away
all the stains of night, then should
the noon be dark with storms, your
smile will still wear the rose .tints
of the morning. This new day can be
SaVel on by spending it; therefore,
ir ts care be enduring; in its con-
fusion be patient; lit its sorrow, he
trustful; in its trial be noble; in, ita
peril be heroic. Sliep softly among
human hearts and leave so mnchPof
kindness along life's pathway, that
fetidness shall spring up bearing trib-
ute in the cool eventide of the
world's glad Master.—Delmer Eu-
gene Croft.
A professor in rope.nhagen iTniver.
Nifty is said to chloroform plants. Af-
ter several days they bud In great
profusion.
IWe Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—it irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hnmp" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satittfy yourself by
sending as your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
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hacKache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In most cases are direct results at
WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAM
RATION OF THE BLADDER
The strain on the Kidneys and it
flamed membranes lining the neat
of the Bladder producing them
pains. .
ARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL CUPE IT
Two doses give relief, and one boa
will cure any ordinary case of Kid-
ney or Bladder trouble, Removes
Gravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism and all irregularities
of the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 50 cents
a box on the No Cure No Pay barb
by McPherson's drug store, Fourth
and Broadway, sole agents for Pa-
ducah, or sent by mail upon receipt
of price to Lark Medicine Co., Lou-
isville, Ky.
e Eorest Preservatlen.
Senator Depew ?hose a good sub-
int heels, when he pointed out- that
we had been only ten years doing a
work that was earned on by the
Swiss government for 5410 years, with
the result that Switzerland Is still a
habitable and happy country for the
Swiss, and an unmatched summer re-
sort for the reit of us. In Germany
forestry as a government function
Es huneheds of sears eld, and in
France ft. dates :back to Louis-
The latter country, indeed, has jdet
spent $18;040,000 as a part of tree-
planting operations which wile coat
124,000,4140 before they are through.
Instead of spending $18,41,00 ,000 on
planting in the Appektehlan region.
we have Preferred to lose that *turn in
damages by floods caused by leek of
those very trees. That Yappers to
be just the total of the flood damages
along -the Ohio and its tributaries
during the Mat four years.—Brook-
lyn Eagle.
Derivation of "Relater."'
Like many another term in Chrts-
tian nomenclature, the weld "Easter"
is derived from pagan sources. The
Saxon goddess of Meet, "Easere," was
honored with aunune festival at the
vernal eneiniele Thee dewteh messolter
wan also eemilated by the March
moon and. tine resurrection of Jesus
Occurred at this season. In later cen-
turies tile great Clarlsttnn festival
came to bear the pagan name "Rant-
er" an to be celebrated at a time
coincident, with the Jewish tease.
The following sign is displayed by
e firm of cycle and metor manufac-
turers at Hornsey, England: "To ae-
ronauts: Drop here for petrol"
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE_ THE LUNCS
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
ft ONSUltieTION Price
FOR 1)
L 
140U
D
G
S
IM and 60c & $ 00
ires Tr
Surest wad Ctulakest Cure fo7 all
THROAT and LUNG TROUT..
Lss, or MONEY BAWL
rena
sANTAL-MIDYStandard remedy fee Sleet.Gonorrhea and Runnings
IN 48 HOURS. Wm Kid-
ney and Bladder Trembles
tokti A110 SIUMLI
Um Big 45 for moment,
1 le S, day. ditellargd..111461,1111114104
irritations or utearioloo
INA la eV 111111?* of mucous nmishineree
Paladema sod snit astrli
aunsnermiseas. .at or eoirmone
111110aINTI,Q goad Drolnrrlas
5.5. 5. or gent is plain wearer
by rartaill. Or••514 frST -OS, sie ete Ise
AaAIV
•Olginn,1 'twig
inornois .taan tpoolli Jo)
1YINO3 1008 S11133110
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CONSTIPATION
''Por over nine years I sntnr.,i with chronic, eon•
F
Instlion and dnrIng Shia Sims I bad So take anJoen of Wa Water 011,0 every 14 hoqrs before
r0,414tiri rta 
Mien an acting on My bowel*. flaPtithr Itriad ealiearnta. And todury I am a Well men.
During the Nino years before I u•ort Carrarrtt 1
Worri untold noaery with Irial`rinal pin,. Thanks
tn you I am free ?torn all that this morii i ug. yea
caa see this Is behalf uf intruding hilmanity. '
S. F. Platter, itormolta,
test for
The Bowels
Potent, Testa florid Dor
igrjr!r melon. *skim Ort•s, at, sic, ion. fret
iii=1:0/..):141116 
CMI'S 01 
yt::: ries ttern CC C.
Stet Remedy Ca., ChiXgo or NV, ein
411/11AL SALE, TEN SUWON BOXES
................_T HE............_
Masquerader
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
Author of ''Ttio Circle," Etc.
Casriekt. 1904. Inr Bartow e.. •••thers
•
(Continued bow Yoonndny.y
When at last they drew up before
the dark archway of Middle Temple
lan,e he descended hastily, and as be
mechanically turned to protect larMe
dress from the wheel he looked at her
fully for the first time since their en-
terprise had been undertaken. As he
looked he felt his heart sink. He had
expected to, see the marks of suffering
miler face, but the expression be saw
suggested something more than mere
mental pain.
All the rich color that usually-deep-
ened and softened the charm of her
beauty had been erased as if by a
long illness, and against the now pal-
lor of her skin her blue eyes, her
black heir and eyebrows seemed
AtartlIngly dark. A chill .cobler than
remorse, a chill that bordered upon
rpenal fear, touched Loder In that
Moment. With the first impulsive
gesture be 'had allowed himself, .he
touched her arm.
"Eve"— he began unsteadily. Then
the noel died off his lais.
Withoet a sound, almost without a
movement, she returned his glaneM, and
something in her eyes checked what he
might have said. In that one express-
ive look he understood all she had de-
sired, all she had renounced—the full
extent of the ordeal she had consented
to and the motive that had compelled
her consent. He drew back with the
heavy sense that repentance and pit,y
were equally futile—equally out of
place.
Still in silence, she stepped lo the
pavement and stood aside while Loder
dismissed the cab. To both there was
something symbolic, something prophet-
ic, in the dismissal. Without Intention
and almost uneoneelously they drew,
closer together as the horse tensed. its
hoofs clattering on the roadway; Its
harness jingling, and, still without real-
ization, they looked after the vehicle as
it moved away down the long, shadow-
ed thoroughfare toward the lights and
the crowds that they had left. At last
involuntarily they turned toward each
other.- -
"Come," Loder said abruptly. "It's
code ecross the road."
Fleet street is generally very quiet
onee 'Midnight Is peened, and Eve had
no naed of gnitiance or protection as
they crossed the pavement, shining like
ftre Its tilViallifillght. Illitoreroesed It
vialking apart, for the dread of
phyltical contact that bad possessed
them In the cab seemed to have fallen
on them again.
Inquisitiveness has little place in the
region of the city, and they gained the
opposite fOotpath unnoticed by the cas-
ual passerby. Then, still holding apart.
they reneged and entered Clifford's Inn.
Inside the entrance they summed, and
Eve shivered involuntarily. "How
&emelt is!" she mild faintly. "And how
cold: Like a graveyard."
Loder turned to her. For one mo-
ment control seemed shekel,. His blood
surged, his vision clouded. The sense
that life and bye were still within his
reach filled him overwhelmingly. He
turned toward lave: he half extended
his hands. Then, stirred by what im-
pulse, morel by what Instinct. It was
impossible to say, he let them drop to
his sides again.
"Come!" be said.- ."Come! This Is the
way. Keep close to me. rut your
hand on my erne"
He spoke quietly, but his eyes were
resolutely averted from her face as
they crossed the dim, silent court.
Entering the gloomy doorway that
led to his own rooms. he felt her fin-
gels tremble on his arm, then tighten
In' their pressure as the bare passage
and cheerless stairs met her view, btif
he set his lips.
"Come!" he a-repeated in the enme
strained voice. "Come! It Mel far—
three or four flights."
With a white face and a curious ex-
preesIon in her eyes Eve moved for-
ward. She had released Loter'e atm
as they crossed the hall, and now.
reaching the stairs, she put out her
hand terminally. andscaught the banis-
ter. She had a pained, numb settee of
submission, of suffering that had sunk
to apathy. Moving forward without re-
sistance, she began to mount the stairs.
,The ascent was made In silence. Lo-
der went Met,' his shoulders braced.
his head held (Tree - Eve. mechanically
watchful of all his movements, fol-
lowed a step or two behind. With
weary monotony one flight of stairs
aticeeeded [mother, each to her mem
cuatomed eyes seeming more colorless,
more solitary, more desolate than the
preceding one.
Then at last, with a sinking sense of
apprehension, she realized that their
goal was reached.
The knowledge broke sharply through
her dulled senses, and, confronted by
the clotsenese of her ordeal, she paused.
her hend lifted, her hand still nervone
IS grasping the banister. Her lips part-
ed as If in sudden demand for aid. but
In the nervous expectation, the pained
apprehension of the moment, no mound
escaped them. Loder, resolutely cross-
ing the landing, knew nothing of the
silent appeal.
For n amend she stool hesitatink:
then her own weakness, her -own
shrinking dismay, were submerged In
the igterest of his movements. Slowly
mounting the remaining steps, she fol
lowed biro as if fascinated toward the
door that showed 4tngIl conspicuous
In the light of an unshaded gem jet.
Almost at the moment that she reach-
ed his side he extended his hand to-
ward the door. The motion Was deal.'
*4, hurried. as though he feared
to trust himself.
For' a spate be fumbled with the
lost. And Eve, standing 'close behind
him, heard the handle creak and turn
under his pressure. Then he shook the
loor.
"Chileate is dead."
et last, slowly, almost reluctantly.
lie turned round. "I'm afraid thirties
aren't quite—quite right," he said in a
slaw s-pice, "The door is locked, and
can see no light."
She raised her eyes quickly. "But
you, have a key?" she wIlieerect.
"Haven't you got a key?' It was ob-
vious that to both the unexpected check
to their designs was fraught with dan-
ger,
"Yes; but"— He looked toward the
doer. "Yes, I have a key. Yes, you're
right," he added quickly. "I'll use it.
Walt while I go inside."
. ritk4 with a new nervousness. op-
pressed ity the loneliness, the silence
about her, Eve draw back obediently.
The sense of mystery eenveyed by the
emlosed eoor weighed tilenti her. Hes
stmeeptaillIties were tensely alert as
she watched Lotter serueli for his key
and Insert it In the lock. With min
glen dread awl curiosity she sew tIi •
door yield and gape open like n blase
Rash In the dingy wall, and with a su:I
den sense of desertion she sew him
pars tbrough the aperture and heaae
him strike a match.
The wait that followed seemed
trnordinarily long. Listening intently.
she heard him move softly from one
room to the other. And at last, to her
acutely nervous susceptibilities. It
seemed that he paused in absolute si-
lence. In the intensity of listening
she heard her own faint, Irregular
breathing, and the sound filled her with
panic. The quiet, the nolitude, the
segue, instinctive apprehension, be-
came suddenly unendurable. Then all
at once the tension was relieved, Lotter
reappeared.
He painted for a second In the shad-
owy doorway; then he turned unsteadi-
ly. drew the door to and locked it.
Eve stepped forward. Her glimpse
of him had been momentary—and she
bad not heard his voice—yet the con-
sciousness of his bearing filled her with
Instinctive alarm. Abruptly and with-
out reason per hands turned cold. her
heart began to beret violently. "John"—
she said d below her breath.
For answer he moved toward her.
His face was bereft of color; there was
a look of consternation In his eyes.
"Comb," Messed. "Come at °neer-a I
must take you'home." He spoke In a
shaken, uneven voice. "
Eve, looking up at him., caught his
band. "Why?. Ally?' she enektioned.
Her tone wan low and scared.
Without replying he drew her Im-
peratively toward the stairs. "Go very
erectly," he commanded. "No one must
nee yen here." •
In the first' moment she obeyed him
Mettnetitety: then, rimehtng the heed
of the Main. she etatiped. With one
hand still elneplim his, the other cline-
leg eervonety to tiTe 'melee, She TO.
oThe present that
will please as an
Faster offering is
A
KODAK
We have them in stock
from $1 to $2. Drop in
'and see the 1907 models
Easier to nianipulatethan
ever.
M cPH ERS 0 N'S
Drug Store.
Mole agent iluyler's Coady .
I 
.
' The blither the prteressoe put an
44tete the more la e• nil, ho
to PlVe ooneolch f,. 'PO' A.
fused to &attend .1 ea, ulea
pered, "Pm not itathild. What is It?
What has 11:1111)PUOSO I must know."
For a moment Loder looked at her
uncertainly; then, reeding the expres-
sion In her eyes; he yielded to her tie-
mend.
"Re's dead," be said In a very low
voice. "Chilcote is deed."
(To be Conationa.)
CHILD SLAVERY IS
THE NATION'S INFAMY.
A meeting is to be held in New
york this week to fornea Child Labor
League. It Is called by the Women's,
Oonference of the New York Society
for Ethical Culture and will be held
In the Hudson theater Thursday.
March 2•1, at 3 o'clock. .
The objects of the mague are to se-
cure the enforcement of existing laws
and report violations thereof, and to
prepare a list of responsible persons
who will assist in procuring child la-
bor legislation.
This movement sleould extend
throughout the nation. The enslave-
ment of children for purposes of gain
Is the shame of every American. No-
body attempts openly to defend it;
but employers, who, tarrot, like, re-
peat the threadbare platitude that
"Business is business," and the more
-shameless one that "Our first object
is to make money," continue in fact
what they dare not uphold in theory.
l• Recently an American called atten-
tion to the biennial school census of
New York just made public, wherein
It Is reported -that 87.0410 children in
this city are kept at work, and that
nearly 110,000 of these are employed
illegally.
It is to the shame' of the present
'administration that it does no en-
force the law.
On Jan. 9 of the present year Jus-
ilee Olmstead from the bench said
that he knew personally of not fewer
than fifty boys under sixteen who are
employed in ten-hour shifts at night
in the Pennsylvania and Belmont tun-
nels.
Here ales is a matter that the
prospective league might invetstigate
As bad as the situation is in New
York however, it is Immeasurably
worse in other sections. It has been
estimated that if the victims of child
labor In Pennsylvania were to ,stand
shoulder to shoulder with no space
between, the solid line would exteud
for over 22 mile*, Is
The condition es oven worse in
many of the factories of the south,
and is quite as bad in ihe catcm rnIl
of New England. ,
A trifle over a motith ago the na-
tional census bureau gave out the be-
lated 'bulletin on child labor for the
census of leen. The fact that its is-
suance was delayed over seven years
would not indicate that this bureau
is keenly interested in- the que-tion.
The bulletin showed that In the Unit.
ed States there are employed 1,750.-
178 children between 14) and 15 years
of age, lay the time the children
reach the age of 15 it Is estimated
that over one-half of the boys and one
fifth of the girls in the nation are
bread-winners,
In the cotton mills alone more
than 44,004) children tinder 11 were
at work, or nearly one-fifth of ali
persons eMployed In that industry.
Ten per cent of the glesswerkers,
one of the most unhealthful of oe-
cupatlons, were children. utter 15.
These were the conditions In 1900.
The ease is probahls- much some
now. The statistics of tho labor
union e indicate that at least two mia
lien children are regtearly employed.
Senator Beveridge in his light for .1
national Child labor 'taw, wh'ch w
killed by a little coterie of Inwye
in .a house committee, stated that e
number of child workers is at
two millions.
Many of these children toll Ice
hours under unhealthful condititer
and for a wage pit iful:y smell. Thc
servitude not only robs them of vie
cation and play time, but cuts et
hope of a developed manhood an:
womanhood. It dwarfs their texilie
numbs their brains and starves the
Pouts. 14 is thrt crime of America].
civilizathen.—New York American,
Easter t Christ Chianti echoot.
In London there Is an old Red fe-
littitous custom on Easter Mon-day,
wlien the boys of the famous Cariet
hespltal school repair to the Man-
sion Hottae4to---imegive from the lord
mayor what are known as "Easter
hobs." Each "Grecian" receives a
sovereign, and the others, Amor:ding
to their relative standing, are given
ruins of lesser vtilbe. Refreshments
of 'entonadt and nun; are served, af-
ter which f-ne mason and the ‘,.vie
Authorities entidurt the boys to
H1st Ektveh, New gate, where they
sr a Armen.
The town of NOB Tad., is named
(1.n Paoli, of Corsica, who th-
ltiod that island against the )"reach
in fleror cif the Britleth ' lie died in
ildneland and lifts a mnntimeni In West
allnetke. A hbev
••••••••••
DR. T. FELIX GOURAUG'S
ORIENTAL TOILET POWDER
'HENRY MAMMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
An ideal, antiseptic toilet powder for infants Bonk Binding,
and adults. 
and Library
Thiele as exquisitely perfumed, antiseptic toilet p.wder. It is a
household necessity for the nursery and toiiet. It. Iccepi ihe cum
plexioti clear and preserve. tee velvety testate of youth. It ohoakt
be used fieely after bathing, giving a de lightf a, and refreshing effect.,
Prepared by
Ford T. Hopkins. N. Y—City, Proprietor of
GOURAUD'S ORIE.NTAL CREAM.
For sale by W. B. McPherson, Paducah, Hy
Ncightens.
Sez Mrs. McCafferty to Mrs. O'Raffer-
ty
As pasinf as lady could
Wid all hands the tub in, an' a-
schrubbin' an' a-rubhin'--
"The top av the morniu' to ye!"
iSez Mrs. O'Rafferty to Mn,. McCaf-
ferty.
NVId the clock half-pahst twilve, do
ye see— _ •
An' the washin' a-dryina an' flappin'
an' tlyin'--
"The middle av the noonday to
ye!"
gez Mrs. McCafferty to Mrs. O'Rafa
ferty,
A pulan' in-the lines aftber tea—
Wid the shat,es an' the pilly cases,
an' clo'es-pies sthuek in their
faces—
"The bottom av the avenin' to
ye!"
—St. Nicholac.
$700,Q00,000 per annum, and have
doubled in valus in a single decade,
but the share which products' of the
factory 'form of theetotal exports is
steadily increasing. A compirrio4.12
shows that in 1880 essianufacturee
formed but 15 per cent of the total
exports of domestic's products, while
in 1906 they formed 40 per cent.
With the rapid increase 'of popula-
tions in the United States and con-
sumption of natural products, tne
quality of- food and few Materials re-
maining -for distribution to the ether
ports of the world has not increased
propcmilonateey and with the devel-
opment of manufacturing fasalittes
and the trend of pepulation to the
manufacturing centers, production of
manufactures has already Increased,
and the surplus of these manufact-
ures, which may be spared for foreign
markets has also increased.
In Old Teetament Times.
Mrs. Stopechip—"Babyeis so back-
ward! Here he's 47 years old and he
MANUFACTURERS' EXPORTS
STEADILY. INCREASING.
Washington--The United States
now ranks third among the world's
exporters of manufactures, accoeding
to a monograph on "Exports of Man-
itfactures From the United States
and the Distribution," issued today
by the Bureau of Statistics of the De-
partment of Commerce and Labor. .
It is shown that not only do the
can't talk yet."
Mrs. Flintcave—"Why, that's odd,
my little boy WC'S only 40 last month
and he says lea-sta'and 'Ma-ma' and
lots of things.—Peek.
Judge Willis, of the English bench,
objects to metaphor. "Don't/ talk to
me of the people being in the same
boat," he said to a barrister the other
des'. "They were not in a boat at
exports of manufactures now exceed elaa.
EDGAR W. WHIT;TEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL, ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building, Both Phones 835
SITION5 or Money BackSeciured
Contract given; backed by 1300.000 00 capital and 16 years' success.
DRAUGHON'S Vtirilarg COLLEGES
28 Celleges in 16 States. Indorsed by business men. No vacation.
LEARN•BY MAIL etookkeering, Short- rurnpli.ting comic. -For "Catalogue Ii. ' onit a n d. Penmanship. Home Study or "Catalogue P " ea attending
Law• Letter WoOtOri itaglish. Dravrifig, Illus. College phone ifoi; IMF, or call on or addres%
testing, etc. Money hack if not satisfied after Manager Dratighota Practical RuainesaC011ege.
PADUCAH, 314 Broadway: or Evansville, St. Lours or Memphis.
ELECTRIC IRONS FREE
Beginning April 1st, we will
loan Electric Smoothing Irons on
30 days trial, free of charge.
Telephone or drop us a postal
and our representative will give
you the particulars.
Che
Paducah, Light Power Co.
11111=11011111101MINIMINnaliMille 
(IWO. r po ra
Lyon's Periodical Drops
Strictly vegek.ble. perfectly harmless. Orestes' known female remedy.
Aurns A...up of enosaa.f..irn and imitatiorl Ten vernal. In Pro all, onl• Inf0111 Ilditt=tir Air Vat an en side of the twat',bond for Circe*, to 14-H A414... I 0., Kars Neves Llevadanii, Ohio
SOLD BY Alain & t.L4T,a
paste es!,
Bank Work, Legal
Work a specialty.
Oak Dale Hotel
Broolcport,
Rites $t a Day. — Etenthing 0 II
Its. J. A. talon. Pritertirets
NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
Newest and best hotel in the Itty.
Rates 112.00. Two large sample
rilionts. Bath rooms, Electric Lights.
The only centrally located Hotel la
the city,
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SO-
- LICITED.
EVANSVILLE, PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINE.
(incorporated)
Evansville and Paducah Packeta.
(Dairy Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, *t(ll. Elegant music on the
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Loaves Paaacah for Cairo and Way
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cai:o
and return, with or witasout meals
and room. Geod music 'and table un-
surpassed .
For further information apply to
S. It. Fowler General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fow:er, City Pass. Agent, at
Fow ler-Crum ba ugh & Cols. case -
Roth peer,- No. 22.
Maine guides deny the current
',stoles of great mortality In the last
White among deer. "This last has
been the best winter for deer, so far
as the snow goes, we have had for
many yesee,m." one guide is quoted as
sa) ing.
LEE LINE STEAMERS
Plying between Memphis. Evans-
ville, Louisville, Cincinnati, at.
Louis and Vteksberg. Leaves
Memphis every. aruesday for
Evansville. Louisvgle and Cin-
cinnati. Leave Cincinnati every
Wednesday for St. Louis, Mem-
phis anti Vicksburg. Pass Padu-
cah going up every Thursday.
Pass I'aducah going down every
Saturday.
H. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
Office Richmond house.
Telephone 66-11,
-- —
ST. LOUIS AND TENNENSEE
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
FOR TENNESSEE arria.
STEINER CLYDE
Leaves Padneali- For Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT, Masten
EUGENE ROBINSON, Clerk
This conafany Is not responsible
for invoice chargets sunless collected
by the Her) te the boat.
NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
List of new subecribers by
the East Tennessee Teleptiene (eine
pany today:
1220—Newman, II. R., Res., 719
Clay St.
1818—Graham, Z. C., Res., 11th
and Jefferson.
1001--Horton, Wm, F., Res., 300
Harrison.
2886-- Edwards, Mrs. Georgia
McGrew, flee., 1722 Jefferson.
156C —Greg, henry, Res., 423
Clay St,
We have In tee city over 3.000 sub-
scribers or five times as many as the
independent company; outside the
city and within the county we hare
62 tithes as many subscribers as the
Independent. company. Tot It will
place a telephone In emir residence
at the same rate the Independent comapuny In supposed to charge, and pro-
vide in addition, long distance facili-
ties which will enable you to remelt
fully fifty million people front you,
borne
eau goo for runner taronsatidat..
ada.
- • .
fr
•
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An Announcement of Importance for Shoe Wearers
The American Lady and the American Gentleman, the Best Popular Price-Shoes
MADE HAVE BEEN PL4CED WITH LENDLER & LYDON
This announcement is of the greatest moment to every man, woman and child in Paducah—every one who wears shoes.The American Lady and the American Gentleman are brands of shoes that the largest and most up-to-date shoe manu-facturers in the country, the Hamilton-Brown Shoe Co.. of St. Louis, have made famous. Famous because they are un-doubtedly the best values in shoes money will buy, at the prices.The proof of that is the fact there are probaby more American Lady and American Gentleman shoes worn than any.other shoe.
The American Lady sells at from $2.50 to $4, and the price simply won't buy more shoe value anywhere..The-American Gentleman sells at from $3.50 to $5, and the price simply won't buy more shoe value anywhere.In each line, ladies or gentlemen, these is a shoe that will fit every and any foot. Making the quantity of shoe; they do, Hamilton-Broxn Cp necessarily have the greatest possible number of lasts and different styles.As an illustration of the magnitude of the firm, they have five specialty factories. (Note---Every factory is a specialty factory, andemploys only specialists schooled to that particular work.)
These five factories make 48,000 pairs of shoes a day and preparations are being made to enlarge the plants.Merit must necesrarily be the foundation stone for such a business. And having attained to such proportions the firm must not kickdown the ladder that elevated it—making the. best shoes made. No, they must keep up the standard.We are showing Hamilton-Brown's complete lines in these famous shoes, as well as their children's shoes, and shall be pleased to showthem to you at any time. Come in to see us. You won't be urged to buy.
The American Lady LENDLER 6 LYDONsells from $2.50 to $4.
None better. 309 Broadway.
American Gent 1 eman
sells from $3.50 to $5.
None better.
The Final Punch.
An omnibus full of young Peristan
students was reeling down the etreet
when a quiet leaking old gent:eman
In priest's attire got in. The stu-
dents, angry at the interruption, be-
gan using bad language in the eope
of driving him outside. But the
* priest took no more notice than If
the 'bus had been perfectly empty.
At last he rose to get out.
Then he turned and very politely
said:
"Till we meet again, gentlemen."
"Goodby, old chap," !emitted one;
!ewe are sure to meet await'. I am I
the chapl'a'in of Mazes prison."—T. I
P.'s Weekly.
Professional Jealousy.
Secretary--"The president will Is-
sue another message to congress to-
morrow."
John D. Rot:keteller—"By George!
He's one ahead of me aew! Tell the
boys to i-all tomorrow afternoon and
I'll tell them how I eitjoy eating
welsh rabbit poured over chop suey."
Prom the haekebili turtle
"we don't want to see you again." Cariblean 'Sea comes the
"Pardon me," replied the priest, shell of commerce.
There's magic In a pretty foot'
And we all seem to know
For we who have a pretty foe
-Are pretty sure to show it.
Oxfords for Every One
Man, Woman, Child
Pr FOR MEN Hannan lte and ft', thebest shoe made, Stetson le, a shoe
of quality.
FOR WOMEN—Foster, Pingtee and Reeds, $3.50
to $e 00
NONE. of these shoes need a word of praise—their
reputetione are too well established. Let us Show you
our Spring and Summer linett.
COCHRAN SHOE CO.
of the
tortoise
DID
YOU
EVER
Stop to compare the efficient
telephone service of today with
the telephone as it was
before the Paducah Home
Telephone Company entered
the field ? It's better now.
WE DID IT.
PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE COI, II1C1
Business Phones $2.50 per month
Residence Phones $1.50 per month
THE WHITE MAN'S BURDEN.
Traveler: "You're cure my luggage will be all right here?stolen?"
Native: "Oh, dey won't get stole, ma5sa.
about here 'ceotin' yourself."
It won't get
Dere ain't no udder white mar
GREATEST OP ALL MASTODONS
Teeth of Prehistrie Mousier Pound
In Alokn 1,1*eigh Pounds Each.
What is perhaps the largest Inas
todon ever uncovered completely In
Alaka. -was unearthed during the Peet
all months at Circe City by Max L.
leohbrunner.
The exact location of the mastodon
is on Alice Creek, tributhry of Mineea:
Creek, which flows into Woodebop-
per Creek. To judge of the other
dimensions of the huge monster It
must be only sale that one tusk of
the mammoth which is still intact, is
noire than nine feet eight inches
long and has a circumference of eigh-
teen Inchei: The jaws of the entitle'
still have teeth, four In number. Tate'
of these teeth which have been taken
out and reteaced, weigh fifty pounds
apiece. The other parts of the ani-
mal are in a poor state of preserva-
tion compared with the tusk. Al-
though the bones have net all been
colected, they weigh in the neigh-
borttood of letele pounds. 
.
Lohrunner, who got the bones, deg
them out at a depth of eight feet be-
low the surface of the groune It
look a greet Amount- orcare and pains
on his part to see to It that the bones
wereenot burned to charchel, 'Are
be was excavating and flawing the
ground.
lobrunner hes moved part of the
animal Into storage Chyle City
and wet 111014 It three WI gpringtime,
when it WI:: te removed to Seattle,
where it will be entt together and
eventually
I 
find Its way into the
Alaska-Yukon-Patine Exposition, if
the Smithsonian Institution does nst
got it before that time.
"Alice Creek, where I found this
mastadon," said Lehrunner, "Le one
of the most wonderful on earth, from
1 standpoint of .'research. eit seems
to be the boneyard that a %hole lot
of prehistoric anlitlals made in order
to die, or to be kilted. We have
found on the creek the skeletons of
mastadons. musk-ox cartbou, bear and
other animals. If We (week ever
goes into a hydrae:lc mining propo-
sition, the world we be astonished
with the mawv tends of boys of ani-
mals In prettleteole1 limes."—From
the Vancouver Pt-evince._
He ttiot the 310107.
Here is a french joke that In rather
Enellrh in character: 'the Marquis
de Favleree notorious for his impe-
etinionsity, eeeed on a man of Means
named Darnard, and said:
"Monsieur, I am going* to astonish
you. I am the Marquis de Favieree.
I do not know you, and I come to bor-
row five hundred louts."
. "Mousiest r ." Bursar,- -.replied , "I
am going to aeteatieh you mert more
I know you end I am1 going to lend
them.
The Village Oracle- - Say what
Yen Hke, this 'here man Boeseeeelt
measures his words, by vim! Store-
1 0,11^r - Myr—. good Measure, 6o,
b'gosb!—Purk. •
\ Probably Catching.
A young matron of Baltimore, np-
on entering her nursery, found her
Youngest itt tears.
"Why, what's the matter with,
Harry?" she asked the nurse.
"He's mad, mum." exe:afrned the
nurse "because I wouldn't let him
go to the Simmonses' across the
at rate,"
"And why wouldn't you let him go
Norah?"
'Because mum, they're havin'
clienteles, so I said, an' I wasn't sure
whether he's had them or not." —
Harper's Weekly.
What Worried Mark's Mother.
I was always told that I was a
sickly and precarious and tiresome
and uncertain ('hild, and lived main-
ly on a'Aoputhic ,medicines duiing
the first seven years of my life. I
asked my mottle, about this, in her
Old age— she was in her eighty-
eighth year —and said:
"I suppose that during all that
time you were uneasy about me?"
"Yes, the whole time."
"Afraid I couldn't
After a._reflective pause--ostensi-
bly to think out the facts:
"No--fraid you would."--- mark
Twin's Autobiography In the North
American Reyiew.
Pennsylvania Primaries.
It will surprise a great many peo-
pie to hear tliat the winter primaries,
under the new kiev, core about $1,-
000,0-04, hills for. which have been
presented to the state for payment.
Thews primaries were not general.
There were many counties where the
nominations were mad.' under the
Old system, the parties themselves
paying for them. Ti the winter Pet'
maries under such circumstances
cost so much, the June primaries,
which will be held in every district
in the state, will involve the expend-
iture of from e1e-A$0,0104) to $2,4111.0,-
000. It Is not much wonder thtre is
a desire to got rid of one of the elec-
tions.—Phi
s
lactelphia Press.
tee e
Sibetean better goes to Hamburg,
is repacked and sent to the Far East
as a German production, Russian su-
gar goes to Japan in an Austrian`die
guise, and Russian calico is sold
there under a German wrapper.
Those are some of the reasons wile
tile Russo-Japanese Cointnercial corn
pany has been formed in Russia.
No, Alphonse. you can't always tell
how much 'a girt wants you to kiss
her by the etrennous objection she
puts up.
'COLUMBUS VEHICLES IHigh Grade
We have in stock the GENUINE COLUMBUS Bug-
gies, Phaetons and Surries---all 1907 styles.
Call and See Them.
Powell=R • gers Co.
(inenrporntett.
129-131 North Third Street.
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